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PREFACE 

Sir Alfred CoJqyn Lyall was one of the most distinguished 

·Anglo-Indian administrators of the second half of the 19th century. 

-The present thesis examines the political id.ea.s of this remarkable 

administrator whose advice and opinion were higbl.y treasured by the 

Government .of India throughout his later official career, as .Home 

Secretary to the Government of India from 1873 to 1874-, as .Agent

Q:eneral to the Governor-General in Rajputana from 1874- to 1878, as 

Foreign Secretary to the Govermnent of India from 1878 to 1881, as 

Lieutenan~Governor of North-Western Provinces from 1882 to 1887, 

and fillall.y as Member of the India Council in London from 1888 to 

1903. IQral.l. contributed his quiet yet cCJlsiderable share of ideas 

pertaining to a successful £\motioning of the Government· of India. 

It is almost impossible to regard ~all as a representative of 

a particular school like, for instance, . of the 'Soldier-Poli ticals' , 

, represented by Stephen and Strachey, or a specific tradition like 

the 'Punjab Tradition' built up by James Thomason and John Lawrence. 

Lyall' s views were wholly independent of any party or group. However, 

he can, with safety be termed as a pr-otagonist of the Imperial creed 

of his age. 

In presenting Lyall 1 s ideas, I have been compelled to be selective. 

Lyall's share of ideas in matters like the foreign policy of the .. 
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Governme.nt of India with regard to .Afghanistan, Russia and all the 

Central. Asiatic problems, which could, in ard by themselves form, 

enormous studies, have been purposely left out. My purpose has been 

to relate ~all's ideas on the administration of India to those of 

his contemporaries in a period which saw the rise of Indian Nationalism. 

It may be not·ed that ~all started his official career around 1857, 

the year which marks the beginning of modern India. 

The present work is a study of the ideas of an Angl&::Iiid;ian 

administrator and not of a high public functionary appointed directly 

from Britain for a short term of years. The distinction is important, 

since studies have hitherto been made of some Indian Viceroyalties, 

but the vast field which pertains to a study of the ideas of official 

Anglo-Indians, who spent nearly thirty to forty of the most fruitful 

years of their lives in. India, has remained almost unexp~ored. The 

diverse material on this subject contains an enormous wealth of 

information for the research worker in social sciemes and is indis

pensable for an objective reconstruction of India's past. 

In spite of my efforts, unfortunately, I have not been able to 

consult the Lyall Papers which are in the·custody of a descendent. 

The ~all Collection, available in the ~a Office Library consists 

of six letters, out of' which two are written by Sir Alfred Lyall. 

The scattered and scanty information about. Lyall· in the relevant 



volumes of manuscript collections like the Northbrook, Lytton, 

Cross (for Lord Dufferins 1 correspondence) Hamil ton, and Morley 

Collections in the India Office Library have been consul ted for 

this wark. ~his material has been supplemented by Ripon Papers 

in the British Museum, Cromer Papers in the Public Record Office 
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and Stephen Papers in the University Library, Cambridge. It JD83" be 

pointed out ~ere that ]Qall 1 s biographer, Sir Henry _Mortimer Durand 

has drawn his information entirely from the Lyall Papers and according 

.to him, he has not tapped any of the _Official sources. On my part, 

I have tried to cover Lyall 1 s official correspondence, his minutes 

I 

and memoranda, despatches and State papers, most of which were found 

in the above mentioned manuscript volumes. Also available therein 

were some private letters written to Stephen, Morley, Cromer and 

others. The principal source of this work has been Lyall 1 s books 

and his llllJIIerOUS articles contributed to various Reviews and ·Journals. 

Several published and unpublished sources have added to the material. 

MY research has been supervised by ~fessor W.H. Morris-Jones, 

Head of Department, Social. Studies, University of Durham, and to him 

I am extremely grateful for his able guidance aild his keen interest 

in my work. I al.so owe a debt of gratitude to my kind teacher 

Dr. Abdul Hamid, Professor of History, Government College, Ia.hore, 

Pakistan, for inspiring my interest· in the subject. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. The Nature of the Indian _Civil Service 1857-1917. 

The importance of the Civil Service in the- wm-king of a modern 

State _can hardly be over-emphasised. Its significance is all the more 

marked in the case of ID:iia because upto the Independence and Partition 

of the SUb-Continent into two-sovereign states,· India was gover.ned.by 

a bureaucra:tio or quasi-burea11cratic form of government. At the apex 

of all the services stood tbe Indian Civil Service.- the oldest Civil 

Service . in the world. 1 From 1857 up to -1917, the heart and soUl of 

the British Administration in India was the Indian Civil Service. 2 

·During this period it constituted both the government and the a.dininis-

tration, in other words, both the policy-framing and the executive body. 

Writers on this subject agree that the I.d.s. has never had a parallel 

~here else in the world. Lloyd George described it as the ' steel 

frame' of the Indian administration. It formed, as it were, the centre

piece and the prime-:inovm- of the whole system of public services. 3 

One reason w}zy' the Indian Civil Service assumed prime importance 

in Government. was the rather unusual s~ture of the Government of 

India. It was a vast hierarchy with its base in India, but its offic;:ial 

l. Ghosal, Ashoy Kumar: Civil Service in India under the East Ind.i8. 
Com;pany, London, 19~. p.l2. 

2. Blunt, Sir Edward. The Indian Civil Service, London, 1937. pp.82-3. 
3. Ghosal: op.cit. 



apex in London in the person of the Secretary of.State for India. 

He was a member of the British Cabinet and his term of office 

depended upon the fortunes of party politics. A Council of India, 

consisting of fiteen m.embers, was established in London to advise 

the Secretary of State, but its influence waned after 1870 and the 

position of. the S~cretary of State became more and more important 

2 

in relation to the other el~ments of the ~vernment of India. The 

Parliament embroiled in Irish problems and other domestic and foreign 

issues had little time for India and general.ly gave the Secretary a 

free hand. 1 

The head of the Bri ti sb. Government in India was the Governor 

General. styled the Viceroy when acting as the direct :.;-epresentative . . 

of the Crown, usually appointed for five years. He was assisted by an 

executive Council_but the powers of this body were very limited. For 

administrative purposes British India was broken up into units called 

the Provinces, each under a Governor or a Lieutenant-Governor. The 

Provinces were divided into Divisions, and these in turn were further 

divided into Districts. The District was the basic administrative 

unit and the key figure in Indian administration was the District 

Officer. 

1. Thompson, Edward and Garratt, G.T.: Rise and Fulfilment of 
British Rule in India, London, 1934, p.466. 
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The influence of some strong Secretaries of State like the 

Duke of Argyll, Lord Salisbury and Lord Hartil'lgton was considerable 

and control from Whitehall pr-obably reached its highest point when 

Lord Morley was Secretary of State. During his term of office, the 

Viceroy was regarded as 'the Secretary of State's Agent in India".
1 

These men were of considerable political consequence and of a 

different calibre frem most Presidents of the P.re-Mutiey era. Their 

position in the Cabinet led them to exercise an increasing control 

over the political activities of the Government of India, and the:ir 

ability to do so was heightened immensely by the opening of direct 

tel~graphic communication in 1870. The days were over when a 

Governor-General like Lord Wellesley, could get his own way by 

presenting the home authorities with a fait accompli. Even after-

wards, sometimes a Governor-General like Lord Curzon could completely 

'overshadow the Secretary of State. During CUrzon' s term of office, 

the Secretary of State described himself as 'The Viceroy's .Auibassador 

in England~ 2 All influence coming from the top, however, was 

temporary. The Civil Serrlce in the absence of a regular organ of 

control grew up to be a bureaucracy with all its virtues and vices. 

Vices apart, the I. c. s. was a remarkable body of intelligent, 

consoienmious and hard-working officials. Its big~ standards of 

1• Blunt: The I.c.s., op•cit., p.Bs-6. 

2.~ 



admission and excellent remuneration attracted some of the most 

capable young men from Great Britain. The I. c. s. has also probably 

been the most literary administrative service in the world. Its 

gifted members have left momunental works like the Imperial Gazetteer, 

Census Reports, Settlement Reports, District Gazeteers, and above all 

their own Memoirs. They have also been frequent contributors to 

newspapers, periodicals, reviews and journal.s. Sir Alfred ~1, 

the subject of our study, is an eminent member of this scholar-official 

body. 

The most distinctive feature of the I.c.s. was the participation 

of some of its members in the politics of the. country. They did not 

regard their jobs as merely administrative. But according to some 

writers, like Finer, a public servant is not expected to dabble in 

politics at all. He is not supposed to take sides with aqy political 

party and his professional. ethics demand complete impartiality. Public 

officials are officials, they are not politicians or statesmen. The 

modern system of .ministerial responsibility and of changing political. 

executives ~quivocally demand that civi.l servants shall do their work 

without personal public blame or praise, with a view to help government 

of any party complexion. 1 

This, however, was not tzue in the case of the I.c.s. High public 

:f\mctionaries, being away from t}'l.e actual scene, the civil servants had 

1. Finer, HerD;IS.Il: The Theory and Practice of Modern Government, the 
abridged, one volume edition, London, 1954, pp. 714-720. 
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to faoe the immediate political problems. Besides, they were trained 

with a specific mission, which was the maintenance of British rule 

over India. It is well worth pointing out tha.t their training was very 

comprehensive and it entailed severe regimentation. Sir Bampt,ylde 

Fuller writes in his book entitled Some Personal Experiences:-

"The examinations were strict. My final examination included twenty 

eight paper·s of three hours each, and half. this number_ of vica-voces. 

I went out· to India with a fair class-room knowledge of Sanskrit, 

Persian, Hindustani and Hindi, some acquaintailce with Arabic and 

stuffed with law, political econom;y and Indian history." It seems 

that this varied mental equipment coupled with a strict proba~ion 

period, aimed at providing them with sufficient und.erstaildl.ng of the 

country's problems, so that they could discharge their duties to the 

satisfaction of their masters. 

The original aim of the British in India was economic, but the 

gradual tr~sference of power from the Company to the Crown changed 

it into a political ane in 1857. There is no dOubt that British rule 

brought in its train the educational. and social renaissance of the 

natives, it was nevertheless, incidental to the above aims, i.e. economic 

and political. From 1857 onwards, the British, in general, and the 

Indian Civil Servants, in particular, were expected to employ all their 

resourcefulness to advance the· political influence of the Crown. It 

has alreaqy been mentioned that some of the members of the r.c.s., 
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participated in the country's politics, Which distinguished the 

I. c. s. , both in theory and practice, from civil services of other 

countries. 

Apart from doing their routine administrative duties, most of 

the L c. S. men were very much aware of the political developments ot 

their time, in which they took an active part, and made their influence 

strongly felt. Men like Sir George Campbell, Sir Richard· Temple, Sir 

John Straohey, Sir .Al£red Lyall, Sir Charles Aitchison, .Allan Hume, 

Sir w. w. Hunter, Sir Henry Cotton, Sir Bam:pfylde Fuller and Sir Michael 

O'Dwyer were full of political ideas and some intelligent and resourceful 

ideologies of_government. 

The most powertul. political organisation in India, the Indian 

National Congress .was founded by a. Civil Servant Allan Hume. Political 

education for India reamdned one ot the sustained interests ot Hume's 

life. Soon after the inception ot the idea of Congt"ess, Hume went to 

England for the purpose of consulting friends and sympathisers in the 

Parliament and outside. He gained promises of support on behalf of the 

Ripon Reform Policy from liberal members of the House. ot Commons like 

John Bright and James Caird. He returned to India in time for the 

inaugural meeting of the Indian National Congress, which opened in 

Bombey on December 27, 1885; the first of a long series of annual 

gatherings held ever since. 
1 

1. Ratclif~ S.K.: Sir William Wedderburn and the Indian Reform 
Movement, london, 1923, p.59. 



Sir William WedderbUrn, another distinguished member of the 

service, '\18S always concerned with the creation and improvement of 

political institutions. As a complete Liberal he believed without 

reserve, in the principle of self~government for India. The extra-

ordinary position he attained in India, the unreserved affection and 

trust which the people of all ranks reposed in him, came to him as a 

result of his constant sympathy for the Indian people.
1 

Sir Henry Cotton, a remarkable member of the I.c.s., states, 

"I never made any concealment of my opinion; eve:ryone knew that I 
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identified II\YSelf with Lord Ripon's policy and I wa,s already described 

as a White Baboo. 112 He championed the Indian cause in collaboration 

with his friend and colleague, Sir Henry Harrison, who was most devoted 

to the people of the country and who was genuinely sympathetic towards 

the asp:irations of the educated classes. In the stormiest days of the 

Native Jurisdiction Bill controversy, Harrison and Cotton arranged a 

mixed dinner for the Indians and the English, and Cotton made a speech 

breathing the ~irit of equalit,y.3 It was Sir Henry Cotton who first 

visualized the ideal of the Federated States of India. 4 

1. Ratolifi'e: op.cij;., pp. 176-7. 

2. Cotton, Sir Henry: Indian and Home Memories, London, 1911, p.187. 
. . 

3. Woodruff, Philip: The Men Who Ruled India, The Guardians, p. 175. 

4. Durai, J.c: The Choice Before India, London, 1~, p.85 
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Civil servants like Sir Bampfylde Fuller and Sir Michael O'Dwyer 

remained steadfast Conservatives regarding India-, throughout t~ir 

of'f'icial careers and afterwards. Criticising Brj.tish policy with regard 

to constitutional and political reforms Fuller wrote, "We should not 

have abdicated the control, which could Bl.one keep peace amongst 

sectarian animosities, and committed ourselves to sentimental reforms 

which have thrown the country into disorder, have involved countless 

prosecutions and. punishments and. much loss of' lif'e, and have finally 

lost f'or England the confidence of Asiatics. Prospects which twenty 

f'ive years ago seemed as stable as the course of a canal are now as 

unoertrln as the behaViour of the flooded Ganges. 111 Likewise Sir 

Michael O'Dwyer wrote in his book India as I Knew It, one of the most 

remarkable writings of his time on India, "Could there be a more pitiful 

exhibition of the incapacity, the iiTesponsibility, and the intellectual 

dishonesty of many of those who arrogantly demand that we should entrust 

to them the governance of 320 millions of people?"2 That such a 

question cou~ be asked by a ProVincial Governor as late as ill the 

twenties of the present cen~ is really startling. Similar other 

passages in the book portray his feelings about the Home Rule Demani of 

the native politicians. 

1. Fuller, Sir Bamp:fylde: Some Personal Experiences, London, 
1930, p.l. 

2. O'Dwyer, Sir Michael: India As I Knew It, London, 1925, 
p.U2. 
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With regard to the problems pertaining to the government of India, 

the views of. the Indian Civil Servants have been considered by some 

writers as only next in importance to the views of the people of India. 1 

In political reforms, due consideration was shown to the views o.f the 

I.c.s. Their views, like those of the Hindus, Muslims, other minorities 

and factions, had to be accommodated. Pointing out the difficulties in 

dra:f'ting the Act of 1909, Lord Morley wrote to Lord Minto "the subject 

is grave; to keep in step with you is all important; to present a 

front that won 1 t off end the Bureaucracy nor the non-official Anglo-

Indians, nor the Mohammedans, nor the right wing of the Congressmen 

is no joke."2 The Bureaucracy, if" unsuited for evolving any general 

policy,was remarkably effective in passively resisting a~ innovations 

of which the majority of officials did not approve. No Viceroy, with 

h:is limited term of office, could hope to accomplish much against the 

wishes of the Bureaucracy. 

The four decades, folloW-ing the year 1857 may be thought of as 

the golden age of the bureaucratic machine in India. The comparatively 

easy defeat of the Uprising of 1857 was taken by most of the British as 

a justi.:f"ication for their rule. Sir Percival Griffiths in his book 

called The British I.nwact on India writes, "'!!he Anglo-Indian Bureaucracy 

in the second half of the nineteenth centur.y, though efficient and devoted 

to the welfare of India, became a ruling caste outside the main current 

of Indian life and feeling." It is interesting to notice that even 

1. Barker, Sir E:rnest, The Future Government of India and ·the Indian 
Civil Service, London, 1919, p.2. 

2. Morley: Recollections, Vol.ll, p.28. 
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tod.ey' this attitude of isolation exists in the case of the higher civil 
I 

I 

servants of India and Pakistan. Professor Morris-Jones very: aptly 

remarks, "The cast of mind. of th~ Higher civil servant is still distinctive 

and he still tends, for reasons ~f taste and convenience, to restrict · 

his social intercourse to the cizicle of his fellows. 111 

"Stracheyisrn" was the representative feature of this ag~. Sir John 

Strachey was the most powerful influence in the Civil Servia~, the tower 

of strength upon whom Viceroys like Lord Mayo ( 1869-72) and tord Lytton 

2 
(1876-80) leaned for support. , The essence of Strachey' s [ndian 

Imperialism was an empire resting on power. He believed in ?:lrect rule 
I 

and the observance of impartial law, and he rejected. as base the notic;m 

of buying support of any particular classes like the peasa11tey and. t~e 

Indian Aristocracy. The end to be achieved was a good and efficient 

government. 3 

A great wave of Liberalism came over India with the ascendancy 

of· the Liberal party in England and the despatch of Lord Rip;on to India 

in 1880. This period, however, was not to last long and tlk tide of 
I . . I 

Imperialism surged back again. In the later nineteenth cen~ came 
I 

the influence of t}le new Imperialism and with it the· halcyo~ days of 

the "White Man' s Burden" a term which implied the convictiori that it was 
' I 

the right and the responsibility of Europeans in general, arid the British 
I 

in particular, to extend t~ir rule and culture to all co~rs of the earth. 

1. 

2. 

; 

Morris-Jones, W.H: Parliament in India, London, 1957 ,; _p.ll. 
. I 

Stokes; Eric: The English Utilitarians and India, London, 1959, 
p.282. ! 

3. Stokes: gp.cit., p.310. 
I 
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The political role of the I. C. s. became more obvious, aDd at 
! 
I • 

times, very difficult with the rise of Indian nat:l,.onalism. 1The formatJ.on 
I 

of the Indian National Congress in 1885 complicated the prob,lems of 
I 

D:tq>erial rule. The task of adjusting the aims and ambitions of the 
I 

British G.overnment with the political aspirations of the ea.Jcated 
I 

.classes of natives, was a singularly difficult one. Percep~ive civil 

servants like Sir .Alfred ~all started to issue warnings of ~dangers 
I 
I 

ahead. Bureaucracy found the political situation increasingly dif:f'icul t 
I 

to .handJ.e. The year 1917 marks a turning point in the role !of the I. c. s. 

The British Government in 1917 committed itself to a policy I which was 
I 
I 

formulated in the famous statement "the increasing association of· Indians 
I 

in every branch of the administration, and the gradual deve~opment of 
• I 

self-governing institutions, wi.th a view to the progressive 1realisation 

I 
of responsible government in India as an integral part of the British 

I 

Eupire." It was fel-t that as India progressed towards reaponsible 
I 

government the Civil Service must abandon its old place and1adjust 
I . 

itself to the ·new situation. The Civil Service was no longer to be 
I 
I 

the 'Gov~rnment• as before, but to becane _merely the 'admin~stration·•~ 
I 

The seat of authority in India was to be removed from the Civil Service 

to the legislature, in order to build up the system of Government accord-
' ! 

ingly. Ramsay Macdonald said "Wisdom compels us to see not I very far off 

the end of the Civil Service as we have lmown it • .,l 
I 

The position of 

1. Macdonald, J.R: Government of India, 1919, p.llJ. 
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the civilian further changed with the Government of India Act, 1935. 

Instead of taking action he could merely advise. The civili$n who used 

to serve by ruling learnt to rule by serving. 1 
' 

i 
After having some idea of the nature and character of the I. c. S. 

I 
from. 1857 up: to 1917 we can now make an effort to see what sOrt of 

political. ideas some of the Civil Servants had. Lord Morleyj and some 

other writers are of the opinion that some of the administrators 
! 
' 

contributed a considerable share towards the growth of Imperial.ism of 
I 

the late nineteenth century. If a:ny central thread can be ~icked out 

of the tangled Skein of the political ideas of the later nin~teenth 
I 
I 

century, Imperial.ism would appear to be the most prominent. ' It has 

been described as the 'dominant political. creed' 
2 

and as a '~despread 

political theory' 3. 
' 

During the Imperialist phase, Indian service attracted~ few rare 

minds who brought the highest currents of European thought to play upon 

Indian problems and who, in their turn, brought back ideas nPuz-i,shed 
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by Indian experience into English intellectual life. 
I 

The mo.st remarkable 

among them were Sir Henry Maine, Sir James Fitzjames Stephen!, Sir Alfred 

Lyall and Sir William Wilson Hunter. 4 

1. 

2. 

Blunt: The I.c.s., p.7B. 
Trevelyan, G.M: Br--.~i~t1~·s..,h.....-H,_i_,s .... t ... o.._ry._.-in--.t..,h_e__.N ... i_n ... e_t_e_...~_n ... th_c ... en--.tur"i-": ,_Y_...and..,·......,Af'--..t-.·er .... , 

London, 1937, p.397. 1 

Barker, Sir Ernest: 
p.ll ... 

Political thought in England 184.8-1914, 1947 ed., 
' 
I 

4. Stokes, E.T: The Administrators and historical Writi.n&s on India, 
South Asia Seminar, Paper, p.3. . 1 
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Maine and Stephen were high public f'unc tionaries. Main:e had 

served as Law Member to the Government of' India (1862j) wh~n Stephen 

succeeded him as Law Member_ (1869-72). ~all and Hunter were both 

Indian Civil Servants. Grant-Du:ff' wrote to Lord Duf'f'erin the following 

about ]Qall:- "You admirably describe !Qrall - how astonish:i;ngly f'ew men 

of' literary genius the Indian services produced! He is the ,best in 

1 
200 yearsl " 

Sir Alf'red Lyall and some other adJninistrators have not created 

a special "Ism" in recent political thought. However, as f;ar as 
I 

originality and creativeness in the realm of' political theqr,y is 

concerned, there are remarkably f'ew. ·principles, though sometimes regarded 

in modern times as startling novelties, which were not anti~ipated in 

the 8ncient and mediaeval writings~2 The process of' borr~, 

consciously or unconsciously, seems to have been going on in recent 

times and really original political theories are f'ew and f'ar between. 

It has mostly been .a matter of reinterpretation of' the clas~c worlcs of' 
' 

genius and the application of' old ideas to new circumstances. At e:ny 

rate, politics is the art of' making adjustments, since political ideas 

and institutions can be adapted to the changing needs of' th~ times and 

climes. True, the political ideas of Lyall are not of' the f!aiDe quality 

and kind as those of' Maine, Dicey, Green and Laski who repr~sent modern 

1. Grant-Duf'f' to Du:f'f'erin, 28 July, 1887: Du:ff'erin Papers, 
MSS 526/174. 

2. Hea.rnsha.w, F. J. C: The Social &; Political Ideas of some Represen
tatives thinkers of' the Revolutionary Era, Vol.6, London, 
1931, p.7. 



political thought in England; but it is to be remembered. that these 

thinkers were all academic men, who spent their lives in sJdies and 

' 
theorizing. Lyall,. on the other hand, was a busy public official and 

I 
I 

it is remarkable that despite his heavy routine duties he could lift 

his mind above his ilmDediate preoccupa~ions and think on subjects like 

indigenous institutions, education, Indianization of servic~s, decentraliz-

ation, self-government and the relations of India andEnglarid in times 
I 

to come. Some of these subjects, i.e. decentralization,· ~el:f-government 
I 

and the relations of a free State with a dependency, are obV,iously 
! 

politic~ while others, like the study of a different peopl~ and their 

native institutions, the effect of Western education on Eas~ern minds, 

and the Indianization of Services also had important bearing on the 

politics of the country. 

i 
Political ideas do not necessarily emerge from the quiejt of the 

college cloister of the Professors; they also spring from, ~d have 

1 reference to immediate political experlence. Lyall's name may not 

be included among the established political thinkers of his :time and 

country. He himself had no pretentions to offer a conscious and 

coherent political theor,y. 
. I 

A careful:- stuey, however, reveals that he 

had some political ideas which the present writer will endeavour to 
I 

show. 

I 

1. Stokes, Eric: The Political Ideas of English ImperialiSm, 
An Inaugural Lecture given in the University College· of 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland. London, 196o, p.8. 
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2. Life and Career of Lyall. 

The Lyalls spelt their name in various wa:ys, such as Lyles or 

Lylls and whether there was a:ny connection between the Lyles·, Lylls 

and Lyalls is not known. One thing is certain that the Lyalls belonged 

to the Border population of Scotland which gave IJDlCh trouble to the 

English of the northern counties. In 1761, one George J:uralli bought 

some land in the Castle Gate of Berwick-on-Tweed, built a house in 
I 

G~nelees and entered into business. After his death hi~ eldest 

son, John Lyall, who was well educated, came to England. aDd :settled 

down at Findon in Sussex. He married Jane Cozeyn of an old Scottish 
I 

family. They had five sons. The eldest, George, who succe;eded to the 
I 

property at Findan became a director of the East India Coli!Pahy and was 

twice elected Chairman. 

for the City of London. 

I 

He was also twice elected a ~~ber /of Parliament 

I 

The second son entered the ~ and died a 
I 
I 

Lieutenant-Colonel in India. The youngest son, Al:fred Lyalli, who was 

a Rector, married Mary Broadwood of Sussex; also originalli fran the 

Scottish Border. Their second son, christened Al:fred Comyri Lyall, 
I 

in memory of his father and grandmother, is the subject of ~r study. 1 

Lyall was born on the 4th of January, 1835, at Coulsdon in Surrey. 
I 

Following in his father's footsteps, Lyall. joined Etan when lhe was ten 
I 

years old. During his school years, Lyall distinguished hi~self as 

a keen student. I At the age of seventeen he went up for the Newcastle 
I 

1. Durand; Sir Henry Mortimer: Life of the Rt.Hon. Sir .AJlrred 
Comyn Lyall, Edinburgh and Iondan, 1913, pp.l-7~ 
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Scholarship. He could have got a schole.rship at King 1 s College, 

Cambridge, a little later but he decided to take up an India:n career.1 

Lyall' s family did not have a long record of service in India as those 

or Beadons, Rivett-Carna.cs and Cottons. One of his uncles had an army 

career in India, and by that time his elder brother, Walter., had also 

joined the Indian army and was urging hi.m to follow. Lyall,' s love 

for romance and colour drew him to the Indi'an career. Lat~, his 

younger brother James, afterwards Sir J.aJD.es Lyall, Lieut.-Governor of 

the Punj~b followed and thus the Lyalls had a considerable :riumber in 

the Indian Service. 

In 1853 Lyall got f'rom his \mOle a nomination to the E~st India 

Company' s College at Haileybury. This institution had pr~ced some 

remarkable civil servants. Sir George Campbell, Sir Richard Temple and 

Sir John Stra.chey were all products of the Haileybury tradit;ion, which 

meant "a high standard of personal conduct, a sense of the ~ni tude 

of the tasks ahead, an ide8J.. of loyal service to India as weill as 

Sir George Campbell spoke of Haileybury in very complimentary 

terms and for him the life at Haileybury was always a very pleasurable 

recollection. 3 For Lyall, however, it was a ''well-organised humbug". 4 
I 

1. 

2. 
Durand: op.cit., p.l7. 

Harrison, J.B: 'Notes on W.H. Moreland' 
Paper, p.6. 

I 
South Asia Seminar, A 

I 
I Campbell, Sir George: Memoirs of MY Indian Career, Vo:J;.l, pp.B-9. 

Durand: Lyall, op. cit., p.21. 
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I 

He finished his course at Haileybury in 1855 when he was twJnty and 

. I 
at the end of' the same year he left for India, arriving at Calcutta 

. I 

in January' 1856. He was to choose between a posting in Lqwer Bengal 

and going to the North-Western Provinces. He made a choice 'ror the 
I 

latter, as life in the North Western Provinces meant more adventure and 

promotio.n. 

' 
Lyall started his official career as Assistant Magis trite, 

Bul8na.shahr,' a district of Meerut Division, in the Lieute~t-Governor-

ship of the North-Western Provinces. Soon after entering ~ervice he 
! 

was to witness the historic outbreak of' 1857. He took active part in 
; 

mutiny operations and the stirring events of 1857 and 185.8 qpened his 

eyes to many new things which he would not have le~t othet:wise. It 

served as a valuable experience to him in later years for his mind was 
I 
I 

made more alert to certain ·ways and ha.bi ts of the natives dUring those 
I 

two years. 

In 1861, after putting in five years a£ solid hard work, I(yal.l 
I 
I 

went to England ci>n his first f'urlough. On his return in 1863, he was 
I 
I 

posted to Agra, one of the most interesting and historic ci~ies of' 

India, as Assistant Magistrate. After a year, that. is afte~ putting in 

eight years of' service, in the North-Western Provinces, Lyal,.l was 

transferred to the Central Provinc~s vlith an independent c~ge of' a 

district, Hoshungabad. His fiery chief' in the Central Pro~nces was 

Sir Richard Temple. Temple was a vigorous administrator, w.i;th enormous 



powers of work, always going on extensive tours over the coUntry 

under his control. The pace of Temple 1 s work alarmed Iqall :at times 

and for his temperament it was both comic and distasteful. Lyall 

always preferred to drive his own coach slowly. 

In 1865, IQall was appointed Acting Commissioner of Nagpur for 
I 

six months, which was a big pest for his age and experience. In 

18 

1867 he was sent to Ak:o1a to act as Commissioner of West Berar for a 

year. He was confirmed in his post the same year which was very 

creditable for a man of 33 years. ·:our~ ~s Commissioner~ip, 

Iqall wrote a Census Report which, though an official doc'lllll$lt, contained 

some matter not usually found in such reports. He sent it with an 

· apology and an explanation. ". • • • • I must again ask to be excused for 

entering upon matters theological, on the plea, that even t~se statistics 

~ have some positive value. If, for example, we could a~ertain by 

our periodical census that the numbers of ascetics and religious vagrants 
I 
I 

were rapidly dimi nj shing aDd that during the same period the free 

thinking. or ind~endent sects were fast increasing (as I believe them 

to be) either by the creation of nevr sects or the-.·reinforc~nt of old 
I 

ones, we should thus be able to chronicle a remarkable phas~ in the 

development of national th.o'uitit and convictions. 

might even be allowed to . have a kind of political 

Such signsland tokens 
I 
. 1 

inportance." 
I 
I 

1. Lyall ,A. C: Re art of the Census taken in the derabad Assi ed 
Districts. From Commissioner West Berar to the Fitst Assistant 
Resident·HYderabad) Akolah, 18th April, 1868. p.l7 
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The Berar Census Report, as it :is usual.ly called, formed a 

foundation for Iurall' s '!Asiatic Studies" perhaps the best lcnQwn and 

most valuable of his published writings. During his servide in the 
! 

Central Provinces Lyall helped with the preparations of the ,early 

District Gazetteers which led to the writing and compilatiozi of that 
I 

great work "The Ig>erial Gazetteer of India'~ by Sir w. W. H~ter. Some-
' 

times the view taken that the Indian Gazetteers owe their okgin to 
I 

Sir W. w. Hunter is erroneous. The Gazetteers were first started in 
! 

the Central Provinces in Sir Richard Temple's time and the ~uggestions 
I 

to compile these records came from Rivett-Carnac and Major Baldwin, 

I 
a Deputy Commissioner. An order was issued to compile the Central 

I 
Provinces Gazatteer, the first one of its kind. It was edited by 

I 

I 
Charles Grant. 

I 
Later, Lyall undertook the Gazetteer for BeJ?ar. The 

Government of India did not fail to appreciate the merit at these 

beginnings and decided to extend the system to the whole at India. 

Sir w. W. Hunter was then put in charge of the work. 1 

The first object of the Gazetteers as Iurall observed, -vras to present 

a statistical account of the province, its people, its soci~ state, 

economy and natural resources; with some narrative of its antecedent 

history as framework and background to the picture. The s~cond object 

was to encourage and promote the compilation for each proviru;:e of something 

like what is called in England a "County History". 

1. Rivett-carnao, J. H: Many Memories of Life in India at 1 Home 
and Abroad. London, 1910, pp.ll3-5. 
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The :fUlfilment of the main object of such a publication; could 

come when some of the educated natives "often contracting some tinct-ure 
! • . 

of real literary taste" were to collect and preserve the e.IJtials of 
I 

their provimes. 1 The gazetteers were very useful documents; none 

will' dispute that for the good management or' the district, ~ocal 
knowledge is necessary. The more detailed. and intimate sucJ knoW-ledge 

I 

is, the better it is for the people of the district. When such 
' 

knowledge is merely acquired by :i,ridi v.i.duals, it is apt to "bd of· a 
. I 

:f'ugi tive character, owing to those frequent changes which ate inev.i. table 
. I . 

in administration. It constantly happens that when ·an offfcer has 

acquired much knowledge of' his district by travelling and cOmmunication 
I 

with other people, he is transferred to another place by requirements 
I 
I 

of the service. The result is that he c8.1Ties all his k::now~edge awa:y 

with him; his successor has to study everything ab initio. : Tlnls it 

became important that the multiform facts of local interest 
1
and value 

. 2 i . 
were recorded by all who had the means of knowing them. The encourage-

1. 

ment given to officials for compiling District Gazetteers ~ later 

entrusting the charge of' the great Gazetteer of' India to Hwl,ter, certainly 

shows imagination on the part of' the Government of India. 

1. 

2. Gazetteer of the Central Prov.i.nces. Nagpore 1867-8. Compiled by 
A.C. LYall, Civil Service, Major Dodds, Director of' Public 
Instruction and c. Browning, Inspector of' Schools. 



In 1871 Lyall went 

I 
to England on a long leave and duriJg 

I 
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this 

I 

furlough, he made the valuable acquaintance of several men qf mark; 

Sir Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant-Du:f:f, Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, 

Sir Henry Maine and Lord Morley. By that time he had also started 
I 

writing for the Fortnightly Review, which was his favourite :pastime 

in later years. In 1872, he returned to IDdia and resumed q.is previous 

charge at Comnissionership of West Berar. 

It was in 1873, that Lyall filled one of the most cove~ed appoint

ments at the Centre. During the Vice~oyalty of Lord Northb~ok, he 
! 

was offered Home Secretaryship to the Government of India. ·It was an 

exceptional honour for a man of thirt,Y eight and Lyall bad proved his 

worth to earn it. Lyall' s term ·of office as Home Secretary'· however, 

did not last long and in 1874 he was appointed as Agent to the Governor-

General in Rajputana on a promise from the Viceroy that he would be 

appointed Foreign Secretary as soon as a vacancy occurred.1 I 
! 

i 

In Rajputana, the nature of Lyall's work was quite dif'tierent. 

Previously all the appointments he re:Ld were of an administr1tive nature. 

His present job, that of .Agent to the Governor-General was df a political 
I 

and diplomatic nature. He had an excellent opportunity to ~ain first-hand 
I 

knowledge of native states and to make the acquaintance of u;tan.Y Rajput 

nobles and chiefs. For some time Lyall remained quite happy in Rajputana, 

1. 'Lyall to Sir J.F. Stephen', 3rd. June 1877, Aboo, Rajputana 
Stephen Papers, Ad. MSS. 7349/3. 
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I 
but later when the ch.arm of novelty wore thin, Lyall's restless mind 

I 

craved for some change. He felt jammed iri a remote corner 6f India. 

He wrote to Lord Northbrook ". • • • • I msy perhaps venture to I sa:y that I 

should be sorry if' my eventual return to the head-quarters 9:£' Government 

were to become de:f'initely cut of'f ••••••.• the best years of':my Indian 

li:f'e have all been passed in the outlying provinces; and II\1 private 

inclinations would lead me to place much value upon some ofi'ice in which 

I should not be so entirely apart £rom general. English Soci~ty as I am 

in Rajputana. 111 

He e~essed similar feelings to Stephen. "I am af'r~ Lord North-

brook did. me no good by sending me down here wj,th the promi~e he could 

could not perform, of' the Fore~ O:f':f'ice ••••• Of' Indian a£.fairs generally 
I 

you probably hear quite as much in London as I do at Aboo. "1 He 
I 

requested Stephen to approach Lord ~ton on his behalf' for1the Foreig~ 
I • 

Secretaryship and Stephen did so. He had great appreciatiorl :f'ar ~all's 
I 
i 

intellect and literar.y qualities. I 

In 1878, Lyall was appointed Foreign Secretary by Lord _Lytton. 

Lyall was extremely happy as he had once described the post "to George 

Lyall as follows:-

"It is by :f'ar the most considered of' all the Secretaryships :ana. is 

I 

1. 'Lyall to Northbrook' 5th October, 1875, Aboo, Rajputa#a. 
Northbrook Collection. MSS.Eur.C.144./17. 

2. 'Lyall to Stephen' , 3rd. June, op.oi t. 



held to be the blue ribbon of the Civil Service. 111 

1. 
I 
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Iurall' s term af office as Foreign Secretary was very succes~. One 
I 

of his closest friends and colleagues, Sir Evelyn Baring, afterwards 
I 

I 

Lord Cromer, observes that as Foreign Secretary Jqal·l came out of a 
I 

situation of extreme difficulty, in wruch the reputation of l:ma.ny men 

would have foundered, with credit and distinction. In spit~ of the 
! 

fact that Lyall was associated with a policy to which Lytton was strongly 

opposed, the latter, recognising Iuall' s ability, had choseti him. Iuall 

never concealed his opinions but at the same t:ime kept his mind open to 

new ideas and impressions. What Lytton termed "the Iuall ha,~it of 

seeing both sides of a question" proved rewarding for Lyall,1 as Foreign 

Secretary. In 1878, he was "quite in favour of vigorous ac~ti.on to 
I 

counteract the Russians" but two years later in 1880, he mad~ the 
I 

characteristic comment that he "was mentally edging back towards old 

John Lawrence's counsel never to euibark on the shoreless sea. of Afghan 
' 

politics." On the whole Lyall came out of the. dif'ficult te$t with 
. 2 

flying colours. 
I 

In 1880, Lord Ripon who had succeeded Lord Lytton as ViCeroy, 

recommended Iqall' s name for the Knighthood of The Bath. Fotmerly, 
' 

there was some reluctance to grant the decoration to Iuall dUe to the 

1. 'A.C. Lyall to George Iuall', 1875. Locall Collection, 
MSS.Eur.D.552/14. 

I 

2. Cromer, Evelyn Baring, Earl of: 'Sir Alfred Jqall' Political 
and Literary Essa.ys. London, 1913, First Series, PP•99-100. 



prevailing opinion that Iurall was one of: "Lord Iqtton' s ·men", - Lytton 
I 

being aJ'lathema to the new Government. However, Lord Ripon's recommenda-
1 

tion was as strong as a:ny sent by Iqtton, thus Lyall achieve~d the great 

honour of: a K.C.B. 

Iurall was often criticised for being able to work for both the 

Viceroys of conflicting policies. In 1882, Lyall became the. Lieutenant

Governor of: North-western Provinces where he had started his official 

career as Assistant Magistrate nearly a quarter of: a century earlier. 

This was the highest rung of the Indian official ladder; tu¥ioubtedly 

the top-niche for a civil servant. 
I 

During his Lieutenant-Governorship, two controversial issues, the 

llbert Bill, as it is commonly called, and IDeal Self-Gover:dment Scheme, 
I 

I 

arose. Both of them were connected with ·Lord Ripon's general Reform 
I 

Pol.icy and they are discussed in detail in Chapters III and IV with 
. i 

special reference to Iurall's political ideas. Here it is i~teresting 

to note what Lyall wrote to Cromer on the Ilbert· Bill contr~versy. He 
I 

admitted that he gave the Viceroy "rather lukewarm support" :and he 

said "I have intrenched my.self' behind cautious proposals and am quoted 

on both sides. 111 

In 1887, l(yall' s 31 years old of'f'icial career in India came to a 

close. Lyall's achievements as Lieutenant-Governor of: .the North Western 

Provinces were later recognised by Lord Lansdowne in a warm tribute. 

1. Cromer: op.cit., p.99. 
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Following are some of his words:- "• ••••• He will certainly ;long be 

remembered as the Lieutenant-Governor :who gave these provinc:es a 
I 

University, a Legislative Council, and a Rent Law ~ted to ~he require-

' ments of the country, an act which. • • • • • is a standing mo:rn.m!;ent to the 

·tact and ability with which Sir Alfred Iqall handled that mo:st difficult 

questi~. • • • • He was above all things, a s~udent, and a thorpugh student, 
I 

from the day of his arrival in India until the day when he l~ft it ••••• 

i 
He was one of those who are not content with !mowing the surface of human 

affairs, but who seek rather to search out the sources of events, and. the 

great principles which underlie them. His lmowledge was consequently 
i 

exceptional in its extent and thoroughness; it gave him an b~eptional 
I 

insight into the life and character of the people...... To cUJ. ture of this 

kind. Sir Alfred Lyall added a remarkable literary ability which gave a 
I i . 

charm to everything which proceeded from his pen. There· can' be little 

doubt that had. he preferred such pursuits to those of official life he 
I 

would have risen to the highest ranks am:mg modern writers of the English 

language." 1 

In 1887, Lord ·:ourferin wrote to Lord Cross:- "When a· :g~eral vacancy 
! 

occurs, I hope you will not forget that Sir Alfred IQall is a claimant 

for a seat in the Indian Council at home. He will not give tou a positive 

1. Speeches by the Marquis of Lansdowne, Lansd.mme Papers; 
MSS.Eur.D. 558/4, No. XII. 

. I 



I 
'I 

apinion upon any question, but he wil.l put all the aspects o'r it 
I 

bet'are you w:ith wnnderf'ul analytical aauteness. •1 In 1888,1 soon 

after his arrival in England, Iqall was offered a seat in tlle Council 
I 

of India, Duffer in again wrote to Cross:- " ••• I am deliShted tha. t 
I 

you have elevated him to the Council ••••• he would prove a great 

acquisition of strength to the India Office generally. His ~nd is 

philosophical, analytical, and pessimistic, with a considera,ble dash of 
. I 

cynicism. He will not give you a very strong· apinion on any subject, 

nor is he always constant in his views, but he will put before you in 

a very clear manner everything that is to be said on one side or the 

other. He certainlY possesses great literary genius and w~t does not 
I 

always co-exist with that quality, he is a shrewd hard-head~, industrious 

administrator. n2 Iqall was unquestionably a man of ideas but there are 
i . 

many differences of opinion with regard to his being a man of action. 

We shall observe later why Lord George Hamil ton, for instance, thought 

that Lyall was not a man of action. 

In 1902, came perhaps the greatest honour of Lyall's J4fe when 

he was made a Privy Councillor. It was, indeed, an excepti9na1 honour 

as Rivet-Carnac observes with interest the fact that in the whole history 

of the service, the number of its members who for their successes in India 

1. 'Dufferin to Cross', 1887, The Cross Collection, 
Vol.2, p.l93. 

2. ~· 30th January, 1888. MSS.Eur.E243/24, Vol.4. 

I 
MSS.Eur.E.243/22. 

i 
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received this honour could be counted on one hand. They were, 
I 

Warren Hastings, Mountstuart Elphinstone, Lord Lawrence, S~ Richard 

Temple and Sir Alfred Lyall. In Temple 1 s case the reward w~ rather 
r 

f'or his Parliamentary than his Indian Services.1 

Lyall retired from the Indian Council in 1903, after f'if'teen 

years of' service. Lord George Hamil ton recorded his impression about 
I 

]Qall as follows:- I 
I 
! 

"Lyall retires this week from the India Council. I shall feel his 
r 

I 
loss greatly; he is not a man of action, his mind is ·too slibtle 8II.d 

I 
critical to induce him to run ris.l<:s, but his knowledge, sagacity and 

. ! 

breadth render him at times an invaluable aid, and his reputation with 
I 

· other departments ~ Anglo-Indians make him a most effectiye negotiator. " 2 
r 
I 

In all, Iqall' s connection with India had bee:ri for ne~ly half a 
i 

r 

century f'rom 1856 to 1903. He, however, remained in touch, with Indian 

affairs right tUl his death in 1911. His vast intellectual range 
I 

included subjects like poetry, religion, history and poli tic!:s. Iqall 

was by nature a poet, eminently sensitive, perceptive, and Iheditative. 

His verses written in India have delighted his readers, and he has been 
I 

considered next on;J..y to Kipling as regards poems about Indi~. Lyall 

was a keen and thorough student of' Indian Religions; hi.s A~tic Studies 

1. Rivett~armac: Many Memories, London, 1910, p.l25. 
r 

2. 'Lord George Hamilton to Lard Curzon", 14th January, 1903. 
Hamilton Collection! MSS.Eur.C.l26. Vol.V, pp.B-9. 



is regarded an excellent piece of work. He brought his aputely 

analytical intellect to the task of comprehending the Indian habit of 
' I 

I 

thought and so far as it is possible for aro.:y Western to aoh;ieve that 

very difficult task, he may be said ttto have got to the bacr qf the 

Oriental mind." A contenporary writer says "The profound~st mind 

I 
after Maine was that of Lyall" and :his British Dominion in [ndia is 

I 

sufficient to give :iqall B. high place among the historians bf India. 
. . I 

The book is termed 11 a genuine work .of philosophic history W;hich has 
I 

stood the test of time. 11 Lyall was always a student of politics and 

I 
he was interested heart and soul, in the Indian political affairs as 

well as the political happenings in other countries. 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I . I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

28 
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CHAP1'ER 1 

VIEWS ON mDIA AND THE INDIANS 

The principle that there must be an important relation 

between man and his physical environment arises :from Montesquieu' s 

political philosoi>hy. Mbntesquieu was probably the :firs~ 

political philosopher to relate the theor,y o:f the empire ~ climate 

to the character, laws, and manners o:f nations in a syst~tic 

1 I 
manner. According to Montesquieu, climate determined the 

fundamental nature of national character. His theory reg$,rding 
I 
I 

the effect of climate on morels is particUlarly interesting. 
I 

. . I 
However 1 there are some sweeping generalizations, i.e. the: Northern 

I 

I 

people are morally superior and virtuous, because their senses are 
I 
I 

' 
dull; 1;;he Southern people are in:moral and unchaste because their 

passions are violent. Montesquieu said:-
I 

"In northern countries we meet with a people who have::rew 
i 

vices, many virtues, a great share of frankness and sincer~ty. 

If' we draw near the south, we fancy ourselves removed :from' all 
I 

morality; the strongest passions multiply all manner of crimes, 
I 

I 

everyone endeavouring to take what advantage he can over tq.s neighbour, 
I 

in order to encourage those passions. n2 

I 

1. Fletcher, F.T.H: Montesquieu and English Politics (17.50-1800); 
London, 1939, p.93. 

2. Montesquieu: The Spirit of Laws; Vol.l, Book XIV, p 270. 
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Montesquieu' s general conclusions about Asia were that in 

this Continent, the strong nations were opposed to the weak. 

The warlike, brave and active people· imposed themselves upan those 

who were 'indolent, e:f':feminate, and timorous' ~l The one Dllst 

therefore conquer, and the other be conquered. Montesquieu 

I 

which discovers a free soul: we shall never see aeything there 

2 but the heroism of slavery." 

I 

His impressions of India :followed 
. i 

:from his views on Asia. The Indians were, according to him, 

naturally cowardly people. 
i 

Nature had framed these peopl~ of 

a texture so weak as rendered them timid, at the same time, their 

imaginations were formed. so lively, that every object made the 
I 

strongest impressions upon them. As a good education is ~e 

necessary to children than to those who arrived to maturity as a 

result of understanding, so the inhabitants of India and other 

southern climates were in IIDJ.Ch greater need of it. It w~ quite 

obvious because the greater their sensibility' the more essf.mtial 

l. Montesquieu: op.cit, The Spirit of Laws. 
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it was for them to receive proper impressions, to imbibe no, prejudices, 

and to let themselves be directed by reason. 1 

Interesting· as they are, Montesquieu' s generalizatio~ are 

far from being the picture of accuracy and are obviously ~ed with 

the flavour of exaggeration. 

For Lyall, who tried hard to tmderstand India, the co9ntry 
I 

offered a field of remarkable interest. He regarded India as 
I 

"the most complete and perfect specimen" which was left of !the 

ancient civilised world. ~hil'e going through his writing~, one 
i . 

is forcibly struck by Lyall's interest in the indigenous institutions 
I 

' 

and the diverse peoples of India._ Like Henry Lawrence ~ Bartle 

I 
Frere, Lyall also saw the value of Indians as individuals, :and 

I 

i 
the worth of Indian institutions. Unlike an ove~helming ;majority 

I 

of the official Anglo-Indians, Iurall was not contemptuous ~ 
I 
i 

native ways and habits. He was an ardent admirer of Sir :Henry 

I 
Maine, and it is said that he owed much to the latter's in:f'Quence 

I 
and examp3:e. Before turning to Maine's influence on ~alJl' 

and Lyall' s own views on India and the Indians, it would bd use:f"ul 
. I 

to have a gliupse of sane notable writings on India, prece~ those 

of Maine and Lyall. 

1. Montesquieu: op.cit., Book XIV p.271. 
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The most striking work is James Mill's His tart of British 

India published in 1817. About Book n ('Of the l!illllus'l) it 

has been observed by Duman Forbes that:- I 
I 

"... No reader of the Second Book of the History of India qan fail 

to notice the marked lack of sympa.~ for every aspect of $ nciu 

civilisation which is displayed there. 111 The same writer adds, 

"It may be imag:ined .how irresistibly attractive this all-t~o-easy 

short cut to the understanding of a strange country DD1st .haive 

p~ed· to the intelligent young officials seeking inf"ormat ion about 

India for the purposes of administration. It was the sort of 

simplified, cut and dried history which never. fails to app~al to 

the non-historian, and moreover it cast a mantle of philos~phical 

respectability over a crude, self satisfied insularit,y •• n2
i 

It is ironic to see that Mill' s extravagant judgements as 

expressed in his History were transmitted to. the readers by a man 

who bad ·originally sOught to correct them. H.H. Wilson a4opted. the 

method of adding long footnotes to :Mill's text ·and these footnotes 
I 
I 

being in very small print, were not read, and thus to a large 

extent his purpose, as a critic, was defeated. The book ~went 
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1. Forbes, Duncan: 'James Mill aild lndia', The Cambriage Journal; 
Vol.V, No.;l, October 1951. p.25. 

2. ibid, p. 28. -



through five editions up to 1858, and was perhaps the most :important 
I 

single influence ~ing English opinion ~t India for _ ~ 

fifty years from its publication.1 Mill sought to prove :that 
I 
I 

the abject condition in which the English found the native~, in 

particular, the Hindus in the eighteenth century, represeni;ed their 

normal condition throughout their history. He ridiculed t¥ 
I 

lzypothesis put forward by Sir William Jones that a high· st1te of 
. I . 

civilization existed among the ancient Hindus. A conteiDP,orary . 

Imian writer, observes with regret, that the views held bY; Mill 
. i 

were primarily based upon ignor&llCe, and that this sort of prejudice 

clouded the visions of subsequent English historians of Inq.ia;, the 

difference being one of degree, not of kilid. 2 
. I 

Mill 1 s 1 Eu~ocentricism' 
I 

and comtempt for India are considered extreme, even by EUropean 

writers.3 

The second important publication in :Point of time, was 

Mountstuart Elphinstone' s History of India published in 1~. 

El.phinstone wa~ much more ~athetic to the Hindus, but ~en so, 
. I 

his_ mind was not completely free from prejudice. The Boik contained 

I 
1. Spear, T.G.P: 'Western, Historical,. Writing in the Era ;of the 

Nationalist ~ements. 1 South Asia Seminar, A Pap~, p.2. 

2. Majumdar, R.C: 'Nationalist Historians' South Asia seminar, 
A Paper, p.2. _ 

3· Forbes, op.ci t. 



suoh passages as: 

"The most prominent vice of the Hindus is want of veracity, in 

I which they outdo most nations even of the East." Elphinston!s 

History was a standard text book in the examinations of th.J 
. I 

Indian Civil Service in England, and in the Universities oj India, 

as far back as 1866, or perhaps even earlier.1 Such writings 

played a real part in setting the intellectual tone of BriJish 

I 
administration in India in a major portion of the nineteenth 

. I 
I 

century. j 

Sir James Fitzjames Stephen and Sir John Strachey shared James 

Mill's political outlook towards India. Stephen regarded lstrachey 

as· a brother in arms and there was a strong a:ffini ty in thl ideas 
I 
I 

and attitudes of the two men. Neither had any appreciation of 

Illdian culim'e. Both af them believed in- sia-~ ilopo~t:ion 
of British rule. India was to be held in finn, confident hands 

I 
l 

in order to complete the civilising mission. Stephen ~ 
I 

. I 

Strachey believed that the English were secure as long as they ex-
1 

hibited the qualities of their forefathers - "the mastertu+ will, the 
I . 2 

stoat heart, the active brain, the calm nerves, the strong I body." 

1. MajUmdar, op. cit. I 
2. 

I 
Stokes, Eric: 'The Administrators and Historical Writing on 

India', South Asia Seminar, A Paper, p.5. · I 
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There was no room for human warmth between the ruler and tJe ruled. 

' 
·The,y condemned Henry Lawrence's affection for the Princely classes, 

and John Lawrence's love tar the simple village communities. Their 

distrust of the sentimental-attachment ot the paternalists Ito 
I 

Indian peasantery, however, did not prevent them from sharing the 

paternalist's disl.ike of the Indian educated classes. 

I 
; 

to them, British Government in India rested on force and n~t 

consent.
1 

The ess~e of Stephen's book Liberty, Eg~ity, Fraternity 
I 

j,s, ·stro:ng government administered by efficient laws. Ste ben lp 
I 

rein:forced the EpJ.thoritarian tradition of John Austin anci Thomas 

' 
Hobbes. The so-called modern democratic state did not have 

liberty and equality as its b~is, on the contrar;r, ·it was ~ 

mighty despotism in the hands ot a gifted minority, who wie~cled 

absolute power. St~hen's political convictions were coritirmed 
I 

by his Indian experience. The glory end grandeur of an enormous 
I 

Indian empire gave ample justification tar assuming complet~e Imperial 

authority. 

In -liis book India, Strachey discusses his ideas in a Jery open 
I 

manner. He is more explicit than Stephen in the avowal o~ the 

aims and objects of the British Government. He writes:- ' 
! 
' 

0 
•••• our duty is plain. It is to govern India with unflinching 

1. S~kes: _ Tlle Engl.ish Utili tariens and India, London, 1-959. 
pp.282-J. . . I 



determination on t~ principles which our superior knowle~e tells 

us are right, although they may be unpopular. nl Strachey :was a 

typical bureaucrat. Wilfred Scawen Blunt o:f'f'ers the follQwi:ng 

comment on him:-

11 • • • • The Maharaja at Ahmednagar talked about various EnglislmEn 
. I 

. I 
he had known, Sir John· Strachey 8JDOng others, whom he laugijed. at 

far his airs of grandeur. On cme occasion he ~ come td pay· a 

visit and had taken.off'ence because the servants were not all at 
I 
' ! 

the door to receive him, and so had gone home. I told hilzt he 

' 
would laugh more if he could see Sir John Strachey in Engls;nd, 

glad of anybody who would take the trouble to say 'How do you do' 

to him... Yet the officials fancy the natives rate them a;t their 
• • ! 

own pre ten tions. 112 

Sir Henry Maine' s writings mar:!t a deviation from the cpj.ef 

intellectual currents of his"ti.me. He excerised a profound; infiuence 

in fonning "an important historical view of ·Indian history. ~•3 

.And in shaping the legal system of !ndia, Maine had more to do 

than any other single. man. He was probably the. first· writ~ who 

thoroughly perceived. and explained the immense . value of :mara ~ a 

. ' 

1. Strachey, Sir John: India, Its .Administration and Progress, 
Landon, 1903, p.506~ I 

2. Blunt, Wilfr~d Scawen: India Under Ripon, A Private Diary, 
London, 1909, pp.l.42-3. 

3. Stokes: South Asia Seminar, gp •. cit., p.6. 



living illustration of the ways and ideas of early civiliza~ions. 

Maine observed:-
I 

"• •••• it certainly seems to me that two kinds of knowledge, are 

~spensable • • • • k:nowled.ge of India and knowledge of Roman Law -

of India, because it is the great repository of verifiable i 
I 

phenomena of 8l1Cient usage and. ~ient juridical thought. 11 ~ His 
; 

residence of .more than six years in India added to his exa~t 

information regarding the curious and much-m:i.sup.derstood ph;enomena 
' I 

seen in the various commanities and castes of India. This was a 
I 
I 

cotmtry where for centuries political ~ti tutions had scarcely 
I 

existed, and in which for that ver,y reason, the people had rreated 

for themselves a system of religious ordinances and social \usage, 

stronger than ~here else in the world. In such a coun~ry as 

India, Maine's office, as a jurist and legislator, was to guide 
I 
I 
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and regulate the process by which the separate groups were ~gradually 
! 

dissolving into a great territorial nationality, under the influence 

of a government that had introduced certain principles of ~dern 
' 

polity. The problem was to do this without abruptly discard.irlg 

personal laws and traditional sanctions. Maine pointed out that 

great caution was needed in pressing Western reforms wholesale on 
- I 

I 

an Oriental Society, ~ there was the great risk of its 'too rapid 

1. :Maine: •vil_lage Communities', _g~_Q.t~~- ~,_Lll'e and Speeches of 
Sir Henry Maine, Ed.i ted ~d Selected by Whitely Sto_kes, 
London, 1B92, pp.38-9. 



disintegration 1 
• There was a need to devise 1 a modus vi,te!ldi 

' and a point of conciliation between ancient and modern ide~ 1 • 

And it was al.so vital. to arrest 'the trituration of societfes•.
1 

Prior to Maine, there was a certain -~diil.ness ·aDd d.:i..mnSss 
! 

attaching to all thing~ Indian but this very obscurity seeiJ:ied to 
I 

enhance the effect of turning upon them the light of geniu~', far 

38 

in certain ha.Dds the conf'used and opaque material.s of Indiap history 

I 
and government became clear, interesting, and picturesque. ; Sir 

Henr,y Maine was a pre-eminent eXSJilple. Following are so~ very 

weighty remarks of Iqal.l on Maine. 

i 
"In just such a swift and penetrating spirit he seems to have read 

India, the sacred literature, the ponderous histories, the lnumer-

able volumes of. official records, and the heavy bundles of papers 

that came before him as a member of the Gover:mnent. He copld 
: 

throw a succession of rapid glances over its divers~ied sopial 
. I 

and political. formation, and his remarkably accurate apprehension 

of its EBlient features commanded the admiration of' all who knew 

the di:f'ficul ty of' such intellectual e:x:ploi ts. The local e?t.Pert 

who, after years of labour in the field of observation, f'ou:Pd 

himself' with certain indefinite impressiens of the meaning pr 
I 

outcome of' ·his collected facts often found the whole issue ~f the 

1. Stokes: The· English Utili tari.ans and India, p. 315. 



' 
inquiry exactly and conclusively stated in one of Maine's lucid 

i 

generalizations. Or else a suggestion thrown otit, or a 1~ 

of research indicated, would set the explorer on the right icourse, 

and show the real scope of the introduction. And while he thus 
I 
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cast into orderly form a jumble of ·facts, or pointed with his driving 
I 

rod to the sources ·of discovery, he never made the mistake ·of 
I 

employing the incoherent, changeable, and inconsistent notions 

of primitive people to buildup clear-cut positive theories.; To 

such theories, which are epidemiC in incu.a, he invariably ipplied 
I 

the tests of actual evidence and comparativ~ eXperience, bel gave 

.to fictions their proper place and value, and by detaching,. what 
' 

was fit to survive from what had lost its reason of' erlstelljce, he 
I 

did much toward reconstructing the whole history of' early Indian 
' 

institutions on the ba~Jis most favourable for preserving thl,ir 

modified conti.JDU_ty. n1 Maine's ~thod, his writings, and his 

speeches had a strong and lasting effect upon all subseque~t wqs 

of examining and dealing with subjects connected with hist'*"y, 

law and Indian pol.i tics. 

I 
I 

1. Lyall: 'Sir Henry Maine', The Law QU.art"erly Review.! 
Vol.IV,. No. XIV. April, 1888, p~l30 •. 



It -i~ said that 'the profoundest mind after Maine was ithat 

· of Lyall' • 1 India had a kind of uncommon attraction for 1a man 
I 

of Lyall' s intellect. During the second half of the nine~eenth 

century the problem before the English Government of India!was 
. I 

th.e~ adjUstment of the mechanism of a modern state to the J:!abi ts 

and feelings of a vast, mixed multi tude in various stages ~f 

development. 

Lyall like Maine did not believe in applying Western methods 
I 

wholesale to India, and Maine's message was often reiterated by 

him. He saw India as a vast and a colourf"ul picture showing 
I 
I 

IDa.IJY features and incidents of early history. In India, h~ observed 

a sequence of society in different stages, of different pol~tical. 
I 

institutions, and different conceptions of savereignty. tyaJ.l 
. I 

wrote;- "The country affords a field of remarkable abundance 
! 

for the ~Qll~~tio~ apd verification at first band of living1~ecimens 
I 

of various types, especially for the study of early ideas on the 
I 

I 
subject of religion and rulership, and for observing the g~eral 

movement of Asiatic society, which appears to be not unlike i ancient 

European society in a state· of arrested development. ;, 2 

1. Stokes: South Asia Seminar, A Paper, p. 8. 

2.- Lyall: Asiatic Studies, First Series, p.x. 

: 
To a 



thinker like Jqa.ll, India was not merely a land at regrets.!! 

flies, heat and discomfort, it was a fascinating field to oe 

explored carefully for its immense value. 1 

I 
Iuall was extremely interested in the study of Hindu ~bought 
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and philosopb;y. To his eager, restless, and ·subtle mind, Hinduism 
I 

with its endless mysteries, complexities and enigmas seemed: more 

satisfying than Islam. 
; 

To observe a contrast, it would be worth pointing out ~hat for . 
' 

a thinker like James Mill, and ·for Sdministrators like Sir Bampfylde 

I 

Fu1ler and Lord Cromer, it was not worthwhile trying to sol-;ve the 

DDll tiform enigmas of Hinduism. 

As mentioned earlier, James Mill' s views on Hindus have invoked 
! 

a lot of criticism from various quarters. Mill's views, it is 

generally observed, s:Pring from ignorance and prejudice. 

Likewise, Fuller ~ also appear a harsh judge of the $indus. 

He considers Hinduism to be a vulgar and a grotesque religion .full 

of ugly and vil~ practices. 1 

Lord Cromer observes:-

"Personally I think that a book of the iliad. or a P.JB¥ of Ar~stophanes 

is far more vaiuable than all the lucubrations that have ev~r been 

I 

1. See Fuller, Sir Bampfylde: Studies of Indian Life and !sentiment. 
~ndo:r;J., 1910. 



spun by the subtle minds· of learned Hindu Pundits. 111 

Crotner agreed with Dr. Barth who said in his book entitled ReligiODS · 

of India:-

"Hindu thought is profoundly tainted with malady, of which it will 
I 

never be able to get rid, of affecting a greater air o£ nws;tery 

the less there is to conceal, of maki:ng a parade of symbols! which 

at bottom signify nothing ••• , it is next. to impossible to s~ e:itactly 

what Hinduism is, where it begins, and where it ends. "
2 

' I 

Lyall rendered a great service to his countrymen when ~ tried 
I 

to expound the true nature of Hindu religious belief. The very 
! 

fact that he tried to make a thorough and detailed study of i Hillduism 

in his Asiatic Studies "Shows his keen interest in the people of 
I 

India and the i.Daigenous institutions. India's case was cii stinct 

in one respect, it showed polytheism in full growth f'lauri~ 
I 

among a people of ancient culture. However, the prevalende of 
i 

polytheism did not ensure the contim1anee of paganism in :rn4ia for 

an indefinite period. Lyall anticipated great reforms in Hinduism 
I 

under the modernising inf'luences of the English. Lyall coUld, 
I 

in his own time,·perceive a system of enlightened morality ~adually 

evolving among the Hindus as a result of Western education aDi 
I 

1. 
I 

Cromer, Evelyn Baring, Earl of: Political and Li teraryi Essa,ys, 
1908-1913, London, 1913 First Ser-ies, p.SB. . 

2. ~-



' 1 
general enlightenment among the people. 

' I 

Recently there i have 
I 

been some revealing observations regardiDg the future of Hinduism 
.. 2 I 

under the impact of t~ West. 'f.he recent propaganda in ~dia 
I 

through various media, such as films, for instance, aims a'tf dis-
' 
I 
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carding religion altogether in times to come. It s~ems 'tfhat the 
I 

people of India who are predominantly Hindus have realised ithat if 

India is to march on the road of moral and material advanc~t, 
I 
I 

it Dllst sweep awa:y the endless inhibitions imposed by Hind~ism, which 
. I 

happens to be the oldest religion in the world. A considerable 

:mmiber of Indian intellectuals today are either atheist!:l or; agnos

tics. The wave of scepticism has been so. strong in India 'that 
. ! 

I 

sometimes, one notes with surprise that a few :Muslims are a,lso 

carried away by it. 

Under the pseudonym of Vamad.eo Shastri, Iqall tried toi explain 
. I 

the complexities of Hinduism:-

11 The v~shing of polytheism will simply clear away a harmless 
I 

illusion, as when on a stage actors take off their masks a.n¥1 costumes, 

and speak with their natural voice, it will uncover Na~re ~orking 

according to regular lawa to b.e understood of. any-one, arid beyond 
I 
I 

Nature there will be nothing sensibly visibl~ at all, except the 
! 
I 

dark stage our~ ••••• the mainspring that moves the puppet - show 
l 

1. Lyall: Asiatic Studies, First Series, pp.36-8. 

2. 
i 

See Spear,. T.G.P& India, Pskistan and. the West, LondonJ, Second 
Edition, 1952. ~ 



I 

of popular idolatory, is pant_beism,- and it is with Panthei~, 

not Polytheism, that a rising morality will have to reckon ••• 111 

These lines show Lyall's insight and his habit of illcisive · 

analysis. 
I 
I 

On the whole, it appears, that as a people, Lyall like;d the 
I 

Hindus more than the Muslims. He preferred the speculati~e and 

timid Hindu to the headstrong and fanatical Muslim. 

i'Ther:e is alw~ something very laughable to me in the: wq 

these Hi:ridus will walk off with their- enemy's property the ,r,noment 

that he is down. 
i 

Plunder always seems to be their chief object, 
. I 

to obtain which they will perform any villa.irzy', whereas- the' Mohammedans 
I 

only seem to care about murdering their opponents, and are -'al. together 

far more bloody-minded. 112 Af-ter reading Lyall's private c~rrespo:n

denoe to his friends and relations, Durand comes to the co:nPlusion 

that Iqall definitely disliked the 14lslims. He often saidl that he 
I 

hoped to see the expulsion of the Turk from Europe.3 He went as 

far as to say that he would like "to join in a regular crus~e against 

them (the Muslims) in any country where Christians dwell. 114
1 Such 

I 
strong feelings, when manifested by the calm dispassionate ~all are 

1. 

2. 

Lyall: Asiatic Studies, Second Series, p.ll. 

Durand: Life of Avall, p.67. 

~' p.68. 
ibid, p.86. -
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indeed startling. 

lqal.l tried hard to learn about the various tribes, religions, 

and social customs of the Hindus but apparently he could not muster 

enough- enthusiasm to study Islam. He had the following co:!Dments to 
I 

make on Islam:-

" The clear, precise, and unmistakable nature of the Mohiammedan 

belief, carrying one plain straight line up to heaven, like 1 a tall 

obelisk pointing direct to the sky without shadow of turning, has 

maintained general unity of Mohammedan belief in a country where 
I 

sects take root and spring up as easily as bamboos.! •• But' the 
I 

institutions of Islam are, after all, barbarous through their very 

simplicity."2 

IJl Lyall IS writings, One SOmetimeS finds Strey pieceS Showing 

his reluctant admiration for Islam, for instance, be remarks:-
I 

"· •• The Mohammedan faith has still at least a dig¢ty, and a 

courageous unreasoning certitude, which in Western Christiaility have 
I 

been perceptibly mel ted down. • • by long exposure to the searching 

light of European rationalism... the vigour and earnestness of the 
I 

high message announced so un:f'linchingly by Mohammed conquer! the 

hearts of simple fo_lk, and warm the imagination of devout truth 
I 
I 

1. R ort of the Census taken in 'fhe erabad Assi ned Districts, 
AlCOlah, "1 ' p.l3. 

2. Asiatic Studies, Second Series, p.l06. 
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ke 
. Ill 

see rs •••• The fact that M.lslims were good warriors ~ 

attributed, by Lyall, to Islam. "There is something in their 

religion that makes warriors of them. 112 In this respect,! Lyall 

merely corroborated the .generally prevalent notions regarding Islam 

in the Western world. 
i 

Here, it is interesting to notice that some Civil Servants 
i 

li..'lce Sir William Wilson Hunter looked at the Muslims in a different 

light. Hunter wrote his book OUr Indian Musulmans in 187li The 

object of this book, aocord.ing t~ Hunter himself, was to bridge the 
I 

gap between the Rulers and the Ruled. He traced the past l!nstory 
I 
I 

of the Indian Muslims and pointed out some of the requir~ts of 

a 'persistently belligerent class', who were often declared 
1 
as a 

I 

source of permanent danger to the Indian Empire. HUnter•slattitude 

towards the Muslims is sympathetic and manifests a good deal of 

understanding.. By vi,rtue of his interest in the :Muslim corimnmi.ty 

of India, and a proper study thereof, his judgements on Islam are 
I 
I 

also less harsh, as compared with those of Lyall. 

Hunter observes:-

" The truth is, that ~en the country passed under our rule,; the 
I 

Moslems were the superior race, and superior not only in stqutness 

1. Lyall: Asiatic Studies, First Series, p. 289. 

2. Durand: Lyall, p.69. 
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of heart and strength of · arm, but in power of political. o~anisation, 

and in the science of practical government. 111 Hunter men~ions the 

fact that before the country passed to the English, the ~lims 
i 

were not only the political. but tb.e intellectual power in ~a. 
' 

They possessed a system of education which, however inferiqr to that 

which the British established,was infinitely superior to ai.\Y other . ' 

system of education then existing in India. The fact that the 

Muslims lagged behind in education and general advaDCement :Was 

because of their reluctance to receive Western education. i For 

Hunter, this was quite understandable for "an ancient conqu:eriDg 

race cannot easily divest itself ar the traditions of its npbler 

~.... ,2 
~s. 

' 

Hunter pointed out that the Muslim grievances against the 
i 

Government were well-founded. During the second half of the nine-
1 

I 

teenth century, the condition ar the Indian llilslim.s was re41y 
. . ' 

pitiable. Hunter's personal experience as me:aiber. of the Bengal. 

Civil Service showed him that the Muslims of Lower Bengal. were 

treated wi tb. neglect and contempt. 3 The Muslims therefore' had 
' 

just ground for complaining that the Hindus were given a pr~erential. 
i 

treatment in matters like education, endowments, and empl~nt in 

1. Hunter, Sir William Wilson: 
pp.l67-8. 

2. ibid, p.l75-6. -
3· Hunter; op.cit, p.l72~. 

I 
Our Indian Maselm.arc:; London 1871, 

. . ' 



both Government as well as non-official services. Hunter brings 
I 

out detailed statistics to substantiate his points in suppoft of 

the llmslim grievances which he establishes as bei:cg valid. · It is 

interesting to note that Iqall does not seei:n convinced by H~ter' s 

account of the Indian llmslims. Lyall ~thought that 'the British 

1 Government was s<JD~e~Nha.t hastily charged' by Hunter. 

Apart from HUnter, Sir Barnpfylde Fuller's name was alsq associ-
' 

a ted with the !bslims. Fuller's pro-MUslim· attitude iDvit~d co~ 
I 
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siderable comment and. criticism from some of his· colleagues~ Referring 
I 

to FUller's administration in Bengal and. the partition of tlie province, 
. I 

Sir Henry Cotton remarks ~ar the first time in histor,y the:principle 

was enunciated in official circles: Divide and. Rule. The !Mohammedans 

were officially favoured in every possible W8J". '1\(1 f avourl. te wife' 

was the somewhat coarse phrase used by Sir Bampf'ylde Ruller ito 

express his feelings. 112 . ' 

It was a common _practice for some of the I.e. s. men to I take 

sides with the -two major communities of India. With the emergence 
I 
' . 

of the Indian National Congress in 1885, the communal tens~n began 

to increase and some of the I.c.s. men started exhibiting t~ir likes, 

1. Lyall: Asiatic Studies, First Series, p.290. 

2. Cotton, Sir Henry: Indian 8lld Home Memories, p.317. 



dislikes, and preferences regarding the Hindus and the Muslims. 
I 
I 

The religious· problem was the most difficult one to solve far 

the English in India. Having no roots in the country, the rulers 

often felt as if they were sitting on a religio':ls vol~ano. 11 
The 

mutiny o£ 1857 had shaken to its foundation the whole £abri9 qf 

English Govermnent in India. A gr~at convulsion reveals the 

hidden strata that underlie the surface, and it was seen that the 

49 

first question on which all others rest was that o£ religio:1;1. Some 
i 

Englishmen thought that as Christians, it was. their· duty to!be true 

to their own religion. 

surely punish them. 

I 

I£ they were not true to it, God would 
I 

_.s a matter o£ fact they thought that . the 
I 

Mltiny was a punishment for neglecting their own creed. Wb.S.t attitude 

should the English as Christians, aDd their Govermnent· as a Christian 
. : 

i 
Government maintain towards the overwhelming mu1 ti tudes of other 

. I 

religions? 
I 

It was on this· question that opinions differed. It was ~ed 
by some that faithful allegiance to Christianity involved a :con-

demnation o£ all other religions as being :f\mdamentally fal$e. The 

Government should give an official support to Christianity a'.na. should 
I 
I 

enter upon. a proselytizing policy in support of it, as far S:S possibl. e 

without using force or fraud. 

1. Spear, T.G.P' India1 Pakistan and the West, p.l24.. 



The ardent exponent of such views was Colonel Herbert iEdward.es. 

He issued a memorandum on 1 the elimination of all unchris~ 

principles from the Government of India 1 • The ·4uncbristian 

elements 1 in EDglish policy, according to him were the excl~sion 
I 

of the Bible am of Christian teachi_ng from Government SchoPls, the 

endowment of native religions from the revenue, the recogni~ion of 

caste, the observ8l'lCe of native hol~days in the public off].9es, and 

the administration of ~ and Mohammedan law.1 Sir Jo~ Lawrenoe 

had a lot of sympatey with Edwardes 1 s view. He wrote a 1~ memoran-
1 

dwn, expressing agreement on some points with Itiwardes, but· on the 

whole combating his views. 2 

Sir Bartle Frere differed ffom both of them. He was opposed 

to the principles advocated by. Colonel Edwardes, aDd he did inot 

want the Government of India to aa.o:Pt the modified views of 1sir 

John Lawrence either. Frere was convinced that the course Foposed 

was not right. The English were not justified in using the temporal 
I 

power of Government to enfarce particular forms of religious belief, 
I 

even when that belief was Christianity. Frere had alwqs b¢en a 

supporter of Christian missions by private means. He was c?nvinced. 
' . I 

that the conversion of the natives to Christianity was the gteatest 

I 

1. Martineau, Jolm: The Life and ~orregsndence of Sir Bartle 
Frere, ~ndan, 1B95, Vol.l, pp.25 -7. · 

2. ibid. -



blessing that the English rule could confer on them. But h~ felt 

anxious lest the teachillg of Christianity should be. endangered by 

its being taken up by Government officials. He . did ~s :uit;most 
I 

to encourage it privately, in the hands of the Missionaries•1 
I 
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. I . 
Lyal.l favoured Frere's policy. According to Lyall, Ffere took 

upon this question '~ statesmanlike and a moderate tone'_ wf'4ch did 

much credit to a man in whom piety and. a strong interest iniCbristian 

missions bad always been prominent. 2 I 

Regarding Lyall's own views on this extremely difficult subjeo1; 
I 

it is not easy to see what he himself proposed concretely~ : Writing 
. . I . 

Asiatic Studies towards the close of the last century, Lyal~ noticed 

a clear contrast between Western and. Asiatic institutions. ·A formal 
I 

separation between religion and civil rulership was bee~ an 
! 

established principle in Western Europe. The main trend :w~s towards 

disestablishment, disendowment and in shart cutting tbe State clear 

of its connection with the Church. This attitude of the State with 
I 

regard to religious institutions, was, accord.ing to JQall, ~f' "more . 

ar less respectful. unconcern". 3 He saw that among English politicians 
. . I 

I . 

neutrality meant complete secularisation of the State's f'um;tion. 

1. Martineau: op.oi t, p.471. 

2. Lyall: 'Life and Correspondence of Sir Bartle Frere', 
Edinburgh Review, 1895, p.163. 

3· LyBll: Asiatic Studies, Second Series, p.lC\4.. 



On the other band in Asia, there prevailed the concept of upity 

in spiritual ani temporal affairs. The institution of Cal~phate 
I 

in the :Mus.lim 'World showed how closely the spiritual headsh;t..p was 

bo-und up with temporal dominion. The ideas of. a seoular st~te 
. i 

were totally alien to the Oriental soil. On this subject', Lyall 

wrote:-

n· In the East these ideas are entirely new; and of all thel various 
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kinds of new wine which we have latterly been pouring into pld bottles, 

none is more likely to disagree with· the Indian. taste and cbnsti tution ••• 
I 

As there has never been one nation or one religion in India~ so 
I 

a national church establishment, excluding all others, has never 

been imagined. That the sovere:i.gp. should provide decently: for 

his own persuasion is regarded as natural and decorous, that he 

' 
should ignore them all. and provide not even for his am faith would 

be a policy comprehensible only by· thof;!e who bad studied English 
I 

polemics, and one without precedent in Asia. n
1 ! 

I 

It seems· that Lyall wanted that some State control shoUld be 
I 
' I 

exercised· over religious matters. Neutrality meaning compl;.ete 
i 

remmciation of control by the gover~nt, was a course of aotion, 
I 
I 

.foreign to all historic experience in Asia. 

1. Asiatic Studies, First Series, p.295. 



Reviewing the .religious policy of the Government of India, 

Iqall made several observations. To begin with, he. noticed that 
I 

one of the cardinal principles upon which British India was; admjni·-
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stered was toleration. 
. I 

It was lucky for England that she established 

her dominion, when religious enthusiasm was burning very 1~ in the 

British nation. The blunders of fanaticism were therefor~ avoided 

because there did not remain any ardent spirit of proselytizing abroad. 
I 

Moreover, non-interference with the religions of the natives, was of 
I 
I 

such 'plain and profitable expediency' with the East India Qompany, 
I 

that not to have practised it would have been 'downright in:;1anity'. 

A tradition of to~al abstinence from any religious policy g~ up, 
I 

and was maintained long after the Company ceased to exist. !According 

to Lyal.l, it was a wise and a prudent condllct·. It was also un-
1 

precedented because no previous Indian Government could. maintain 

1 such complete equipoise' in religious predilections. The Christians 

in India, as a body, were given ~ special privileges. In short, 
. I 

1 toleration of this heroic, self-denying kind contradicted ~1 the 
I 

precedents and prejudices of Asia 1 • With the passage of t•, however, 

the Government real.ised that to sit apart from the turmoil o,f religious 

strife was no longer possible. The principle of dissociati~nwas 

constantly resented by the various religions .ot Illdia. 
1 

1. Asiatic Studies, First Series, Chapter VIII. 



It was here that Lyall pointed out that such a policy, ~ i.e. 

of ~omplete neutrality, was bound to disagree with the Indim taste 

and habit of thought. The chief diffioul ty in reading Iqall' s 
. I 

ideas on religion and politics is, that there are so many PC?ints 
i 

and proposa1s which he puts forward and later on contradict• as a 

resul. t of his over-developed critical faculties. For instr¢oe, he 
I 
I 

f_ound good reasons to cri t~cise the Gover_nment, . which he t~ugh t 

··had acted prematurely, when it resolved to sever the &r.ICient 1 chain 

which bound the religious institutions of each provime r~ the · 

feet of the Government'. Tlms the Government, in its effor:ts to 

liberate itself 'from being plagued with old-world fancies, :tm:ew 
. I 

a:way the leadership which accrued to the sovereign of India'' from 
I 

I 
being univera&lly recognised as the authority, whose arbitration was 

accepted in all nominations and successions to important religious 

office or estate. Lyal.l could go as far as to remark:- "The very 
I 

fact that we bad succeeded, in some parts of the country, tol Musalman 

sovereigns should have made us more careful to supply their 8xact 
I 

I 
place, and to continue their functions as closely as possibl~, instead 

! 
of passing a sel;f-d_enying ordinance to strip off the prerogative which 

' 

every Mohammedan King exercises as an attribute of his rulerStup1
1 

1. Asiatic Studies, First Series, p.298. 



After reading these lines, an important question which 

comes to one's mind is what would this have involved and could the 

British have done it? It is dif:ficul t to imagine that a cautious 

man like Lyall implied that the English Government should assume . as 
I 

I 
strong a control over religions as the Muslims had done. One can 

hardl-Y arrive at a detini te conclusion as to what ~1 was ~eal.ly 

advocating. He seems to have s::!.de-tracked this issue by pr~aching 

political morality. 

The concluding remarks of his Asiatic Studies, F:irst Series, 
I 

illustrate the point regarding political morality:- "All that the 
I 

English need do is to keep the peace and clear the ~- •••• craganna.th 
I 
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himself may be safely lett exposed to the rising tide of tha~ intellec-
1 

tual ad:val:cement which the people must ~ertainly work aut tor themselves 
I 

if they only keep pace 8lld have patience. No· doubt this negative 

attitude, this standing aloof, is an imperfect and not altog~ther 

well secured position..... We have not yet sailed out of t~ region 

of religious storms in India, and though spiritual enthusi~ may be 

gradually subsiding in fervour, yet it ma,y also tend to comblhe and 

organise its forces, a.S polytheism melts down and concentrate:s •••• 

But there is, .at any rate, one gospel which the English can pteach 
I 

and practise in India, the gospel of high political moral.i ty,; which, 

because it is a complete novelty and new light among .._siatic Rulers, 
I 

I 

should for that reason be the characteristic note of.~ur admiP!stration. •• 



We cannot undert.ak:e in aDy way the spiritual direction o:f Hindus, 
I 
I . 
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but neither are we prepared to take lessons from them upon ~estions 
I 

of public morality." 
"I 

IQall made a detailed study on the rela.iions between the State 

and Religion in China. The most remarkable fact which impressed 
. I 

I 
I 

Lyall about this country was the compromise between religion! and 

politics. ~1 observed that in the enormous region o:f China, 
I 
I 

creeds and rituals preserved their primitive multiformity under a 
I 

civil government, where the various religions found free play, and 

where the ruler found it possible and advantageous to presidJ over 

all of them. Nowhere was this better seen then in the empire of . I 

China - the oldest of Asiatic empires, which at one time had !reached 
I 

the highest level ever reached by purely Asiatic civilisation. 

The Chinese Government was the only example in Asia re~esentiqg 

a kind of constitutional conservatism.1 In China religion and 
I 

politics took a different course from the practice in Europe and. 

Western Asia. In Europe the relations Of State to religion ;were 

determined after much conflict, and the balance of power took~ ID8.1'J3T 

centuries to adjust itself. In WestemAsia, 'the position w~ fixed 
I 

by Islam, by intolerant uniformity'. In India there was widespread 
I 

political anarchy and a general confusion of conflicting Faith,s, wren 

1. Asiatic Studies, Second Series, p. 7. 



the English solved the question by cutting of£ all connect~ with 

spiritualities. 

In China, there was 1 not only toleration of all religions on 
' 
' 

an equal basis, but the Emperor had placed them all under b:i~ own 

jurisdiction' • The practice in China verified the saying J:r Hobbes, 

who remarked, 'Temporal and Spiritual, are but two words b~ht into 

the world to make men see double and to mistake their·,:.lawtul. :sovered.gn'. 

This ~or was corrected by the example of China. The Cmrlese 
I 

' 
Government managed to solve the complex problem very well by 1 

a.QCOrd.:ing an equally reverent recogni ~ion to a variety o:f di~ordant 
' 

belief's and. worship. 

Regarding religion and politics, one may still wonder ~ to 

what Lyall was tryi.Dg to sugge~t to the Government of Indj.a. ~y 

eulogising China so much. At any rate, we can infer from ~s 

Asiatic Studies, that despite his criticism and mental reserv;ations, 

Lyall on the whole, favoured the religious policy of the Gov~nment 

of India. 

It wOUld not be wrong to call Iqall, a liberal by reason;tng, but 

a conservative by temperament. He consistently advocated t~at in 
I 

social and religious matters, the Indian people should be let!t as 
' I 

Dllch as possible to their own ways and traditions. The form15 of 

Indian society were undergoing an inevitable change under the' influence 
I 

of Western institutions. The important question was, whether and to 



what extent, the Government of India should meet and f'acilit~te the 
I 

impending, IIIOral, material, social, religious and political ~hanges. 
As a result of' Western education, · some enlightened natives were 

I 
applying ·themselves to the task of' social reforms, among whi6h the 

cond:Ltion.•of' women, for instance, was given a prominent place. 
I 

Lyall reel-

isecl" .. tha~t the importance of the subject could not be over-estimated, 
I ' 

' 
nor could it be denied that infant marriages and perpetu81 widowhood 

. I 

of young girls were incompatible with Western ne.tions of' 1 ju~tice, 

I 
reason and eygiene'. 'A wife at 10, a widow at 12, a mother at 

I 
I 

13 - these were monstrosities in the face of which it was madness to 

think of' a consistent, progressive public life. 1 Thus wrot~ a 

. t t• ef' . 1 
proi!ll.Den na 1 ve r ormer. Lyall observed that such remarks 

' . 
by a native reformer, were in advance of' the ideas and convictions 

of his generation. A great majority of his fellow countrymen were 

either adverse or inert·, arid even his supporters lacked init~ative. 

On the other hand, the Government was being called upon to lead the 
I . 

~ to·social reforms. 2 

Lyall did not think it was prudent for the Government of India, 
I 

I 
which had so many difficult duties to perform, so many possi'~le 

misunderstandings to face, that they could run the risk of 8:f1ticipating 

1. Lyall 'Twelve Years of Indian Government' , (1882-1894),: 
Edillburgh Review, January, 1895, Vol.l81, No.J7l, p.l~O. 

2. ibid. -



I 
public opinion upon the road of social reform. During this :Period 

I 
I 

of rapid transition When political a~irations and intellec~l en-

lightenment were working amng the educated classes, there was to be 
I 
I 
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seen, simultaneously, a fermentation of the earlier ideas ~ religious 
I 

antipathies, whi.oh had always dominated the vast and inooherfnt 
I 

multitudes of the Indian people. Under such circumstances,: the 
I 

~overnment. of ~ia needed all its statecraft, fores~ht andi penetration 

to introduce a:rry re:forms, whatever be their nature. I 

There were probably two reasons for Iurall to advocate caution 
I 

in initiating reforms. Perhaps the first and foremost was P?litical 

e~diency; the second, the desire prompted by the poetic abd 
I 
I 

romantic streak in- his nature, to preserve the colourful and.i variegated 

traditions of the native institutions. 



CHAPrER II 

EDUCATION 

In spite of the fact that Lyall himsel.:f was a highly e~cated 

man, he did not favour the idea of education for In:dians. i[n his 

writings, one comes across the contempt that he slu;Jw~d for the 

Western educated classes. For him the 'semi-barbarous' native was 
i 
' 

much more :_likable than the 'respectable educated native', wbo was 

a 'bore'. 
1 

He thought :that education would further complicate· the 

already co:aplex and di:fticul t problems of Imperial rule. He con
i 

s~dered the educated classes a threat to the stabilit.y af Br~tish 

Rule in India. . Lyall did not· agree with some of his colle~es 
I 

like Sir w. W. Hunter and Sir Henry Cotton who propagated the: need 
. ' ' 

for educating India rapidly. This was a subject which he wanted 
' ' to leave entirely to its supporters as he himself had no beJ.!iet in 

' it. But education was something which could not be refused to the 
I 
I 

natives, J:.urall could therefore only issue warnings regarding the 

eventual difficulties of British rule. 

60 

Lyall examined the history of India during the eightee~th century, 

and saw this immense region exhausted by political struggle~. The 

1. Durand: Life of L.yall. London and Edinburgh, 1913, p.;l06. 
I 

I 
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history of nineteenth century India, described a period o"f ;tapid 
i 

recovery. During the course of a hundred years, English rUle had 

made India one o"f the most powerf'ul states in Asia. 
I 

Compl~te tran-

quilJ:i.ty reigned under the British "flag throughout the vast SUb-

Continent. 
I 

I 

It was grati-fying "for Lyall to note that the country h8.a. been 

brought to a pitch o"f peace and prosperity "far exceedipg aeything that 

India, taken as a whole, had be-fore attained. The long pre;walence 
! 

of order and security was only broken by the events o"f 1857 ~ These 

events mod.ified profo~y the character of the people in t~ older 

Prorinces, and even in the Nerthern .parts o"f India, changes :were 
I 

distinctly perceptible. Re-ferring to the generation which 
1
grew up 

I , 

a-fter the mutiey, Lyall writes:-
I 

" The general incr~ase o"f wealth and intelligence has told on the 
I 

"faces of the people as well as on the "face of the land; · they have 

probably altered more in the last twe~ty-five years than "for centuries 

previously; they now wear the look of a settled, industrio~s population 

far less liable than heretofore to superstitious panics or 'f,;o those 

commotions, hal:f politJ.cal, half" religious, which suddenly $tir. 

Asiatics. n1 

1. Lyall: 'G-overnJD9nt of the Indian Empire' • 
Review, 1884., P• 9. 

I 
Edinburg!l 1 
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By the sevei;I.ties of the last century the rough work of · pacifi

cation was complete. The rapid internal development of·t~ countr,y, 
! 
' 

howevet", had set the British fresh problems, II1U.i:,1h more delicate and 

intricate to solve. The Afghan war diverted, far an inter'Val, the 
I 

attention of the Government of India ·rrom domestic question~, but as 
. I 

soon as it terminated in Lord Ripon Is time J the Viceroy earnestly 
I-

devoted himself' to the questions of administrative and constitutional 
. "I 

refarm, which had arisen naturally and inevitably by' the al ~ered 
' 

conditions of the country. 
I 

In British India the ideas and axioms·~ 
I . . 

' 

of a free nation and nationality were percolating through the medium 
I 
I 

of the English language, into the educated strata of' Indian 1 Society. 
I 

The notion of government, as a device for maintaining law anQ. order and 

properly assessing the taxes, was no longer considered enou~, as it 
' 

had been for the past generation. The logical order of' pol:i:.tical. 
I 

. I 
evolution was gradually bringing forward a demand f'or political equality 

and for a larget" share to natives, in the management of the:i,r' own 

public af'f'ai.rs. 
I 

. • I 
Lyall, being extremely perceptive, saw the signs of t~ forth-

coming difficulties, of the Indian Empire. He realised that the 
I 

difficulties were peculiarly awkward and distaste~ to the:English, 

with whom free institutions were the breath of national lif'~, but 

at"the same time who knew that ' a people neither finds such things 
i 
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ready made, nor can be measured for them as a man for a suit! of 
. I 

clothes'. The Russian and the Chinese -empires, the Asiatic! rivals 

I 
of the English in power and rank were governed by cabinets of power-

ful officials, 're~onsible only to absolutely ~esponsiblel despots -

they made no attempt to develop Asiatic society beyond its ~tural 

environment; they had the less need to interf~e beca:use they did 

t t . 1 no care o J.J:~I,~move. But the English in India found ~elves 

in charge of an administration managed upon· a:utocratic principles 
I 

.which they themselves had long outgrown and finally rejected! in their 
i 

own country. The English desired to maintain good governmept, and in 
I 

order to do that, they had set up a very high water-mark of Public 
i 

morality among a people whose political morals hB.d never. riJm b:eyotid 

a low level. All . kinds of free criticisms were invited fro:¢ people 

totally unaccustomed to such privileges, upon the acts of a 1Jureau-

·cratic government. Secular education was being spread among the 

mqat religious races of the Vt'Orld. 
i 

In 1884., Lyall wrote:- "The confusion of ideas that is: some-

times generated by this confounding of heterogeneous elements, by 

the inexperience of the peaple and the candou;r of ·their rule:rs is 
I 

hard to describe; but very curious instances can be observed every 

day in the native newspapers, which reflect t~ disturbed sufface of 

1. Lyall: 'Government of' the Indian ~ire', op.cit, p.l.:j... 



the public mind, without representing the deeper currents of: native 

opinion and prepossessions. The press often appeals in the. same 

breath to the primitive prejudices of :Indian religion, and to the 

latest· notions of European civilisation. 111 
I 

The universally p~val.ent belief that education, civili~ation, 
I 

and increased material prosperity would reconcile the people· of India 

eventually to English rUle, was, according to ~all, the 'shaJ.lowest' 

as well as the 'wildest' notion. De Tocqueville' s study of the 

Ancien·~ Regime, and the causes of the Revolution in France, which 
' I 

Lyall,. (according to himself) had read and analysed more att~tively 

than he had ever before read a book, demonstrated to him mos~ logically 

that it was the increased prosperity and enlightenment of tbe French 

2 ! 
people which produced the 'grand crash' • 

The outline of the situation in the 1870s and 1880s was : that the 

ideas of abstract polit-ical right, and the germs of representative 
I 

institutions, were being disseminated in India. At the same time the 

English were spreading modern education thr~ughout the. coun.Jy. For 
I 
I 

centuries India had been governed by irresponsible officials~ Looal 

liberties and habits of self-government had been long obliterated or 
I . 

had never existed, and learning had not advanced beyond the $tage of 

Europe in the Middle Ages. The English were working upon the principle 
I 

1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit, pp.ll;-12. 

2. Durand: Life of Lyall, p.95. 
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I 

that the conditions of safe and speedy political progress required 

ed:ucation and self-government, to :rtm parallel, and to be pu~hed 

forward si.mul. taneously. Political thinkers like the two Miils in 
I 
I 

England, had relied on their belief that in a colonial situa~on, 

education would act as a sedative in times of social stir and rapid 
I 

change, or would keep people from misusing political powers and functions 
I 

to which they were unaccustomed. 

On the contrary, Iqall thought that public instruction, when 
! 

applied largely and unexpectedly, could act as a strong irrit!ant upon 

certain classes and it operated as a quick solvent of the ol~ social 

order. Such effects were inevitable in India, where public instruction 
I 

was dispensed almost en-t?irely by the State, mainly through t~ agency 

of foreign teachers, whose duty it was to impress the latest' conclusions 

of science and politics upon a people quite unprepared by antecedent 
I 

habits or cultivation for receiving them. The in~uctionlof. secular 

education into a country where all teaching had from time ;rnrJmarial. 

been founded upon religion was another innovatio~ Lyall wa~ sceptical 
! 

about introducing Western education wholesale in India. The Western I . 

concept of education was national, based on the principle of ~quality 

J;Jf_, opportunity. It aimed at brea.king.intellectual monopoli~s, which 

had hitherto existed.
1 ~all regarded the question.of educ~ting India 

1. Misra, Bankay Bihari: 
p.l49. 

The Indian Middle Classes, London,! 1961. 
I 



and the probable effects of 'the precipitation upon India, l?Jce 
I 

tropical rain from the sky,, of such a knowledge which was li.icely to 
! 

wash aw~q ail the old landmarks' , a menace to British rul~ ~ India. 
I 

The question of education had a direct bearing on the delicate and 

complex task of ma.ld.ng political reforms keep even step with! the · 

intellectual ad.vame of' the whole empire.1 
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For an administrator like Sir John Strachey, the concep~:ion of 

government was chiefly, if not exclusively, concerned with the duties 
i 

of developing economic resources, of providing for police, legislation, 

and the distribution of local authority. Strachey was quite 'satisfied 

to see that justice was administered in British India under ~aws of 
I 

'unequalled excellence and simplicity'. There was hardly ~country 

possessing a civilized administration where the public burdeds were so 
I 

light as in India::·. under the British rule. He joined wholeheartedly with 
I . 

John Stuart Mill, who declared that the British Government in India was 

'~t only one of' the purest in intention, but one of' the most1 beneficient 
' . 2 

in act ever known among manlcind'. These notions, however, did not 

satisfy ~all who viewed the situation in a different light~ 

It seems that over· the years, there came a change in Ly~l' s ideas 

on the subject of' education. By 1911, Lyall had come to beli~ve that 
I 

the best insurance against the uncertainties of the future would be 
I 

1. Lyall: 'Goverrumnt of the Indian ~ire', p.l6. 

2. Strachey, Sir John: India, p.5()2. 



I 
I 

. I 

found in taking the highest native talent and capacity into partner-
' I 
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ship, in enlarging the Indian share of Imperial duties and r:esponsibili-

t
. 1 1es. In 1911, he wrote:- "It is upon moral am intellebtual 

I 

sympathies that the statesman relies, upon a cOIDIIlllDity of' ideas, 

sentiments and tastes, upon freedom of thought, liberty of' speech, 

and all the mental training and enlightenment, the social el~vation, 

that education in its widest and highest sense is expected to confer 
, I 

upon a people naturally endowed with vecy potent intellectual capacities. n 2 

However, by this time there had been enough deterioration of ;British 

Indian understanding and if Iqall had lived a little longer ~e would have. 

seen that the Indians were asking, no::· more, for a mere share in admi ni·-

stration. 
. 

· The first steys which inaugurated western education had been taken 

in 1835, when the Government, yielding to the f'acible argume~ts of' 

Macaulay, decided that t.he higher education so far as it was !state-aided, 

' 
should be given in the learning and lan.gu~e of the West, and; almost 

' 
simultaneously withdrew all restrictions upon Indian joum.ali1sm. Macaulay 

- I 
I 

was not blind to the ultimate consequences of these f'ar-reach;ing inno-
1 

vations. He admitted that instruction in European koowledge ~d the 
I. 

habit of' political discussion, might 1 in some f'uture' age produce a 
I 

demand for European institutions. But such remote possibilities he 
. I 

I 

1. Jqall: 'The Conflict of' Colour', Edinburgh Review, April, 1911, 
No.436, p.436. · · · 

I 

2. Lyall: 'European Dominion in Asia', Edinburgh Review, Jamiary, 1911, 
No.435, p.ll8. 



was ready to a.ooept, and he evidentl.y believed that the transition 
I 
I 
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from the old to the new order of ideas woul.d be tranquil ana.: orderly. 

Looking back in retrospect Lyall thought that on the edilcational 
I 

point imnediately at issue in 1835 Ma.caula;y was on the whole: right and 
i 

the Orientalists who opposed hi,m were WDODg; yet the change: was "too 

abrupt and uncompromi~". 1 It provoked resentment and ~ triotic 

protest especially among the Muslims, whose literature was vft.ry closely 
I 

connected with. their religion. Lyell's opinion was, that ~aula;y with 
. I 

all his genius, often lacked :t\111 synpathy with the deeper aZ.ui ~e 

delicate sensibilities of race aml. religion. That a prejudice might 
i .. 

exist among the people of India against excluding their anci~nt litera-

ture and leDgUage from the superior courses of public instrudtion did 
I 

not strike him as a matter frtr serious consideration. But the grievance 

that the national literature was D:eglected under British rul~, had 

since that time, been mest frequently alleged against the Gov:ernment 
i 

by those who seized upon European education as the direct pa~ to 

official promotion and professional success. The leaven of Western 

teaching had feririented very rapidly among ·certain classes in ~he 

provinces which had been longest under British supremacy, . ana.: in 'the 

cities which had enjoyed uninterrupted peace and prosperity fpr more 

than a century. . The spirit of ardent political liberalism which 
; 

1. Lyall: 'European Dominion in Asia', op.cit, p.ll9. 



prevailed among the leaders of educated Indian society was quite 

understaDda.ble. They were fulfilling the prediction of Mac8.ulay 
: 

by their natural ambition to obta.lll a share, and to acquire distinc
! 

tion in the administration of their country. 

Iqall -pointed out a singular fact, which Mac8lllay hardly fore-

saw, that the strongest symptoms of discontent, agitation, antipathy 

and even violent revolt against British rule came from the Western 
' 

educated classes. This phenomenon was signi£icant and it wb taken 
I 
I 

into account by Iqall in the comparison between ancient and ~dern 
I 

Imperialism. · Historical evidence showed that in the proviices 
. I 
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outside Europe tha Greek language and literature declined and finally 
. I 

I 
. I 

disappeared when the Byzantine dominion fell to pieces, as the Latin 
. I 

tongue dfd from North Af.rica; so that the sound conclusion ivas that 

their existence depended upon the dominion; that they perisfed in 

the ruin of the whole political fabric over which they had fiourished. 

·This was an instructive historic lesson that could be studied by 
I 
I 

those classes in India who were interested. in the mainten8l'lCe of 
i 

European cu1 ture, that it was indissolubly connected with th~ 
I 

British Sovereignty and it could not be expected to survive it. It 
. . I 
was both a remarkable as well as a deplorable fact for lzy'all! that a 

I 
I 

large part of the miscellaneous publications issued from the· native 



' 
press was employed in depreciating and defaming the acts ana: policy 

of the British Government. These were difficulties peculiar to 
I 

modern Imperialism whicl:;l. were unlmown to the earlier Asiatic 1 sovereign-

ties. The empires of antiquity had no experience of a fre~ press, 

and literature was the excl':lsive possession of the cultured ~ty. 

On the other hand, the English education system in India had! stimulated 

among the new generations an appetite for indiscriminate rea.9-ing. 
I 

Many writers found both profit and popularity in stirring up1 political 

antipathies and prejudices, and in laying all responsibility! for 
. I 

grievances and even such natural calamities as plague and.f~ upon 

the Government. There was 'a fine air of audacious independ~e about 

attacking gov~ntal action•.
1 

To the foregoing problems could be added 8l10ther peculiFly 
I 
I 

modern difficulty, whl.ch was hardly anticipated by those who: proJmll.-
I 

gated free and universal instruction as the panacea for poli~ical 

misunderstandings. It had come to pass that in India, educ~tion was 

more directly connected with politics than in ~ other country. 

The system of selecting for the various departments of the p~blic 

servi.ce those who could prove literary ability, who bad ta!cef high 

University.degrees, or who had won the first places in compe~itive 

1. ~all: op.cit, p.l21. 
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1 I . 
examinations, had been adopted throughout the country. rn: Fm'ope, 

' 

. however, these qualifications did not usualiy lead beyond the sub-

ordinate departments and the chief executive offices were attained 

by the high parliamentary road. But the Indian administration 

was a vast and undiluted bureaucracy, in which administrative 
I 

efficiency was the mainspring of promotion. The superior apPoint-
' 

ments were reserved for those who had passed into the public service 

through the gate which was opened and slmt by examiners. The obvious 

result had been to sti.mulate a rush for public employ, and to create 
I 

the belief that literary proficiency established a rightful ~~ 
I 

to admission. "The youth who had taken a creditable univer~ty 
i 

degree considered that he had drawn a bill upon· a government I by whom 
I 

the maxim of 'la canoiere auverte aux talents' had been adopted as a 

principle of policy."
2 

But the clai.man~s were very maDiY' ~d the 

places were too few. There was no room for a clamorous llllll. ti tude , 
I 

so disappointment :was the lot at the majority, who often turhed 
I 
I 

.against their educators and found vent for their feelings in! denouncing 

them. 

tations, 

The government, worried by incessant attacks and miSrepresen

was sometimes driven into taking measures for reprelsi:ng . 
l 

1. Martineau: Life of Frer_e_:;, Vol.l, p.268 

2. Lyall: 'European Dominion in Asia', p.l21. 



sed:i. tious publications. The vernacular Press Act of 1878 ~ the 

amendments to the sections of the Indian Penal Code and the Qode of 
I 

Crimi.nal Procedure, were effor:ts on the part of the Governme~t of 

Ind. t he k d·t· ·t· 1 1a o c c se 1 1ous wr1 1ngs. 
i 

The neighbouring empire of China illustrated to Iual.l, the 
I 

efferveseences which European education could bri_ng out amo~ the 

Asj,atics. In China the system of open literary examinations by 

which candidates qualified for the public services,· was imported 

from the West. 
' 

So long as the course of studies was in the ,national 
! 

language· and literature, it was usually harmless. But the Chinese 
i 
I 

Government, probably emulating the example of Japan, discovcnted that 
I 
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a sound training in the learning and science of the West was !essential 

to the intellectual e:l!:evation of its people, particularly fo~ raising 
I 

the -level of ability ·and intelligence among its official serVices. 
I 

America was desirous to attract Chinese students and the Chirlese ~ 
I . 

government was keen to send them to a country that was going iSO fast 
I 

ahead in the van of progress. The result, however, was to stimulate 
I 

the same kind of unrest, that was troubling India. The youn:g 
. I 

Chinese returned to their native land with degrees and diploolas con-
I 

ferred by American Universities, and also with a·conviction that these 
I 

1. :Maclane, J.R: 'The Government of India and the Native Press', 
1875-1900, Institute of Gommonweal th Studies Semin.ar;, A Paper, 
University of London, .February, 1960. 



distinctions ought to be passports to all offices Wlder the ,State. 
i 

Thus the constitution of the 'Celestial empire', the oldest :in the 

world, was 'disordered by a few doses of the new learning'. : The 

old-fashioned Chinese statesmen remembered with grave misgivings, 
. I 

that in the Taeping rebellion of 1861, which very nearly ruihed the 
I 

Manchu dynasty, the prime-mover and leader o:f that frantic ~tbreak, . . I 
Hung Chuan was a humble student, whose reason had been der~ed by 

. i 

repeated :failures to pass the tests that quali:fied for public employ. 
I 

It was. too evi.d.ent for Lyall that the new wine o:f education, which 
' 

':fortified the stronger minds' acted upon the 'weaker Asiatic brain 
I 

as a violent iiTi tant 1 , driving men into reckless animosity ligainst 
I 

the government that had 'fostered and then :foiled' their expectations. 
I 

It was no wonder that the venerable despotism of China should: have 

been 'painfully discomposed by the rapid apsorption o:f Americ;an 

stimulants 1 
• 
1 

The case o:f India was slightly different. By Lyall I s time' 
' 
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at least two generations had grown up since universities and ~:fessars 

began their teaching in the older provinces, and the new learping 

started to sp~ead slowly into Northern India. For a general, survey 

I 
of the course which the educational movement was tald.ng, and lilD. 

1. Lyall: 'European Dominion in ASia', p.l23-4. 
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estimate of the consequences, the time had been much too s~t, 

for Iqall. By 1911, however, Lyall knew that education haq power-
- I 

fully assisted intellectual emancipation. It had percepti~ly 

altered the views and habits of the higher classes in the older 

provinces. There were various indications that European li~terature 

had turned the thoughts of educated men and women into fres~ channels, 

had coloured their old, traditional philosophy, and .had even' touched 
I 

the imaginative faculty of the· younger generations in the spheres of 
. I . 

I 
poetry and romance. Lyall- observed that macy of the essays

1 
that 

appeared in ~he Indian magazines or reviews had a 'reflectiv~ and 
I 

dispassionate tone of criticism- or dissertation' that was in're:f'resh-
I 

I 

ing contrast with the 'vociferations' of ordinary journalism.: It 
i 

could not be denied that a large part of the contemporary literature 
I 

was still 'infected 1 by the prejudices and antipathies of Nationalism. 
. . , - I 

. ' 

But the fact that IIlailY books were translations from English ~uthors 

indicated some degree to which;_ the-: .taste for precise thinking and 
i 

accurate knowledge was slowly penetrating the Asiatic mind aAi 
. I 

,i correcting the tendency to extravagant· and uncritical judgme!nts'. 
1 

All predictions as to the future of Asiatic civilisatioJ were 
; 

1 hazardous 1 , yet Lyall had some slight ground for hoping that I 'letters' 
- . I 

1. Lyall: gp.cit, p.l24. 
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may rise to the 'height of a fine art 1 in India and shake off the 

contamination of political controversy; so that appreciation of 
I 
I 

beauty, of pure artistic expression, might again, as in anc:ifent 
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times, draw together East ana West, and strengthen the bond,~ of modern 
i 

inrperialism. It was interesting for. Lyall to see the Ind:i!an middle-
. I 

I 
class youth, bred at an English university, who returned 1D ·],ive at 

home and who missed the atmosphere of the cultured Western ~iety. 
I 

I£ he had real literary faculty, 1 his dilemma. between the old world 
I . 

which was reclaiming him, and the riew world which had fascinB.ted 
! 
I 

him', found its most effective illustration in the form of a 1 novel. 
i 

Some of the novels, written by the young Indians exemplified 'the 
I 

l 1 
ripening of a superior Eastern intellect under Western cul~~~. 

THE NATIVE PRESS 
I . 

! 

It is remarkable that the British authorities allowed the Indian 
I 

press as much fre~dom as they did in the nineteenth century. ; As long 
I 

as the number of newspaper readers was small, the Governmentjusually 
I 

preferred t~ ignore the appeals to racial and religious ~si ties 

I 
and the allusions to violence. When these appeals and allusions .becane 

widespread, and when they coincided with a dangerous mood among the 

non-literate population, then officials decided in favour of !a demon-
. I 

stration of authority and firmness. At the end of the cent-qry the 
I 

· 1. Lyall: 'European Dominion in Asia', pp.l25-7. 
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the problem took on a more serious and permanent character ~ the 

increasingly impatient demands of the educated classes reached a 
I 

larger audience. During the last quarter of the nineteent4 century 
I 

almost the only full-time political occupation available was journalism, 

as representative councils and political organizations were :in their 
I 

infancy~ All Indian newspapers, were by no means, political in 

nature. Many were devoted to religious subjects. However, some 
I 

contained political comment. Sir Henry Cotton once describ~d the press as 
I 

1 the Constitutional Opposition 1 in India, and to some extent IIEny editors 

regarded themselves as such. It was not an accident that ~o ot 
I 

the most important Congz:-ess leaders, Surendra Nath Baner jea :ana Bal 

1 Gangadhar Tilak, owned newspapers. 
I 

As was observed earlier, Lyall regarded the control of 1the press 

as one of the problems peculiar to modern imperialism. He did not 

favour the idea of giving too much freedom to the press. 

Lyall wrote to Stephen:-

In 1883, 
I 
I 

I 
" The native press .in Bengal and Bombay shows great hatred o~ the 

European - the newspapers have less influence than is usually supposed, 
! 

but their incessant dirt - throwing must gradually blacken oF faces -

I am beginning to agree with the French minister who said th,a.t if the 
I 

1. MacLane, J.R: "The Government of India and the Nativel Press", 
1875-1900. Institute of Commonwealth. Studies Sem:ihar, A 
Paper, University of London, February, 19'60. · 



Lord Jesus came down with all his saints to establish in FrJooe 
I 

the Government of the millennium, he would have to begin by gagging 

the Press. When political differences are radical, and Governments 

are liable to be upset or their existence challenged, a press must 

be a dangerous kind of dynamite to leave freely circulating ,- but 

all th . . Ind." "1 . l.s concerns our successors 1n 1a. The press ~as not 
L 

I considered as much of a threat in the eighties as it proved to be in 

later years. 

Lyall regarded the press 

than the press in England. 
2 

in India to be much more untralnm.elled 
. ! 

L 

The press in India was not under the 
I 

control of any considerable force of opinion among its readers, that 

coul,d keep it within bounds, there were no rules of etiquette, and 

the law of libel, as applicable t<:> newspapers, was little understood 
i 

generally, and seldom used. The complete freedom of the press, rep-

i 
resented a principle which the English 'were prone to treat rather too 

i 

reverently', and which they carried about, like 'household ,':~ods', 

into strange lands. In the absence of any restrictions, th~ native 

press became a mouth-piece of miscellaneous complaints and Jcu~tions. 
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The natural target were the Government of India and its off'iqers. Under 

a popular government the press is divided among parties and :1. t takes 
i 

sides. In the bureaucratic governments of Europe the views ana interests 

. I 
1. 'Lyall to Stephen', 29th June, 1883, Stephen Papers, Add m8 734-9 

Box 3. 
2. Lyall: 1 Govet"nment of the Indian Empire 1 , Edinburgh ReView, 1!384-, 

p.l3. 



of administration were represented by semi-official journal~. 1 
I 

I 

In the case of the Government of India which was a foreign B;utocratic 
. I 

government, ,the majority of newspapers and journals were fo"t+'l'ld in 

perpetual opposition. Lyall foresaw that with the passage o£ time 
! 

the native press would increase and mul. tiply, and acquire grbat in-

fluence over public opinion among the masses. 

. I 

For this rea.Son he 
! 

was not very happy about the complete freedom of press. Howbver, he 

hoped that the tone of the leading newspapers, some· of whichlwere 
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already written 'with ability and moderation', would contmub to improve. 
I 
I 

Lyall fully realised that jorunal.ism was an indispensable aid to a 
! 

I 
foreign government in publishing and explaining its objects and reasons 

to the immense population, but he was equally app;r:ehensive a~out the 

experiment of a free press. He reiterated his belief that even if 
I 

the 'millerinium' beg'an on earth, even a government of 'glor~ied saints' 
' I 

- I 
would find themselves qbliged to gag the press. Likewise, tpe best 

· intentions and the highest administrative principles of the Gpver.nment 
' ' 

of India could not save it from 'incessant misrepresentation and violent 
I 

cal.umny'. It may be pointed out, however, that iQall was not in BilY 

way defending all the actions of the government. At times, he was 
I 

very critical. about. the utterances, writings and actions of his 
I 

countrymen. He wrote:- "No system. of government presents ~o fair 

a mark to sharp-witted journalism as administr~tion by a not· ter.Y 
I 

1. ~!!..~: op.cit. 



I 
sympathetic .class of foreigners, imperfectly acquainted wi~ the 

wa.nts and customs of the country, impatient of crude polit~al 

theories, and yet making many inevitable mistakes of detail.~"l 
I 
I 

It is interesting to see that Sir John Strachey differed from 

Lyall on this point. Strachey regarded the government as be:ing so 

! 
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good that it could hardly be popular. The Strachey school "accepted 

with almost a sense of Fide the fact that it (the governmenf) was un-

. . 2 I 
beloved and out of sympatey with its subJects"·. 

I 
The Government of India gave the native press more atte~tion than 

it really expected. The fact that almost all newspapers were carefully 
I 

tran~ated and abstracted for official perusal gave the petty journals 

far greater importance than they coul~ otherwise have acqUirt'rd· More
i 

over, the majority of the old-fashioned Indian folk, accustomed to 
I 

treat very re~ectfUlly things pertaining to the state and t9 religion 
I 

were alarmed by the unceremonious and radical style of the n$ school. 

The freedom of press was a novelty to India which amazed the ipublic at 

large as well as the journalist., and by reason of the novicia;te of 
I 

native journalism, this liberty sometimes turned i.nto licence:. 

Lyall observed that the Government of .India had itsel.f' b~en, for 
I 

many years past providing ample facilities and encouragement ;to its 

assailants by keeping careful public records of all its fai.l\lfes .and· 

1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', p.13. 
I 

2. Stokes, Eric: The Engl.ish Utilitarians and India, p.310. 



shortcomings. It had fostered Bli:!Ong its own officers, the habit 
I 

of very plain, often rough speaking and writing in the dil;l~ssion 

of administrative questions. It was the common practice iii official. 
I 

controversy to denounce in 'very unmeasured phrases' any acts or 

80 

orders of which th.e writers disapproved. Enthusiastic young officers 
I 

saw no reason why they should not declare 'the whole system ~of Indian 

administration to be ruinous to the country and disgraceful 'to them-
- I 

selves'. The English periodicals occasionally brought out 'articles 

I 
'damaging extracts from reports and correspondence were 

I 
in which 

arr~ed in formidable series'. The most violent denunciations came 

from men who had been unsuccesst\11 in various Anglo-Indian vacations. 
. I 

Much of the exaggerated official. writing could be ascribed t~ the fact 
I 

that for a long time it never occurred to Indian officers t~t their 

reports would go beyond the departmental bureaux or that the; outer 

world would read Indian Blue books. They had always been ih the habit 
I 

I 

of talking and writing their aw.n language unreservedly befor~ poeple, 
I 

supposed neither to understand nor to take heed of what was ~aid. The 

idea did not enter their minds that hard words used to demolish some . I 

rival theory, or to defend str~ng views ~n questions of poli~e and 
I 

revenue, would be taken up literally by the Pulilic in India.: The· 
I 

French Gover~nt as De Tocqueville records, made a similar ¥-stake, 

under not altogether different circumstances, just before th~ Revolution, 



by publishing documents :f"ul.l of severe criticisms upon its dwn 
I 
I 

~titutions, and of damaging admissions against the proceeqings 

of its predecessors in office. All experience showed to Lyall 

that nothing told against a government so seriously as its dwn 

confessions. It lost IIDlCh more reputation by expressions of 

contrition than it was ever:.· likely to gain by the most sinc:ere 

attempts at mprovement. Lyall observed:- ":.... Nor is thi:s the 

only feature in which the attentive student may fancy that he 

81 

discovers a curious resemblance, in attitude and situation, petween 

the A.Ilglo-Indian Government in certain moods and the old French 

regime UIIder Turgot,/ecker, 8Dd other enlightened 8Dd progre~ive 
. i 

ministers. There is the same centralised administration, the same 
i 
I 

contrast between liberal. theories end arbitrary procedure, tpe same 

sincere belief in the speedy efficiency of the substitution ¢ 

education and the machinery of popular ~titutions for igi10fance 
/ I 

and highly organised officialism. And the description, in 1L' Ancien 

Regime et la Revolution', of the sense of isolation that came over 
I 

the Government of Louis XVI when it entered upon the task of· inaugura-

ting liberal reforms and redistributing its concentrated authority, will 

· probably come home to an,y administrator who is· embarking upo~ a similar 
I 

enterprise in India. • • • we .are working upon the principle ~t conditions 

of safe and speedy political. progress require •••• education ~ self-

government, to run parallel and to be pushed forward simul. taileously 
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like ::~.- the lines of a railroad. 111 

Tension began to mount as the nineteenth century drew t:o a close. 

However, few offi~ials saw any immediate danger to British ke but 

many thought the evident unrest among sections of the variolis Indian 
I 

communities, and the educated classes was disturbing. For instance 

the Secretary of State, Lord George Hamilton was worried by ~hat he 

regarded as the increasing solidarity of Indian opinion, rac~s and 

religions in opposition to British rule. He wrote to the Viceroy, 
I 

Lord Elgin, on 19th August, 1897, that "the development of national 
I 
I feelings or religious entlmsiasm" was stimulated by "the process of 

education" and a free press. This tended "to make the onslaught 

against our Government nxr e powei"f'ul, while the powers behind the 

authorities do not correspondingly multiply. 2 He felt that even if 
I 

the Indian press ciid not advocate the overthrow· of British rule, "their 

everlasting criticism and imputation of motives must ultimately make 
I 

an impression just as a perpetual drip wears out stone''· H~ton 

thought that "in governing Orientals an assertion of strength and fight
' I 

ing power is periodically necessary. " Twenty years earlier ~it had been 
I 
I 

suggested by Lord ~tton and others that education would bet~er enable 

Indians to appreciate the blessings of British rule. But by:1897 
! 

1. Iqall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', pp;.J.4-16. 
I 

2. Ma.cLane, J.R: 'The Gov~t of India and the Native Ejress, 
1875-1900, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, S emina.r., 
University of LOild.On, February, 1960, p. 7• . 



officials felt that the ·main threat to the British Rule came: from 

the educated classes, and not so DDJ.Ch from religious and aristocratic 

interests. 1 

By the early 1900s, the area of unceasing competition, political 

and camnercial, among European nations had been materially widened, 
I 
I 

and ~e points of claShing interests had consequently increa$ea. The 
I 
I 

conduct of foreign affairs required more accurate appreciation of 

the circumstances, motives and acts of established Governments in 
' 

all the lands between the Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans; it called 

for particular attention ·to the prevailing temper or aspirations of 
I 
I 

people of the various lands. All these elements were so intermixed 
. I 

I 
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that a very slight shock ran along the whole line, producing :·disturbance 
I 

in quarters where it was neither intended nor foreseen. By i the inde-

fatigable enterprise of the English Press, London had become !the great 

centre of information for all parts of the world. Nevertheless, 

since newspapers were expected to supply instantaneous e:xpla.riations of 

remote incidents, it was not surprising that the ablest edi ~rs occasion-

ally lead their readers astray. 2 ! 

In all European and American countries as well as in some parts 

of Asia, the Press exercised a great and manifold influence, 'through 
. I 

I 
the multiplication of newspapers, magazines and reviews, greater than 

I 

1. YacLane: op,cit, p.S. 

2. Lyall: 'The Political Situation in Europe', The Edinburgh Review, 
January,· 1909, No.427, pp.29'+-5· 1 



' ever before. Universal education had produced among the people an 

ingrained· habit of desul tary reading by sharply stimulating ~heir 

appetite for a daily supply of savour,y news. In one way the i Press 
I 

rendered high and most valuable service to civilized nations I by its 

wonderful activity in the dissemination of intelligence, by ~ts staff 
I 

of correspondents in all the principal capitals of the world~ The 
. . I 

i 
running commentary on passing events which the best journals iand 

I 

periodicals maintained with distinctive ability, were to the substantial 

b~nefit of appreciative readers. However, the style of journalistic 
. i 

criticism in a Press which competed freely for popular favour, 'wa.S 
I 

inevitably vivacious, unvarnished, and positive'. In some ~espects 
! 

it was advantageous. But it was in regard to criticism that: Lyall 

advised. caution to t~ Press both in England and India. 

In the discussion of foreign a:ff'airs the situation was v~ry 

d.i:f:f'erent where the contrOV"ersy was between nations whose respective 

ideas, circumsta.nces, and habits of mind were often very imperrectly 

understood on either side, who were intensely sensitive to ~arded 

language, and were apt to misconstrue hasty wards as signs and tokens 
I 

of unfriendly intentions. In this case the Press, as IQall rightly 
I 

observes, is no longer ' the organ of a party, it claims to be ! the 

mouth-piece of a people, and to speak with representative aut~ority'. 

The claim is ·by no means indefensible. T:P,e vut ma.jori ty in i every 

' 
nation have no means or fa.cul ty of ascertaining the prevailin& sentiments, 
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the respective points of view, of a foreign people except tbl-ough the 

Press. It comes to pass that the attitude and language of' the national 
I 

I 
Press is very generally taken, on both sides, to be the authentic 

expression _of the national mind. It becomes difficult to persuade a 
i 

person wbJ feels wronged, wP,en some unlucky or untoward inci~ent raises 

a chorus of disapproval or division in a foreign land, that mischief 

is not in tre air, and that the relations of' their Governments are not 

approaching a critical stage. High words fly 1D and fro 1 across the 

sea; the telegrams compress ambiguous news into ptmgent pln-ases; 
' . 

active journalists, writing on the spur of' the moment, are n~t concerned 

to mince matters, and neither Press can do less than brandish the stand-
' 

ard of its country. When individuals bring their private qu:arrels 

before the wolrd, disputes or misunderstandings that might have been 
I 
I 

smoothed down by explanation are sure to be unreasonably exa.~eratea 

by publicity, and in polemics between nations the effect is s~lar, 

with nmch more serious cansequences. 1 Iuall observed with regret:-
. I 

"National susceptibilities have been not unreasonably excited~ and 
I 

the Press has been play:ing upon our nerves ~til the cool jud8znent 

which used to be a distinguishing element of English character has been 
I 

losing its control. 112 We shall see that Press activities worried 

1. Jqall: 'The Political situation in Europe I ' p. 262. 

2. Lyall: op.cit, p.264.. 



Lyall considerably during the Ilbert Bill controversy, both· in India 

I 
aDd England. He strongly advocated that since the press h8d great 

! 
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power, it should be used cautiously, not wsquandered incons~derately", 

and above all it should not be misdirected. 

A modern writer, who shows a division of the Indian sodiety into 

various classes, ~bserves, ~t both .the freedom and the di~sion of 
. . ' 

. ' 

India were the work of the midclle classes, which contained ~ strong 

1 I 
the Educated Middle Class. Lyall's fears and :apprehen-

1 
element of 

sions of the Educated classes in India were after all not il;l-founded. 
I 

I 
As a matter of fact his premonitions proved true in 1947. 

1. Misra, B. B: 

I 
i 
I· 

I 
The Indian Middle Classes, op.cit., p.4QO· 



CH.APrER III 

INDIANIZATION OF. SERVIC]:3 

I The association of natives with services of lower rank was 
I 
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I 
materially advantageous ·for the British Government. No political harm 

was apprehended so far as the Indiani~ation of subordinate s~vices was 

concerned. The emergence of the Western educated classes, ~wever, 

led to the issue of Indianization in the higher ranks of the! Civil 8lld. 

Judicial services and during the second half of the Nineteenth century, 
. . ' 

this issue remained in the political foreground 6f India. 
I 
I 
I 

The Charter Act of 1833, had removed all disqualif'icatiQns for 

natives, on grounds ot 'religion, place of birth, descent, cc?lour' to 
I. 

enter 'any place, office, or employment' under the Government. Rules 

were therefore to be prescribed under which .natives of India~ 1 of proved 

merit ana.· ability', could be appointed. to the various office~. The 
' I 
I 

complete fulfilment of the Charter Act of 1833 had, however, 1been 
I 

delayed 'bY gowernment hesitation and opposition. . In the f~st place 

the stability of British rule was regarded as dependent on t~e pre-

dominant British element in the Civil ·Service. There was al~o the 
I 

general feeling that an average native did not possess the me;ntal ai1d 

moral qualities of an average Englishman which were vital for: good 

administration~ 1 Attention was drawn to this subject in the! eighteen 
i 

1. Blunt, Sir Edward: The I.c.s. London, 1937, p.53. --
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seventies. 
I 

In 1873, when consul ted, lQal1 was most reluctant to 

associate natives with high Administrative and Judicial appointments. 

He suggested that certain Civil Service appointments should be reserved 

for Europe~s exclusively.1 ·As Home Secretary to the Gove~t of 

India (1873- 1674) Lyall wanted to 'preclude enthoeiy the po~ting of 
. I 

a native •••• at once to a Collectorship or a Commissionership, or to 
I 
I 

the Secretariat' • If such an appointment was ever fpund nelessary, 

it could only be under some very special circumstances. 
2 

At ! that time 

I 

Lyall thought it was politically unsa:fe to entrust natives ~th important 

executive authority. It was only in the subordinate ranks that natives 

could be employed safely. In regard to the Judicial ServicJ, Iyrall 

was con:parati vely lenient. He thought that the natives coul;d be 

appointed directly to judiqial offices. without passing through official 

apprenticeship. 3 
I 

He was, however, opposed to appointing 'too many' 
I 

natives to judicial offices.4 

Within a few years, Iu811 realised that the circumstanc~s of the 
i 

country were changing, the demands of the educated classes we~e rising 

fast and a rigid stand regarding the Indianization of Civil aha Judicial 
I 

services could not be taken. h 
I • 

In accordance wit the needs of.' the tJ.me, 

I 

1. Note by Napier, Lord of Magdala, 25th August, 1873, bvtton Papers: 
MSS.Eur.E.218 No.23/l. 1 · 

I 

2 •. Memorandum of Lyall, 24th September, 1873, INt1Dn Papers~ MSS.Eur. 
E. 218 No.23/l. · ' 

3· ibid. 

4. Note of !Qall, Aboo, the 2nd April, ·1877, Demi....Official,IHome. 
Department, mton Papers: 'Native .Civil Service', MSs.Eur.E.218 
No.23/l, PP•3 o-~. 1 



Lyall leaned in favour of Indianization of services, with certain 
I 

reservations. An attempt will be made to study Lyall's att;i.tude 

on this subject in the following pages. 

CIVIL SERVICE. 
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L 

In 1877, IQtton asla:ld Lyall's opinion· on his note on the "Admission 
L 

I 

of Natives to Higher Offices" and ]Qall gave his detailed views on 
. I 

this subject. He clearly stated that he did not regard the I prevailing 
• L 

condition of the services to be a 'scandalous anomaly' as it: had been 

1 
held to be. .According to him, under similar circumstaDCe~, a:ny other 

dominant race could not have worked out a solution to the problem 
I 

better than, or even as well as, the British had. He quoted; several 

examples from contemporary governments, illustrating that a1t real. 

power was held by the ruling nations. The Russians had kept I all real 

power in their ovm hands in the Asiatic provinces. The Moghuls in 
I 

India did the same with very rare exceptions. The Turks did not even 

allow "a Christian to be a policeman or village chowkeedar". 
2 

The 
; 
I 

state of a:ff'airs in India was therefore no special anomaly for Lyall. 

It was due to the natural force of things. Taking an exampl~ near 
I . 

at hand of Native States of India, Lyall observed that 'the native 

rulers picked their own instruments wherever they found them!•sharpest'. 

: 

1. Note of Iqall, dated Aboo, the 2nd April, 1877, Demi- ~ficial, 
Home Department, 1877. Lytton Papers. 'Native CiVil ~ervice' 
MSS.Eur.E.218 No.23/l, pp.360-64. - ! 

2. A night guard~ 
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So it was neither logiCally inconsistent, nor peculiar to ~he 

British position in India. "What a despotic Government wkts, all 

over the world, is above all things to keep a staff' of able officers 

devoted to its own interests. rr1 

Lyall, however, agreed with Iqtton that since British rule 
• I 

took aw~ ~- sources of occupation and adventure from the! natives, 

it was obliged to find a remedy for their rising grievance~. The 

chief reason to satisfy the natives on this subject to some: extent, 
I 

was the fact that the British had themselves admitt~d and proclaimed, 

several times that the natives were suffering an intolerabl~ grievance. 

Lyall therefore proposed that a few natives should be carefUlly 
i 

selected, treated exactly as young Englishmen of' the same agf and rank 
I 

were treated, and then they should be allowed to join the C~vil Service 
I 

good native officials could be turned out. 

By this method, ~ome very 

. I 
Although they ?ould not 

from the bottom of the Covenanted ranks. 

equal the Englishmen in some respects, in certain others th~y would 

have the natural advantages of belonging to the soil. They could 

inform the Government about real feelings of the people and, the affairs 

of the country, which the Government, by its foreign nature~ so often 

missed. 

Lyall agreed with Lytton in appointing natives belongi.Dg to the 

Indian gentry, and men of social eminence. In order to do I this, the 

1. Lyall's Note: Lytton Pape~, op.cit., p. 361. 
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power of patronage in the Non-Regulation provinces was to be 

exercised. On·' one point he dissented widely from Lytton';s proposed 

measures of reform. Lytton had adopted the device of recoll/Pensing 

the high native o:f'ficial for administrative service by honours and 

dignities. Here; Iqall pointed out that to satisfy this class, that 

is, the gentry, no distinction either in pay or power, between the 
I 

Native and the Englishman in s;f:milar offices, should be ~e. I:f 
- I 

I 

the native official was set apart, in any way, then patronage woLild 
I 

lose its savour. Besides, the gentry- ::very-··.-- greatly val;ued being 

put on a level with the Englishmen. 

Lyall emphasised the difference between a system of centralized 
i 

administration by powerful officials, and a system which le1aves a 

great deal of administration to local magnates and local bo~es. 
I 

Under the former system, which had prevailed in India, the local 
. I 

gentry took office mostly for political power and not for hbnaurs . : 

and dig~ties alone. Real power in India rested with offibes reserved 

to the Covenanted and Commissioned services, and these were: the offices 

which the natives wanted to hold. As stated earlier, Lya~ had 
! 
I 

proposed to train some young natives to become 'local magistrates star-

ti~ with· the bottom rank of the service. He was convinced of the 
I -

soundness of this measure and he wanted to take it to its l~gical 

conclusion. In other words, when native officials were to~ rise to 
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I 

the ranks of local Judges, Commissioners and Members of the •Revenue 
I 

Boards, they were to be given the same pa:y and power as had always 

gone with these off'ices. Lyall strongly maintained that if, this 
I 

I 
essential point was overlooked, the whole scheme would be pr,oD.OUllCed as 

a 'delusion and. a snare' • Thi.s advice of Lyall was sound ~e 

1 . . 
Lytton's proposa.J,.s had left real power with the Europeans· and the 

natives could clearly see that this was not what the Acts of. 1833 

and 1853 had intended. 

Lytton had· .··ovwrated the value set on honours and dignities by 
I 

I 

the natives. This was not an adequate recompense for the real power 
. I 

of the office. ~ton had enumerated several things which he thought 

were the objects of the gentry for entering Civil Service but power 
I 
' 

was quite conspicuous by its absence. Another omission was ~t of 

money, which Lytton regarded was oot of much consideration for the . . 
I 

native gentr,y. ~mining Asiatic precedents, ~1 saw that ~ 

office always w~t with large emoluments and under the Mogh4s every 

2 . 
mansab had a handsome salary attached to it. It is true that some 

! 
rich men would not have· cared for m:mey alone if they could ~e rewarded 

I 

with real power, which was precisely what Lytton did not want. And 
I 

Lyall bad never heard of men 'of proved merit and ability' wl:jo wOuld work 

hard 'for honours and dignities, which did not carry either PaY or power. •3 
I 

1. Note of Iqtton, "Admission of Natives to ijigher .Offices"!, Iiytton 
Papers,. op.cit. 

2. ~h. ~ank with a titl~;~ •. 

3. Lyall' s· Demi-Official Note to Lytton. Igtton Papers, op.cit, p.363. 
I 
I 



Iqall advised Lytton to either promote natives boldly tp the 

higher off'ices, begimling with the Covenanted ranks or to d.e~line the 
I 
I 
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native demands al. togethe-. The former proposal was of course more in 

i 
accordanee with the needs of the time, and Lyall's view was ~ face 

the situation bravely, as the difficulty of parting with som¢ power 

couJ.d not be evaded. He ~herefore advocated a clear policy; to be 

adopted on this subject. 
I 

The point worth noticing here is that Lytton was in fav9'12" of 

appointing men. of high social status, and not men from the eQ.ucated 

Indian classes, and that !Qrall also favoured the same idea. ;Lyall 
I 

believed in the expediency of strengthening the offices by t4e censer-
I 

vative. elements of the country and thought that the "gentry" could 

act as a conservative bulwark against the ever rising aspirai;ions of 

the educated classes. He brought forward a constructive suggestion on 

this subject. He pointed out to Lytton that the whole bl~ for the 

exclusion of natives from serving the Gove-nment should not ~e placed 

on the Civil Service alone. There were other avenues in whi~h the 

native talents and ambitions could be channelized. He mentioned 
! 

Military Service as one of the alternative professions, and o'pserved 

that under native rule, this servi.ce afforded readier and mar~ popular 

openings than the Civil administration. As a matter af fact~ it was 
I 

in the closing of this avenue to distinction, more than the Civil 
. . I 

monopolies, that the natives found a difference between Native and 



British rule. Thi.s was a service which the natives had performed 
I 
I 

for honour and dignity more than for money or power. LyaJ.l; opserved 

that from this avenue, the native gentry had been shut off, jas no 
I 

other similar class had been, in any other country. As. Agent-General 
I 

to the Goverrior-General in Rajputa.na, Lyall had met certain young 
i 

Rajput nobles who were anxious for commissions in the ~iti~ irregular 

cavalry. Whether it was reaily possible far the Government br India 
I 

I 
to gratify such native demands was a..Tlother matter. Lyall h8.d shown 

! 
a possible alternative for_ cancelling the native grievances ~o some 

extent.
1 

·During Ripon's Viceroyalty more reforms of the Civil 

were contemplated. Lyall reiterated his view that equal 

should be given to natives holding superior appointments. 

I 

Se~e 
I 

sal:,aries 
I 

HJ pointed 

out that s.ince the high European standards of ability and in~egri ty 

were more rare among natives, it would not be a bad bargain to give 
I 

natives the same· salaries as Euro~ans. He maintained that ~ 

distinction made on this point would be both 'unwise and impolitic' • 2 
I 

I 

Since the natives could not be expected to acquiesce in the 'justice' 
i 
' 

of making this distinction, it was not worthwhile to let a gr~evance 
' 

of this kind grow for the sake of saving a few thousand. rupee~. 3 

1. 

2. 

LYall 1 s Note. L.ytton Papers, op.cit. 

'!Qall to Ripon' , 25th '.July, 1882, Ripon Papers, 
pp •. 3()-l. 

3. ~' pp.31-2. 

I 
I . 6 Add.:MSS-43, 03, 
I 
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Ripon thought of intro(iucing reforms in regard to the Age limit 
I 

for the Civil Service. In 1876, a change had been introd*'ed wb:ich 

brought a further reduction of .Age limit to 19 for candidates desiring 
. I 

. I . 
entry to the Civil Service Examination&. It had caused gr;eat unrest 

I 
among the educated classes who thought it aimed at their eiclusion 

f.rom the competitive examinations. Ripon wanted to redres~ this 

grievance of the natives and Lyall agreed with him to find ~some remedy. 
I 

Lyall thoug11:that it was:·very important to give· fair opportunities to 

natives for c~eting, and that th~ Indian Civil Service s~d ~radually' 

work up to a fair proportion of nativ~ members. 1 It is imPortant to 
I 

notice that Lyall only wanted a 'fair proportion' of native~ in the 
I 
! 

service. On Imperial consideration he did not want multitudes of 

natives to swamp the European element. 2 
1 

I 
Towards the close of the nineteenth century, in view of the rising 

co!I!!lDmal tension, Lyall thought it was neither prudent nor opportune 

I 

to fill the higher ranks of the Civil Service with maey Hindus and a 
. I 

few Muslims. From the administrative point of view, it cohld be very 
' I 

inefficient as a member of either faith would find the duty of an 
' . I 

authoritative and unbias~ed mediator almost impossi~le. 3 The tran

quiJl:i.ty of the country and.-~.the mainte:naDce of the existing Jielations 

1. 'Lyall to Ripon', 12th May, 18BI+. Ripon Papers, op.cit, p.217. 
I 

2. Lyall: 'Twelve Years of Indian Government' The Edinburgh Review, 
Januar,y, 1895, Vo.l81, No.372, p.23. 

3. ~ 



between England and India, could only be preserved upon a ~stem 

by which an effective proportion of Englishmen in the higher ranks 

of the administration was assured. 

Lyall suggested another a1 ternative opening for the natives. He 

had pointed Military Service to Lytton, he suggested the Eng~eering 
' I 

profession to Ripon as a good career for natives. Engineers1 for the 
I 

Public Works Department were recruited from Cooper's Hill College in 

England and from some colleges in India, of which the most ~ortant 
I 

was the Thomason Civil Engineering College at Roorkee. 1 Like many 
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other Provincial Colleges, this College was entirely under the Government 

of North-Western Provinces and Oudh. As Lieutenant-Governo~ of North 
I 

Western Provinces and Oudh (1882-1887) LyaJ.;l took great interest in 

the Roorkee College and pl~ed an important role in putting the College 
I 

' 
I 

on a better footing for the natives. He could think of no better line 
I 

into which the reasonable ambition of the rising generation of' educated 

natives could·be diverted than the Engineering profession. 2 : Appoint

ments were guaranteed to those who qualified from this Colleg~. In 
' 

the higher grade class, however, there were few Indians and after 1875 

only eight appointments a year were guaranteed. 3 The change~ therefore 

I needed were, more encouragem~t to natives to join the College, and an 

increase in the number of guaranteed appointments. 

1. 
i 

Gopal, S: The Vic.eroyalty of Lord Ripon, London, 1953, J?-118. 

2. 'Lyall to Primrose", 18th May, 1883~ Ripon Papers, op.cit, p.135. 
! 

3. Gopal, S: op.ci t, p.llB. 
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In view of the paucity of the natives who had till thet;l joined 
i 

the College, Lya;J.l decided to contact leading natives of the provinces 

to send up their promising candidates. Some outstanding ~' w}-!..o were 

particularly interested in education, like Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, were 
. I 

I 

also invited to help Indianizing the institution.1 ~1 recommended 

that more appointments should be given to the graduates of Indian 
I 
I 

colleges for natives. 2 He believed that there was nothing: to be 
i 

gained by opening a ·side door for entry by an Indian College, to European 

British subjects, who could easily enter the Engineering serhce through 

colleges in England. 3 He advised to prescribe,· as conditions, (i) an 
. I 

Indian education atid (ii) an Indian domicile, for admission to competition 

for the S:.ppointments of Roorkee College. 4 Lyall was really I keen to 
. I 

attract natives to the Engineering profession. 

JUDICIAL SERVIClES AND TEE NATIVE JURISDICTION BIIL 

As Home Secretary to the· Government of India (1873-1874) Iqal1 
I 

had ·specified that the only posts to which Natives of India could. be 

appointed direct were the judicial offices. 5 He stated tha~ far these 
I 

' 
offices, no official apprenticeship was required and the onlY; qualifi-

cation was to be, either a certam number of years practice aJ:s a 
I 

1. 'Lyall to Primrose', 18th May, 1883. Ripon Papers, p.l36. 

2. 

4. 
s. 

~' p.135· 

Letter from the North-Western Provinces Government. lOth March, 
18~, No. C211,E-B-R to the Government of the N. W.P. and Oud.h, 
P.W. Dept, Ripon Papers, Add.MSS.43, 587, p.448. . 

ibid. -
Memorandum of Lyall. 24th September, 1873. Iyrttan Papers. 

MSS.Eur.E.21B.No.23/1, p.ll. 
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barrister or a certified pleader.1 He· had, however, point~d out to 

Lord Northbrook the arguments against putting too man;y nati ~es into 
I 

the Judipial Se~ce. 2 Subsequent reflection confirmed w~t he had 

thought at first and he conveyed the same belief to Lytton. 
1 

He. pointed 

out to him that it was much easier, IIDlch less insidious, to !deal with 

an executive officer who thwarts the Goveri:Jment than With a 1Judge. · 

He noticed that even in English hands the judicial power had a knack 
. I 

of thwarting the executive. 3 He therefore considered that ~large 

number of native judges would be inexpedient. The independ.'ence and 

separation af' judiciary as a branch of Government in acc~dahce with 
I 

political theory was perhaps too familiar to IiYall to be ignored. This 
I 

cou1d possibly be a reason for him to draw the attention of Northbrook 
I 

and Lytton to this point. 

A lllllCh publicised and highly explosive issue regarding Judicial 

Se~es arose in Ripon's time. ·This was the Native Jurisdiction 

Bill, commonly known as the nbert Bill. Ripon wanted to introduce 

reforms in the Judicial Service by abolishing all difference$ of 

jurisdiction resting on ·distinctions of race. Till 1883, ~ Englishman 

in India could claim to be tried only by another Englishman. 'By that 

1. Lyall's Memor~, op.ci t·, p.ll. 

2. Lyall' s Demi-offici a1 Note. op. cit, p. 363. 

3· ~-
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time, however, one Indian Covenanted civilian had climbed up jto be 

a District Judge and another had become a District Ma.gistrat~. 1 Ripon 

wanted to rei!Dve the restriction placed- on native judges, frcim the co:le 

of Criminal Procedure. The reservation to English judges of!jurisdictian 

over Engllsbmen had b""n IIIBintained, partly through distrust I of' the 

competence of native judiciary, and partly as a political pr~caution. 2 
I 
I 

The issue r~sed in 1883, by the Native Jurisdiction Bill we.$ that this 
I 

special reservation had outlived its need and should therefore be swept 
I 

away as an 'anachronism and a cumbrous anomaly'. 3 

In 1883, when the measure had been put before Lyall, as: it had 
I 

been to other Provincial Governors, he had agreed to it only! partly. 

Due to an oversight of his secretariat, however, it was assumed by the 
I 

I 
Government of India that Iqal.l had agreed to the measure entirely. 4 

It was therefore, neither the Viceroy's fault in assuming DI07:"e acquiescence 

in the measure than Iqall had actually intended, nor was it ~personal 
I 

mistake of Iqall. A misunderstanding arose between Ripon -~a Lyall. 

Lord Ripon thought that Iqall had not stood by him with su:f'f;icient 

firmness. ~all explained his position to the Viceroy, and :later he 

followed the same policy which he had adopted right from th~ start on 
I 

1. Woodruff, Philip: The Men who Ruled India, The GuardiJns. 
London, 1954, P• 72. 

2. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit., p.l9,. 
' 

ibid. -
'Iqall to Durand', lOth March, 1883, Ripon Papers, Ad.d.~MSS 43, 603, 

P·93• 



this issue. Lyall believed in some amendment of the existing law, 

in consideration to the claims of native judiciary, but on political 

grounds he did not regard it saf'e to determine the issue altogether in 

favour of abolition.1 
In other words, Iurall did not t~ it was 

desirable to confer on ~1 Native Magistrates, jurisdiction:over 

Europeans. He had only made a recommendation tq the inve:s"t:if tute of 
' I 

District Magistrates with full jurisdiction, including that lover the 

Europeans. 2 The Bill, however, had also empowered other r¢sistrates, 

who had no such standing or responsibility as the Magistratls of the 
. I 

I 

Districts. Besides, the Bill had included Sessions Judges ~so and 

. Lyall had made no reference to the question of conferring o~ native 

.Sessiona·Judges jurisdiction over ~opeans. 3 
i 
I 
I 
I 

The proposed amendments stated by Ilbert went beyond IQall' s re-

comnendat::i.on. Not only did the former wopose ex-officio Jrisdiction 
I 
I 
I 

to all Sessions Judges over Europeans but also proposed that the First 

Class Magistrates should excercise the same.4 The number of the 

two combined, i.e. Sessions Judges and First Class Magistra~es was to 

be far more numerous than the District Magistrates alone. i,ya11 laid 
I 

stress on the difference ·as he thought it to be a substanti~ one. 

1. Parliamentary Papers. 1883, Vol.Ll. (C-3512), p.]4. 

2. 'Iurall to Durand', lOth March, 1883. Add. MS~43, 603, p.93-4. 

3· ~-
4. ibid. 
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AB Lieutenant-Gover:oor of North-Western Provinces (1882-1887) he made 
- I 

it very clear that he did not think it expedient in his Prov-inces, to 

throw open to all Native Magistrates the jurisdiction to the extent 

that would be permissible under the Bill. 1 
' 
I 

Lyall believed that i:f' the Bill had. simply proposed an! increase 

in the jurisdiction of District Magistrates, it would have aroused_ little 

opposition. He voiced his view to Ripon, saying that only. this change, 

and nothing more, could rest on very strong 
• . ' . : 2 

admin1strat1ve grounds. 
I 

He thought that after promoting a native to the rank of a District 

Magistrate, it was both unwise and inconsistent to impose r~strictions 
. I 

and conditions on his authority. 3 Besides,· an Englishman ~auld not 

claim that it was an :invariable usage of his nation to be tried all 

over the world by another Englishman. 4 

I 
There was a storm of opposition both in India and England over the 

I 

' ' 
Bill. The bitterest possible race feelings came to the s.u-face. Lord 

I 
Ripon was persistently and unsparingly attacked ~ the No~official 

Europeans in India and some of the leading Englishmen of t~ time like 

Sir James Fi tzjames Stephen in Engla.Tld. Stephen wrote to ~tan:-

"· ••• I have seen Maine several times lately. I hear from him that 

Ripon.. • • 'that bloody little fool' , is behaving like the v~ry devil 

1. Parliamentary Papers: 1884, Vol.LX (C.3877), p.274. 

2. 'Lyall to Ripon', 30th March, 1883, Ripon Papers, op.cit., p.l02. 

3. Parliamentary Papers: 1883, Vol.LI (0.3512), p.l4. I 
' ' 

4. 'Ly:all to Ripon', 28th March, 1883, Ripon Papers, op.c~t., p.lOO. 
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in India - comrni tting the abominable sin of nigger-worshipping to an 

accursed degree. I think you might n:ake a most effective a$sault upon 

him in the House of Lords in which I would be delighted to help. I 

really think you might do your party your ex-empire and your creed a 

service by showing up the way in which a British Merc;iuis... may come 

to \7orship his nigger. 111 

·stephen also wrote a letter to the ~ on the Native Jurisdiction 

Bill, which was a powerful statement of the views of the op~osi tion. 2 

i 
Lyall thought that some of Stephen 1 s arguments were overstated and his 

I 
illustrations were open to much critici~ There was very +ittle real 

analogy, for instance, between the special tribunals for ~peans in 
I 
I . 

Turkey or China, and the law which in India re-quired a European British 
I 

subject· to be tried by one of the same nationality. The poSition of 
I 

a few Europeans trading at the sea ports of a 'barbarous 1 A~iatic 
I 

Empire· was absolutely different from that of an Englishman iiving under 
I 
I 

his 0\m laws (i.e. laws made by his own people) in a countrY. governed 

by a very strong and completely organised administration .of' his lmll 

countrymen. In the former case the question was whether an English 
I 

merchant could be protected .from the "lawless caprice of same Pa.cha or 
! 

Maulvi who was perfectly despotic and sure to be against t~ foreigner'.' 
. . I 

1. Stephen to Lytton. Undated Letter. Stephen Papers. ! (Letters from 
Sir James Fitzjames Stephen to Lord Lytton, 1BB2-1E~91), Add 7349 (1), 

2. Ripon Papers. op.cit. 



! 
In the latter case the question was merely whether a select~d.native 
Magistrate, carefully supervised by English superiors should. exercise . ' 

I 

summary jurisdiction over an Englishman. Iqall had good grounds £or 
I 

' 
differing from Stephen's attack on the Native Jurisdiction :aill. He 

! 1 
had written some criticisms, to England, to the foregoing effect. 
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The sustained violence of language in the Calcutta press an4 some English 

·Newspapers· heartily vexed Lyall. He deeply sympathised with the 

Viceroy and came out in an open defence of Lord Ripon' s general reform 

policy. 2 His correspondence of the time shows that he was really 

troubled in spirit at the 'violent unreasonable fermentation of the 

Bengal Europeans' • 3 He thought that the Europeans themselves were 

causing a great politicB:l harm by 'their unwarrantable and. iDlPolitic 

invectives against the natives~ 4 According to Lyall they ,had made 

a serious tactical error in picking a quarrel with the natives over 

a measure f.or which their own Government was responsible. 5 

Since the question of amending the Criminal Procedure Code in 

the matter of jurisdiction over Europeans had been formally' taken up, 

Iqall considered it important to proceed with the Bill to some conclusive 

1. 'Iqall to Ripon', 28th March, 1883,- Ripon Papers, op.cit. 

2. Lyall's article, 'Government of the Indian Empire'. :Edinburgh 
Review, op.cit. 

3. 'Lyall to Primrose', 30th March, 1883. Also 'Lyall to Ripon' 
28th and 30th ¥arch, 1883. Ripon Papers, op.cit. ! 

I 

4. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit., pl12. 

5· ibid., p.l9. 



decision.1 He was decidedly against drqppiDg the Bill altogether. 2 

Ultimately, the Bill had to be modified to confer jurisdiction on 

Native District Magistrates and Sessions Judges only, and not on First 

Class and other Junior Magistrate& It may be pointed out again that 

originally, Lyall had only agreed to giving jurisdiction to the District 

Magistrates and not to the Sessions Judges. The modified Bill had, 

however, .included the Sessions Judges. At this stage, LyaJ.i agreed to · 

the modified measure because he did not wish 'to embarrass': the Govern-

ment of India. 3 Since it was a question of legislating for the whole 

country, Lyall gave way, and assured the Viceroy of his whole hearted 

support over the modified bill. 4 

In upper India there was far less friction among Europeans and 

natives, therefore the tone of controversy over the Bill was lllL1Ch less 

intolerant. As far as the Non-official Europeans were concerned, Lyall 

thought it was primarily a local Bengal measure. 5 In 1~ Bengal 

I 

particularly, the race distinctions between Englishmen and :J3engalees 
. I 

were stronger and more apparent because there was more pomp~ti tion of 
i 

interests. For long there had existed much heart-burning pver questions 
i 

like indigo-planting and difficulties connected with the ltd· In short, 

I 
1. 'Lyall to Ripon', 4th December, 1883. Ripon Papers, op.cit. p.179. 

2. Parliamentary Papers: 1884., Vol. L.1C (C.3877), p.278.1 

3. 'Lyall to Ripon', 4th December, Ripon Papers, op.cit.! 

4. ~-
5. . Blunt, Wilfrid Scawen: India· . Under· Ripon. A Diary, p.145. 
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the Bengalee and the Englishman rubbed up against each other· more 

often in lower Bengal than elsewhere in India, and the storm: centre 

in India-,over the Bill was the Calcutta press. In the Nor~h-Western 

i 
Pro~es and Oudh, Iqall anticipated no serious trouble. I:n a most 

. I 
reassuring manner he conveyed to.the Viceroy that he would direct 

i maximum efforts to keep his provinces clear of controversy. : Lyall 

did not encounter much opposition among the natives in com1ebtian with 

the European antagonisms, and in regard to the Englishmen irt public 

services, Iqall was confident of their co-operation. 2 

To sum up Lyall' s attitude regarding the nbert Bill c~ntroversy 

it would' be interesting to record Lord Cromer's comments, who was at the 
. I 

time (1882-83) Financial Member of the Viceroy's Council. ~e writes:-
I 

"As was customar,y in such cases(like the Native Jurisd:i!ction Bill) 
I 

all the local Govts. had been consul ted..... The result was !that .Lord 

Ripon had before him the opinions of practically the whole qivil 

Service of India. Diverse views were· held as to the actual !extent to 

. which the law should be altered, but, in the words of a desP,atch addressed 

by the Government of' India to the Secretary 9-B State on Sep~ember 9th, 

1882, the local reports showed 1 an overwhelming consensus of: opinion 

that the time had come for modifying the present absolute~ upon the 

1. 'Lyall to Ripon', 30th September, 1883. Ripon Papers, !op.cit. P~.:-174. 
I 

2. ~-

• 
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investment of native magistrates of the interior with powersj over 

European British subjects.' Not one single official gave ahything 
I 

approaching an indication of the storm of opposi ~ion that thi.s ill-

fated measure was about to raise... Curiously enough, the o;nly 
I 

I 

danger-signal which was raised was hoisted by Sir Henry ~, •••••. 

who did not belong to the I.c.s ••••• Sir H. Maine •••• wrote Jvate~y 
I 
i 

a few words of warning to Lord Hartington •••• (who) put the letter in 
I 

his great coat-pocket •••• 8nd forgot all about it •••• with the reault 

that Sir H. Maine's warning never reached IDmRipon •••• A ~ious storm 

of opposition, which profoundly shoo~ the prestige and authority of the 

Government of India, and notably of the Viceroy, arose. It was clear 

that a mistake had been made. The measure was in itself nqt very 

' important. It was obviously undesirable as I.Yall remarked, 1' to set 

fire to an important wing of the house in order to roast a ~altqy 
but small pig •••• " The duty of a practical rough and re~y politician 

was very clearly indicated. However, little he might care far the 

measure on its own merits, political instinct pointed unmistakably to 
I 

the absolute necessity of affording strang support to the Viceroy. 

]Qall failed to realise this fully. . He admired Lord Ripon•:s courage. 

'We must', he said, 'all do our best to pull the Viceroy thztough'. 
I 
I 

But withal:·. it is clear, by his own admission, that he only lgave the 
I 

Viceroy 'ra~er lukewarm support• • • • • that a man of I.Yall' s !philosophical 
I 

I 
I 
I 



and reflective turn of mind should see both sides of a ques~ion is 
I 
I 

not only natural but commendable, but this frame of mind is pot one 
I 

that can be adopted without hazard by a man of action at t~ head of 

affairs. at a time of acute crisis. n1 

I 
In Lyall's writings on the subject of the Indianization of 

' 
Services, one comes across an important point of Political theor,y, 

that is the relationship between the Executive and Judici~. Being 

quite conversant with political theory and the working of political 

:institutions, l(yall had come to believe that in the earlier ;forms of 

government, the executive had to be all powerful. 
I 

It is tnie that 
I 
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judicial 81lthori ty emerges into separation and independence,. as socieicY 

becomes regular and stable. Meanwhil~, executive power must overshadow 
I . 

all other functions of government till society reaches a cer;tain devel-
1 

opment stage. As a countr,y settles down to orderly habits,: it is the 
• I 

tendency of the executive to fall more and more within the c;ontrol and 
i 

restraints of the courts of justice. Such a state of a:f'fair:s, however, 

presupposes the unification of the people, transcending all (racial and 

religious barriers under a consolidated governmi:mt. 
I 

In the India of his time, Lyall no doubt observed a te~_ency 

I 

towards systematic -rule and an amalgamation under 'the c~n name of 

British subjects' but he was equally cons::ious that 'race ~religion 

1. Cromer: 'Sir Alfred Iu'"all' , Quarterly Review, July, 1:913, 
reprinted Politic.al and Literary Essa.fs, 1908-13, pp.95-9. 

I 
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both still split up the boqy politic•.
1 

It was therefore premature 
I 

to assume that in any part of India the relations of the pedple and 
I 

the Government could be identified with those in a modern st1ate ani . I 
I 

nation. Lyall thought that a policy, which at t~t stage of the . . i 

country's political evol.ution tried the gradual transfer of ithe 

majority of· the judicial. offices into native hands, reserv~ the 
. I 

I 
executive posts mainly to for:eigners, would cOJml'lit the grave; error of 

I 

making race distinctions correspond with the division betweep. the two 

main departments of administration. 
! 

It was a sort of an axiom with some .Anglo-Indian admi~stratars 

to accept that the best and most judicious method of allottip.g to 

na~ves, a fair share, in the administration of their country, was by 

giving them a very large proportion of judicial offices, re~erVing to 
I 

Englishmen a preponderence in the executive department. Si~ John 
I 

Strachey, for instance, was quite willing to give the maxilm.k possible 
I 

share to natives in the Judicial Service but he was equally 'against 

giving them the same in the executive department. He said ;on this 

point:-
I 

"It would 'be every bit foolish to make over the executiv~ charge of 

our districts and of our cities to native Commissioners, and Deputy 

Commissioners, as it would be to revert to the system which cost us so 

I 
1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit. pp.J;9-21. 

' 
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I 

dearly, Ullder which our artillery and our arsenal and ma.gaz~s were 
I 
I 

entrusted to the loyalty of native soldiers. I believe thi~ provision 
I 

I 

·to be altogether erroneous and that it is an opinion the trUth of which , I 
has been exclusively contradicted by the history of every cduntry. which 

has been subjected to the Government of an a1 together alien ~ace •••• 

I believe it is in the judicial braDCh of public service that we must 

:1 
endeavour to satisfy the legitimate ambition of the natives.!" 

' 
Strachey argued that high executive posts could not be :gi. ven to 

I 

natives without disastrous results. Lyall differed from Strlachey on 
.I 

this point. He thought that such a theory, if adopted in p~actice, 
would be a cause of apprehension to the English settlers wi~h regard 

I 

to their trial by the native judges. Besides, the country ihad not 

reached that stage in political evolution when the balance of authority 
• I 

between the judicial and ~he executive could adjust itself'. Distribution 

of a large number of judicial offices among natives, and th~ reservation 

of the main executive appointments for -the British, would strengthen : - I 
the race distinctions.- The courts defined the power and li~bili ties 

I 
of all executive officers and sat in judgment o~er the use ~f executive 

' ' 
I 

authOrity. There was the riSk of a political collision between the 
- I 

I 
predominantly Anglo-Indian executive and the courts of just~ce constitut-

. I 
I 

ing-· a dominent native element. It was obvious that in anyl conflict 

1. Minute of Sir Jo:b..nStrachey, 21st -October, 1872. (Nati~e Civil 
·service), Loctton Papers, MSS.Eur.~.218, pp.59-60. : 
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of this kind, the native public opinion would certainly ran~ itself 

on the side af a native judiciary.
1 

I 
To sum up, we can sa:y that Lyall was not in fact an en~siastic 

I 

supporter of Indianization of services. He would not have given a 

large share to natives in the Civil and Jud:i.cial. Services, ¥' he could 

have helped it. He preferred to divert native ambitions to ;professions 
I 
I 

like engineering, but he was extremely sensitive to the c~es around 

him and he could not, for long, withhold his lukewarm supp~t far 

natives··.entering the Civil and Judicial Services. 

The policy of doubting the lo,yalt,y of natives and henc~ keeping 

them away from positions of trust· and responsibility "VDrked,' it seems, 

in a vicious circle, and, as a result, created :f'urther distrust against 
i 

foreign rule in the minds of the educated natives. Either 1 they should 

not have been given Western education or the,y should have b~en allowed 
I 
I 

to participate in the administration of the country. To f:l,.ll their 
I 

minds with Westem. education, with the writing of Burke, MaCaUla:y, 
I 
I 

Mill and others, and then let them rot aimlessly was a dangerous policy 
. I 

for the safet,y af the British dominion in India. 

1. Lyall: 'Government c:£. the Indian Empire', op.oit. p.21. 



CHAPTER Dl 

DEJENTRALIZATION 

Lyall 1 s views regarding decentralization form perhaps ~he most 
I 

~11 

interesting set of his political ideas. He made a very thaight-provoking 
I . 
I 

analysis of the Indian situation on this subject. He was ra:.ther 
I 

cynical about the sonorous phrases regarding Pax Bri tannica.
11 

The 

demand that the weaker people should conform to the civic standard of 

the stronger, as a result of moral force of the Imperial ~' could 

lead. to undesirable consequences. As a matter of fact, Siqh demands 

bad rest'llted in over-centralization and caused 1 active inter;ference, 

pere~tory assertions of superiority, high-handed control. o ol• o •• 
. ! 

impatient dealing w:i. th barbarous f~lk 1 
o 
2 Lyall thought kt de-

l 

I 

centralization was an' essential means to achieve good gov~nt in 
-. . : 

India. Not only ~d he regard decentralization necessar,y fqr good 

government; he also thought it to be vi tal for the maintenance of 
I 

British rule in India. 

Lyall, like Sir Bartle Frere, had. always given clile importanoe 

to the diversity of Ini:ia. Frere was perhaps the first Anglo-Indian 
I . . . 

ad.'lli.nistrator who pointed out the imPortance of Decentraliz~tion. He 
- . I 

was opposed to the policy of assimilation and he wanted the/ Government 

1. Lyall, A.C: "Life. and CoiTespondence of Sir Bartle Frere", 
The Edinburgh Review, 1895, Vol.l82, No~373, p.l58~ 

I 

2. ~· 



I 
to discard the idea of applying a single system to the wholel of 

I 
. ! 

India. The British Government had tried to enforce exact uniformity 
I 

which had resulted in the.destruction of all individual and local 
: 

authority and responsibility. Frere suggested a different '~de' 
I 
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of government. He advocated a good and a vigorous despotis~ in which 

the risks of tyranny and arbitrary oppression are minimised. : His 

idea was to make the local officials more accessible to the people 

so that their grievances could be redressed on the spot withPut BIJY 
' . 

wastage of time. 

The defect of the prevailing system was that the Gover$Jent had 

enveloped themselves in rules and regulations and no power was left 

~or individual action. 

"We have guarded aursel ves against doing evil till we ~¥tve left 

1 no power of doing good." 

The laws made by an al.oof and distant legislature c ans1:sting of 

high Government functionaries, ignorant of public opinion arid without 
. I 

I 

real. knowledge of the country could be nothing better than ';crude edicts'. 

This system had done positive harm to the Government. 
I 

The absence of 

local legal authority was responsible for the misconduct of. 'unscrupulous 

officials who had usurped authority. According to Frere, better results 

I 

1. Martineau, John: The Life and Correspondence of Sir Bartle Frere, 
London, 1895, Vol.l, p.267. I 
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could be obtained by giving the local officials more legal power 

and greater responsibility to their immediate superiors;,. The solution 

offered by him was 'to centrali~e by individuals not by ~ ·· depa.J;"tments'. 

He said: 

"Throughaut your whole machine of Government, from the h4a.a. of 

the village up through heads of districts and provinces, up to the 

Governor-General., let every official be a real ruler in all things to 

those below him, and let him be really ruled by the ftmctionary above him. 111 

This was Frere's rough and ready plan of Government. Lyall~ on the 
; 

other ha,nd,. had no specific plan to offer. He developed th~ argument 

on decentralization along general lines. He considered the principle 

of decentralization to be a sound one and regarded it as a necessary 

means to achieve good government. His comprehensive knowledge of 

ancient and c antempora.ry hi story made him believe in the need 8lld 

urgency of decentralization in the case of India. He considered all 

efforts, whether in the form of Provincial decentralization. or Local 

Self-Government as steps in the right direction. 
I 

I 
It is important to mention that in his wt:i;tings IQall ~d.entified 

Provincial Decentralization with Local Self Government, per~ps rightly 
I 
I 

Both are steps 
I 

so, for it is difficult to draw a line between the two. 
I 

towards decentralization, that is, the relaxation of centro~ by the 



i 
I 

centre; provincial decentralization can be regarded as a step higher 
I 

than local self-government. In the goverDIDental structure, i1ooa1 self-

government can be described as the :foun:'iation. It is employed as an 
I 

instrument af political and popular education in the use ar!representa-
1 

tive institutions. The object o:f decentralization is to strike a 
I 

balance between the authorities o:f the Central, Provincial, 1and Local 

governments. It is a saf~guard against tre evils o:f centraJ,.ization. 

Discussing the relationship between Central and Local governments, 

J.s. Mill remarks, "Power may be localized, ~t lmowledge to be most 

useful, must be centralized, there must be somewhere a :focus at which 

all its scattered r~s are collected so that the broken and:coloured . ; 

lights existing elsewhere may :find there what is necessary to complete 

and .puri:fy them. 111 Lyall agreed with Mill. For Lyall, concentration 

of knowledge was harmless but concentration o:f power was most undesirable. 

Lyall's picture o:f the Indian sub-continent was that of a congeries 

o:f states and provinces, dif':fering :from each other in their.needs and 

stages o:f development. He believed that the provinces shotifd be le:ft 
! 

alone as much as possible and he continually advocated pr~ial. 
I 
I 

decentralization. It was through provincial decentralization that 

an unwieldy empire could be managed e:f:ficiently and satis:f~torily. 

1. Mill, J.S: Representative Government, p.281. 
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He had complete confidence in the men on the spot, in those :who were 
I 

.handling the facts and knew the ground.· An effort will be ~ to 
' 

enlarge upon this bel:ief of Iqall while discussing his LoCall Self' 
I 

Government Schemes for the North-Western Provinces. 

Lyall advised that the principle of decentralization sl?ould be 

logically and consistently observed ~y the British in India. All 

political rules are dependent on the special circumstances, iconditions 

and character of the people for whom they are intended. The political 

art is essentially an art of adaptation. It lays down very :few general 

I 
terms and uniform principles in regard to political institutions. The 

I 
. ! 

course which is sui ted for one society, or one stage of society, may 
I 

be wholly inapplicable to another. The guiding principle: ~or Lyall 

was to govern India in accordance with the needs of the different 
I 

areas and regions of the country. 

For a comparison, it is interesting to see that on this particular 

point, James Mill had the same view as Lyall. Mill though~ that no 

scheme of government cauld ~:happily conduce to the ends of government', 

unless it was adapted to the state of the people for whose Use it was 

intended. 1 Taking into account the 'habitual' division ·of the 
I 

country into numerous states and petty-jurisdictions, Mill -?bserved 
I 

1. Mill, James: History of British India, Third ed., vol.ll, 
London, 1826, p.l35· 
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that a strong and lasting political unity had never exi~ted in India. 

The reason was that various local units obstinately clung to their own 

separate languages, customs, laws and institutions. The so-palled 

unity imposed by one or two bi~oted sovereigns was merely s'l:perficial 

and too short-lived to produce any considerable effect. Mill thought 

that 'forming a combination of di.:f'ferent states, and direct~ng their 

powers to one cOIIDllOn centre seemed least consistent with the mental 

habits and attainments of the Hindus. 1 It was for lack of .a power 

of combination that India had been rendered so easy a conque.st to all 

invaders and which had enabled the British to retain dominion over 

such an enormous region. 1 

Various local units merited separate treatment. Lyall !realised 

that the vital principle of decentralization was often ignored and there 
I 

. 2 
was a 'constant tendency to congestion at the head'. And :it was 

I 

essential to safeguard against this tendency of. over-centra.ljization 

consistently. .He saw that the Western civilization was act~ as a 

powerful solvent on Indian societ,y.3 It was loosening its antique 

bonds by breaking down its various divisions, The enormous population 

of India had for long been separated into social compartment~ by 

1. Mill, James: History of British India, Third Ed., Vo~.11, 
London, 1826. See Chapter X. ; 

2. Lyall: "Twelve Years of Indian Government", Ediziburgll Review, 
p.26. 

3. ~ 
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di:rferences of blood, caste and religion. Politically the people 

were inter~~cted by the existence of the native sta,tes. The old in

equality and variety of laws' customs and persomi.l status parcelled men 
out into groups. These various groups and gradations of tb.~ native 

society bad prov:i.ded some kind of local self-government and some 

distribution of authority, no matter how rudimentary or primitive it 

was judged from Western standards. 

Lyall observed that in the interest of discipline and efficiency 

the British government in India had strengther.ed the centre ;at the 

cost of all kinds of local units and institutions. The danger was 

that all 'authority was becoming fixed and concentrated and Lyall 

frequently warned against this danger. 

"The English dominion in India may drift towards that condition 
I 

·of' over-centralized isolation, with shallow foundations and !inadequate 

support, which renders an empire as top-heavy as an over-bu:i,lt tower,· 

and which is unquestionably an element of political instability. n1 

Apparently Lyall feared the consequences of over-centralization. 

In geometric8J. terms, over-centralization could perhaps be drawn as an 

inverted triangle, with all the pressure of the base resting on one 

point. Obviously, this position is most precarious without the genuine 
I 

support of the broad base of society. Lyall drew historich evidence 

1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit., p.j7. 
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by stating that all Asian Empires had. foundered f.rom excessi:Y.e 

centralization. 

The process of levelling and uniformity under British rule was 
I 
I 

being helped by several. other factors springing from Wester influence. 

In the India of the eighties, LyaJ.l could perceive the decay: of old 

social prejudices in the leading classes. 

political sentiments were being touched. 

The finer springsi of 
I 

I 
Demands at land r~f'orms, 

self goverrment, free journalism, public meetings, the elimihation 

of race distinctions and the discredit of religious belief's were growing 

stronger. Lyall regarded the Brit~sb. government to be the primary 

force which had set the whole country moving, 1 as the steam ~ower 

slowly sets going a great ship 1 • 
1 He could aJ.so see that the time was 

! 
I 

passing for the British to regulate the pace of this ship. The main 

factors retarding progress in India up to that time had chiefly been 

the inert resistance and stagnation of the masses and the peysical 

diff'icul ties of the country. Now that the forward movement Wa.s being 

pressed by the British, LyaJ.l began to speculate on the :f'ut'l.U"e course 

into which that immense region of India might be drawn. 2 

Lyall strongly felt that since, as a result of British influence, 
I 

the various locaJ. sub-divisions were vanishing, it was in accordance 

1. Lyall: "Government of the Indian ~ire', o;p.cit, p.36. 

2. ~· 
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' with natural expediency to substitute other administrative and 

territorial groupings instead of allo?ring authority to be ja.qmed 

at the centre. It was for this reason that he supported Ripqns' 

Local Seli'-Government Scheme. With decentralization as a means, the 

various a.dministrati ve and territorial groupings could act al\1 barameters 

to measure public opinion in the vast and varied regions of tna±a. 
' 
' Mlch opposition and discontent against Foreign -rule could be 1avoided 
i 

if the local governments concerned kept in touch with the reb. feelings 
I 

of their subjects and informed the Central government accordingly. The 

British Government, for the simple reason of being foreign, qould not 

enjoy the support of the various Indian groups and petty jurisdictions. 

Lyall thought that it was all the more essential that BritiJ government, 

which was foreign to the indigenous population in all its aspects, 

should preserve the various petty jurisdictions. 

Lyall advocated that the Native States should be retai~d as 

political breakwaters. They could act as useful neutralisers against 

the forces of general discontent. With tactful handling the native 
I 
I 

states could be utilised to act as some kind of counterpoise'to the 
i 
I 

generally felt strain of foreign domination. They could act 1as an 

iliiportant safety-valve where the conservative and traditional, way of 

life could be preserved. Lyall clearly saw that the British :were 
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I 

foreign in a way the Moghuls had never been. The policy of ~xation 
. ' 

and assimilation of the native states and petty jurisdictio~ was 

therefore all the more dangerous for the British. He pointep. to 

the "error of Aurangzeb who~e levelling and grasping po~icy knea 
I 

l · I 
the Moghul empire." In 1907, referring to the native sta;tes, he 

wrote to Morley: 

"It is most essential not to interfere with their old-fashioned 

ways by attempting to introduce 1 administrative efficiency' against 

their inclinations."2 

LYall repeatedly advocated decentralization and constantly 
I 

pointed to the political advantage of assisting people to arrange 

themselves into separate compartments, to collect round loc~ pentres 

and to preserve the distinctions thai? had grown up naturally in a 

country exhibiting marked diversities of climate, race, and history. 3 

For Lyall, provincial decentralization or some sort of 'Subotdinate 

Home Rule' was an essential n:eans to manage a distant and unWieldy 

empire. 

1. Lyall: "Twelve Years of Indian Government", p. 26. 

2. Lyall to Mor::)..ey, 28th May, 1907, Morley Collection, MSS.D. 
573/43· 

3. Lyall: ,;Twelve Years of Indian Government", p.26. 
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LOCAL SELF~GOVERNMEN'l' 

The actual need ~or decentralization had been ~elt since 

the eighties o~ the last century. During his ViceroyaltY.; f . 

Ripon ~oresaw the importance 0~ the demand 0~ the educated classes 
I 

~or a share in political 

local government re~orm. 

power and he planned to meet it through 
. I 

Lyall's advocacy o~ decentraliza~ion 
I 

I 
can be illustrated by his support to Lord Ripon's Local Sel~ 

! 

Government Scheme. 

Lord Ripon devoted himse~ to internal re~orms. He 

seemed inc.lined to adopt as ~orward a policy in this respect as 

Lytton had adopted in foreign a:f'fairs. Ripon's Local Se~ 

Government Scheme was not entirely original. To him, neve~heless, 
I 

I 
goes the credit o~ realising the need ~or infusing ~resh l~e in 

Local Government. The ~orms o~ local gpvernment were available but 

the spirit was lacking. Local bodies already existing were:. admini- . 

strative conveniences rather than experiments in freedom. 1 
1 

But, 

according to another writer, no separate indigenous local gbvernment 

tradition existed (apart ~rom the village organisation) whiph could 

be distinguished from the centralised administration o~ the! state, 

upon which the nineteenth centur,y officials could build up ~n 

' 
1. Gopal, s. The Viceroyalty o~ Lord Ri~on, London, 195?, p.90. 
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organised Local Government.
1 

Hence Ripon's Scheme was an 

entirely novel experiment. 

Ripon's ~forms of Local Self Government were drawn in the 
I 

form of a Resolution.
2 

According to this Resolution, ~nuine dis-

cretionary powers were to be given to the various loce.l gov~rnments. 
As Lieutenant-Governor of North-Western Provinces, Lyall wS.:s 

frequentlY consulted by Ripon on his scheme of Local Self ; 
I 

Government. Iqall' s opinion had long been decidedly in favour of 

giving the natives a much lar~r share in their local affairs. 

This fact is clearly borne out in a detailed correspondence between .• . I 

3 . I 
Ripon and Lyall. · With a longer experience of Indian a.ff'airs than 

Ripon, Lyall was more conscious of the difficulties and complica~ions 

in implementing such a scheme. He thought that 'a change of this 

radical nature, which is gradually evolved in other countr~es' could 

not be introduced in India 'per saltum'. 4 · He agreed with !the 

general idea of the scheme but advised gradual and evolutidna:ey 

methods in carr,ying it out. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

. I 
Tinker, Hugh. The Foundations of Local Self~overnment in 

India, Pakistan and Burma, LOndon, 1954, p.334. 

Resolution of the Govt. of India, 18th May, 1882. 
Parl. P. 1883, Vol.li, p.25. 

Ripon Papers, Add. MSS 43, 603. 
I 

Lyall to Ripon,_ 29th May 1882, Ripon Papers, Add. MS~.43, 603. 
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Lyall assured the Viceroy of the soundness of his pol~cy. 

He believed that, in his own Provinces, the policy could be satis-
1 

I 
factorily carried out. He only wanted time and freedom to . 

arrange details, so that he could adjust the prescribed mach~er.y 
carefully to local needs. Lyall was anxious to discuss the· matter, 

in all its bearings, with the leading natives of North Weste~ 

Provinces and Oudh. As.,,an able administrator, Lyall alwaysi 

believed in the desirability of knowing the views of. the nat
1
ives 
I 

personally. He felt that for this purpose it was not wise ~o 
! 

rely on the native press, as it did not always reflect the r~al 

native opinion. 
I 
I 

In regard to the implementation of Ripon's scheme, Lyall 
I 

feared that the power to be relinquished'may, if too suddenly 

transferred, not always pass into the hands of the classes, among 

the people, best qualified to receive it 12 • Lyall was anxipus to 
I 

bring in men of position, influence and char~cter and he tho~gbt that 

the system of partial nomination could go far. to secure this: essential 
I 

point. 3 Therefore, although he sided with Ripon, he advised caution 

in implementing his scheme of Local Self Government. He was: also of 
r 

1. Ripon Papers, op~cit. 

2. ~-
3. Lyall to Ripon, 13th May 1883, Ripon Papers, .op.oit. 
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I 

i 
the opinion that all Local Governments should be ailowed sufficient 

I 

autonomy. He particularly asked for it in his own government of 
I 

the North-Western Provinces. ~11 pointed out that the 16cal 

government concerned should have· a fair share in the initiation of 

measures to be framed, with ample time for preliminary consideration 

by its own method. He believed that there was n~ much use, in consul-
' ' 

ting the Local Government upon a scheme already settled in ~11 the 

main principles·, in which case, there may be very little left for the 
' . 

Lieutenant-Governor and his advisers: to do afterwards, except to 

criticize. And it was hardly profitable that such criticis~ could 
I 

have much effect upon the fixed conclusions of a finished p~oject. 
. I 

For his own Provinces, Lyall requested truit in inaugur~ting reforms, 
. I 

the Government of India, with. a full statement of objects, teasons, 

and general:-· policy, should place the·· inquiry and the collebtion of 

facts for decision in the hands of the Local Government. 1 This procedure 

was the most effective means towards the ends of the· Local Self Govern-

meilt Scheme. The Government of India could pass under criticism 
! 

the detailed proposals of the Local Government. And Local ~vernments 
I 

. I 
thus constituted could be more acceptable to the people as well as 

to the officers of the provinces. · 

1. 'Lyall to Ripon', 29th May, Ripon· PaRers, op.cit, p.l8. 



' 

There was a @POd deal of understanding between the Vicer.oy 
I 

I 
and Lyall, as a result of which, the l"atter was as..lted to comp1ete 

his Scheme for ·giving effect to the policy in the North-Weste~rn 
I 

Provinces. 1 Lyall drew up his conclusions in the form sf a ; 
I 

det~iled Resolution. 2 This· document laid dann the whole plan 

and modus operandi to be adopted. Lyall's scheme offered some 

modifications on the recommendations of a committee which was 

constituted for this purpose. The committee had proposed th.e 

appointment of a certain number of qualified and suitable per:sons 

to elect a Board L~ each Tehsil. But to make an election worth 

' holding, the voters in each Tehsil should ou~~umber the persons to 

be elected. Lyall was opposed to. the principle of election; he 

preferred the s.ystem of direct nominations to the District Boards. 

He had two reasons in mind for favouring the latter system. 

First~, he was conscious of the great difficulty in de~ising 

principles on which elections could be held. Lyall very much 
. i 

doubted whether, in the great majority of districts, suitable' 
i 
I 

persons could be-found in number more than sufficient for providing 

each Board with members. Besides, he thought that· it would he very 

l. Lyall to Ripon, 16th November, 1882. op.cit. 

2. ibid., 13th May, 1883, p.l30. 
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difficult to hold election unless some definite standard of · 

participation was prescribed. He was apprehensive of the results 

of any haphazard arrangements. 1 

The second reason was· more important. He 'pointed out ~hat 

the sweep of the whole experiment of Local Self-Government 
I 

undoubtedly depended, at the outset, on enlisting the services of 
I 
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the leading and influential mer. to local bodies. 11 Any s cheljle that 
I 

does not br~g t_ogether these men, prepared to work and to h$lp 
I 

others, will set au~ under great disadvantages; for if the : 

principal-people hold aloof an~ let smaller persons be elected, we 

may find local self government doing little or no good or ev~n 

political harm. 

the representative 

th 1 0 .. 2 e po 1.cy •••• 

Therefore, although the modified scheme narrows 
I 
I 

basis, I think it is the best way of ~trqducing 
I 

Lyall had always· -emphasised the importa.ncJ of 
. I 

securing the support of influential people on political gro~ds. 
• I 

And only a system of nominations could secure the des;.,..ed object. 
I 
I 

By reason of Lyall's cautious attitude, a slight misunderstanding 

seems to have occurred between Ripon and Lyall. The latterlhad no 

belief in one's ability to settle details beforehand. 

1. ~11 to Ripon, 16th November, 1882. op.cit. 

2. ibid., 13th May, 1883, p.l30. 

He wanted 
I 
! 

I 
I. 
I 

I 



all world.ng details to adjust by the light o"f actual experim~nt 

in Local Sel"f Government. Ripon was a bit annoyed at what he 
I 

thought was the ultra-cautious attitude of Lyall. ~11, o"f 
I 

course 1 lost no time in explaining his position.1 

"If' there is at headquarters any idea that the general 

policy is being restricted or discouraged in N.W.P., and thaf the 

real intention of this government ia to a certain degree not up 

to the f'ull level of the Resolutions, that idea is quite wron~ ••• 112 

Replying to an Address at Benares, ~11 reiterated his 

sincerity of intention in the following words:-

II ... the Goyernment of these Provinces proposes to give' 

effect to the scheme of Local Self-Government. I need ha.rdiy 

say that my object and intentions are to carry out 1horoughly, the 
I 

policy upon which that scheme is based, in the way best suited to 
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the circumstances of this count~, and to the. wishes of the P,eople ••• 
I 

The fact that we are introducing important changes is a gpod reason 

why we should proceed with some degree o"f deliberation at the 
I . I 

beginning of the new system. Nor can I believe that any reasonable 
I 

person, who knows the diff-iculties of detaii which these changes 

1. 

2. 

Ripon Papers, op.cit., p.63. 

Lyall to Primrose, 12th January 1883, 
PP• 80-1. 

I 

Ripon Papers, op.eit., 



involve, will suppose that there is any idea of thwar ing o'r 
~ I ~ 

hindering the policy, mere~y because it is somewhat caut.io:usly 

initiated."1 

I 

These words are ve~ representative of ~al~ 1 s attitude on 
I 

varl:ous political issues. Ripon 1 s misunderstanding was, i 

however, soon removed and to Lyall's great satisfaction 'al . I I 

consistent line of policy was. maintained in the Nortn~estbrn 
Provinces, from the first Resolution on the subject, dm1n to the 

final draft of the Acts. •2 

Ripon's Reforms stirred up vehement opposition in En~and 

from various quarters, and Lyall came out with an open defence 

of the Viceroy's general policy in 1884. He tried Jo jus~if'y 
I : 

Lord Ripon with regard to his Local Self Government schemel 

~11 showed that the various measures adopted oy thJI Vice~y 
. I 

were in accordance with the needs and circumstances If th~: 

count~. He attributed most of the Local Self Goverent· 

problems to the predecessors of the British GovernmeJ~: 1 
He 

observed that no local rights or liberties, no assem~lies ~r 
1. Reply of the Lieutenant-Governor to the Addres~ of t~e 

Benares Muni~ipality delivered lOth January, 18[8~, ~P2a 
Papers, op.c1t. · 

2. Lyall to Ripon, 30th September, 1883, op.cit., • 17~. 
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cor.porations were over recognised by the Moghul. officials, I 

leaving the towns of India •a~ways remarkab~ destitulle o£ ~ 
kind of collective autonomy.• The simple policy of Asiat~c 

despotism was followed in beating down everything that might 

interfere with the personal authority of the rulers or,

1

1 their 

agents. The picturesque expression given to the Indian 
I 

village .community in Elphenstave•s ··History of India, couldi 

not convince Lyall. The aunchayats or local juries were 

system. In fact, the process of reorganisation ope ted still 
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more to break up the rough shifts and methods invented! by the 

people for managing their own affairs. The establisJlent ~f 
regular courts and general laws, under the British, ha~ inevitably 

superseded local juries and different usages. 

Lyall held that Ripon's experiment was in many ways novel 

d t 1 · t t Th t· h d .p · .p I · th. an ex reme y 1mpor an • e 1me a come ~or re~orrLDg ~ e 

1. ~11, 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cik., pJ22. 
. I 

I 



constitution 0~ local bodies and investing them with srnuin~ 

authority and independence. This task was by no meaJs easy. 

To Lyall 1-s mind, administrative re~orms on broad unifa~L I 

principles could neither be possible nor desireable f r India. 
I 
I 

It was due to the enormous size. of the country and thi grear . 

heterogenity of its population. Besides, ~11 obser.ved t~at 

the principles and patterns of Local Self Government joming; 

from Britain would not work efficiently in India. IJ Brit~in 
I : 

anc~ent liberties survived and developed, under very ~,avourable 

circumstances among a few millions of people. Such instithtions, 

h . h lik t .. 1 . d d . I d I 0 w 1.c grew up e rees are easJ. y preserve an l.mp,ove • : n 

the other hand, the business of creating ab-initio thj appiatus 

of local self-government on vast and incoherent multi~udes pf 

I • India, infinitely ~vided by religions, castes, sects and trJ.bes 

was a different matter altogether. The magnitude of the task 

o~ten made ~11 very anxious. In view of the religious 

antipathies and low public morality, things could speldily lead 

to 1 local misgovernment 1 instead of 'efficient Local Jelf ~ 
Government'. l 

Lyall strongly warned against the danger of fol owing Brit~sh 
I political institutions blindly. As a matter of fact, he realised 
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that some instructive precedents could be found on the Continent 

for the Indian situation. In some European countries, he found 

that the strong centralised governments were busy restbring !or 

rebuilding local institutions tpat had been ~emolished during the 

despotic periods of Europe. Prussia, he thought, had so~ved 

the problem of temper.ing·:·a powerful bureaucratic government ,by 

local independence, with much success. Russia had drlwn b~ak 
after making some tentative steps in the same directiol. ;,ranee 

had been constantly endeavouring to repair the consequlnces !of 

the breakdown that followed 'the well-meant and ill-mabs : 

beginnings of reform and decentralization.•1 The grelt lesson 
I 
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that could be learnt, according to Lyall, was to see that these 

very changes in the field of local government helped tb preJipitate 

the RevOlution in France. l : 
Lyal~ was much impressed by De Tocquevi~le's 

1 
tudyiof 

the Acien Regime and causes of revolution. There are freq~ent 
I 

references to De Tocqueville's work in Lyall's own writings• 

Despite the manifold d.i:fferences between France· in 1787 and ; the 
. . I 

India of the eighties, Lyall saw the curious resemblance between 

the Anglo-Indian administrators and the French Intendants. 
2 

De Tocqueville's account of the manner in which the Erench Government 

1. Lyall, •·Go~ernment of the Indian Empire', p.23. 

;2. ,illg. 



o~ the Eighteenth Century set about substituting independent 

municipalities and provincial assemblies ~or the previous 

system o~ of~icial supervision, was most stimulating for 

Lyall. Three-fourths of France had previous~ been administered 

by the Intendants almost arbitrarily. This class of offic~s, 

in their powers and attributes, were by no means unlike the. 

Commissioners and Magistrates in India. The Intendants ke~t up 
I 

a system of control over, and constant interference with, all 
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kinds of administz·ative details, which was similar to the Pfactice 

of Indian District officers. Suddenly, the Government, be~g 

I convinced that the time had come for re~orm, transferred almost 
. . , , ~ 

all these local powers from the Intendants and the~r subdel~gues 

to the provincial and sub-divisional assemblies. The result~.was 

I 

that the Intendants, who previously did everything, suddenly 

found themselves able to do nothing. Although they were s~ill 
I 

charged with the du~ of assisting some supervisor,y functions, 

they no longer had any real power o~ guiding them. This cdmplete 
' 

transformation of functions and powers stirred up ever,yone and . i 

resulted in ~neral confUsion. The officials and the asse~blies 
i 

fell to quarrelling and accusing each other of misgovernment!. 

Lyall had thus read the French situation ver,y carefUllY; and 

had foreseen similar problems on the Indian scene. 

I 

Consequ~ntly, 
I 

! 



he advised a very cantious and judicious handling of the 

si tua.tion. A precipitate transfer of public business from: the 
' 

district officers to the newlY-formed local boards, could irid.uce, 

through similar cases, the same embarrassments as followed ~ 
I 

France. This, of course, was no argument against decentralization, 
I 

which Iqa11 had alweys thought to be very essential for Irld:lfa. 

The only need emphasised was that of caution and foresight in 
! 

carrying it out. The French Government set out DDlCh too ~tily 
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and unscientifically on the long neglected path of decentral:ization. 

The blunder then committed was the exclusion, at once and e#tirely, 
I 

of the official executive from the local assemblies. He Diade 

the point very clear by stating that the withdrawal of the officials 
! 

I 
was not wrong in principle but that they were withdrawn too 1 

suddenly. 1 

Lyall suggested that the best course for the Indian sifation 

was to make the magistrates preside, in the beginning, over :the 
I 

district assemblies, making the constitution of the local bodies 

as elastic as possible, so that their autonOlJ\Y and representative 
I 

character could develop with the practical experience and public 

2 spirit of the country. 

1. Lyall: .•Govt. of the Indian Empire', p.26. 

2. ibid. -
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John Stuart Mill had pointed out earlie~ that a free 9ountry 

which at.tempts to govern a distant dependency, inhabited by 1a 

dissimilar people, bif means of' a branch of' its own executive, will 

almost inevitab~ f'ail. 1 Likewise, ·Lyall thought that the! 

prevalent system of' minute administration under the eye and guiding 
I 

hand of' highly trained English officials, no doubt produced ~ 
I 

' 
admirable results. It was a wonderful example of' scientifi~ 

governmental mechanism. But the time had come for relaxing!, 

cautiously and with safeguards, the discipline of' administrative 
. 2 

tutelage. 
! 

It is interesting toJBcord Lyall's comments on Curzon•s 

views regarding decentralization and his criticism thereof'. On 

15th June 1907, Lyall wrote to Morley:~ 

"Lord Curzon 1 s letter in today' s Times gives a charact~ristic 

view of what he understands by decentralization. The Local! 
I 

Governments are, or are likely to become, 'petty despotisms• !-
unless they are constantly enlightened by outside experience:or 

. ' 
stimulated by higher control'. And Curzon recalls hundreds'and 

hundreds of letters that he received inviting his interventi9n, and 

the final judgment of' the Government of' India. 
' 
I 

In short, a~ I 

1. Mill, John Stuart. Represen~ative Government, p. 329. 

2. Lyall to Ripon,· April 28,1883. Ripon Papers, ·op.cit. ~ p.ll3. 
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learnt from recent conversation with him, his real conception of 

decentralization is the concentration of authority in the hands 

of a ve~ active and energetic Governor-General, This is~ indeed, 
! 

the embodiment of his belief in efficient administratton as the 

sure method of keeping the people of India content with our rule. 
I 

reckon it 
I 

I myself set great value·on efficiency, though I do not 

to be the first thing essential - but I also venture to doubt 

whether the constant supervision and consequent interference of 
. I 

the supreme government is so likely to secure efficiency as a 

system of leaving more to the responsible local 

I even question whether uniformity of system in 

i governments, And 
I 

such matters as 

education, police, excise or sanitation is necessar,y, as Curzon 
I 

assumes it to be, or even desirable. In the Unite.d Kingdctm, here 
I 

at home, we have no such uniformity, and the various provi.Ilc_es of 

India are no less ·different in condition and character of the . . ! 

people; than England, Scotland and. Ireland , , • My own opinion is 

that the drawbaCks to provincial decentralization, whateve~ they 

may be, can never be so serious as the evils of centralization. 

And one point, which I 

Commission would meet 

have had in lliind smce you announced that a 
! 

on the subject, is that ver,y precise hnd 
. I 

I 

formal rules will be needed to deter a vigorous Viceroy, with 

little faith in the judgment or capacity of other .folk, fro~ 

continually finding urgent reason for setting them aside, since, 



of course, he must always hold in reserve the power to do so · 

1 in extreme cases." 

The importance of decentralization was not fully realis:ed 
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by the Government of India. A contempora~ writer observes,! with 

regret, the del~ which occurred in implementing the recommen4ations 

of the Decentralization Commission. If the demands of the 

political~ active classes were to be met by greatly L~crease~ 

representation in the Legislative Councils, the S$nsible course was 
i 

to enable them to learn at first hand and as a first step, the 
I 

working of local institutions. 2 The policy of the Gb~ernment of 

India was often pedestrian perhaps due to a lack of ideal. The 

~vernment, it seems, were confUsed regarding the political f~ture 
I 

of India; whether they wanted complete self-government, a kihd of 
' 

Imperial Trusteeship, or some other type of control, is diffi9ult to 
. I 

comprehend. 

It is interesting to discover that people of divergent ~olitical 

views converged on the subject of decentralization. John Bright, 
i 

'the sentimental Liberal', Sir John Strachey, 'the ice-cold bureaucrat', 
I 

' 
Sir He~ Maine, 'the ,great and rare mind', and Sir Alfred L~ll 'the 

I 

1~ Lyall to Morley, 15th June 1907, Morley Collection, MSS!D573/43. 

2. Tinker, Hugh. Local Self Government, ·London, 1954, PP.~336-7. 
I 
I 



i 
intellectual Liberal', all joined in recognizing the necessity 

of decentralizing the Government of India. 
' ' Bright, thinking that the union of the various region~ of 
I 

India into a single state was impossible, went as far as to i 
I 

propose that each of the great provinces should have a sep~ate 
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and almost independent Government of its cw1n, directly subject to 
' 

the English crovn1, and that the Central Government of India !under 

the Governor-General should be abolished. 1 This was, of course, 

a complete swing of the pendulum, but Bright's belief in th~ sharp 
I 

diversities of India, and the desirabili~s of leaving the FJovinces 
I 

I 
freedom in internal affairs with the minimum of interferenc~ from 

the Centre, was well-founded and reasonable. 

Strachey repeatedly insisted that the primary fact ly~g at 
I 
I 

the root of all knowledge about India was the diversity of the 
I 
I 

'countries' and its peoples which comprised it. He thought' that 

centralization had outlived its need. During the building up 
I 

period of the British Empire, concentration of authority and 

centralization were both inevite.ble and essential. Once, hi:>wever, 

the Government was constituted on a firm footing, decentrali~ation . 

1. 
I 

Strachey, Sir JohQ~ ]~diat Its Admini3tration and Progress, 
London, 1903, pp. 63- 5. 
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was as much important f"or consolidation and progress. Po~itical 
i 

security could be ensured by malQ.ng the Provincial Govemme.nts 

almost independent in internal matters. Strachey did not,: by 
' 

any chance, advocate a w~ak Centre; he only \mnted a little sacri

fice of some part of the Supreme authority. 1 

' For an enormous undertaking such as the Government of the 
I 

Indian Sub-Continent, the wise lesson of Sir Henry Maine wa$ 
I 

decentralization. He expressed his views as follows:-

"Under a centralised Government there is danger of 

generalizing ~ local mistake. Localised, a mistake can bel 

corrected with comparative ease; it becomes dangerous in p~opor

tion to the area of its dif'f"usion."2 

' In Lyall's writings, one finds frequent analogies drawn 
I 

between the Roman Empire and the British Empire in India. 

views on decentralization can be summed up as follows: 

' 

1 His 
I 
I 

".~. the 
I 

' ' 

English have accomplished the building-up, after the high Roman 

fashion, of an immense polyglot empire, the stability of th~ 

structure must depend upon a skilfUl distribution of weight, 
I 

because excessive centralization is radically insecure, and:supports 

are useless without some capacity to resist pressure."3 

1. Strachey, op.cit. pp. 116-7. 

2. Maine: Quoted in Strachey's India, p. 117. 

3. Lyall, British Dominion in India, pp. 389-90!,· 
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Despite the e~orts initiated in Lord Ripon •s time and. 

subsequently followe~ by some British and Anglo-Indian officials, 

the principle of decentralization W£!-S: not properiy impl~mentled for 
I 

a long time. The first effective step in this direction wa1s 
' 

taken in 1917 L~ the form of Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms, whe~ it 

was already too late. 
I 

And the Gove rnmen.t of Indie., by the if 

reluctance to part with any measure of substantial control, regan 
to fear the relinquishment of all control. 

I 

·I 



CH.AP1'ER v 

SELF-GOVERNMENT 

From 1885 onwards, the conditions which had 'i:nade the establish-

ment and contirn1ance of British rule possible in India were fast 

changing mainly as a result of that rule itself. In the er~ of the 
I 
I 

Nationalist movements, the prodigiously difficult problem before the 

English was of ~etaining India in a state of contented subor~nate 
I 

I 
relation to England. Lyall often t.l-).ought of the future of the Indian 

Empire, as he himself observes:-

"~: ••• I am always thinking of the probable fortunes of 01lr Empire, 

and trying to conceive it possible to civilize and convert ~ enormous 

nation by the mechanical processes of the pres~~t times by establishing 
I 
I 

schools and missionary societies. Also, having civilized them, and 

taught them the advantage of liberty and the use of European· sciences, 

how are we to keep them under us, and to pursuade them that tt is for 

their good that ·we hold all the high offices of Government?"! 

The Indian National Congress was formed in 1885 dur~ng the 

Viceroyalty of Lord Dufferin who had succeeded Lord Ripon inithe 
. I 

Governor-Generalship of India. According to Lyall, no Gover4or-

l 
General ever came to India so well equipped by antecedent experience 

I 

1. Lyall, Quoted in Durand Life of Lyall, p.89. 



I 
for the work as Lord Duf'ferin. 1 Wi t)::l regard to the poli tidal 

situation in India, Dufferin recorded his views in a Minute.! He wrote:

"My own inclination would be to examine caref'lilly and ~eriously 
I 

. I 

the demands which are the outcome of these various movement~; to 
. I 

give quickly and with good grace whatever it may be possible; or 

desirable. to accord; to announce that these concessions muslt be 

accepted as a final settlement of the Indian system for the ~ext 
I 

ten or fifteen years; and to forbid mass meetings and ince~ary 

speechifying. Putting aside the demands of the extremists •• ! ••• 
' 

the objects even of the more advanced party are neither veryj dangerous 
I 

nor very extravagant ••••• But it must always be remembered t~t though 

I .. 

common sense and a certain knowledge of a:f':f'airs and of the ~rld may 

limit the programme of the leaders to what they think they ~ve a 

chance of getting, the ideal in the minis of the major part ~f their 

i 
followers is an India in which the Bt'i tish ArTrff shall ward off invasion 

from wi_thout and preserve them from tyranny and usurpation o( the native 

princes withln, while they themselves shall have free scope to administer 

their domestic affairs untrammelled by the interference of white men, 

except perhaps in the person of a viceroy and a limited nwnb~ of 

high officials.· Undoubtedly the most vi tal and important ofj the 

notions ~tarted by the reformers is the change they propose ;in the' 
. I 

1. Lyall: Life of the Marquis of' Duf'ferin and Ava, London, 1995, 
Vol.ll, p.72. 



Legislative Councils. I confess •• .- •• that iiiprovement might be 
I 
I 

possible in this direction, and personally I should feel ~t ;both a 
l 

relief' and. an assistance if in the settlement of III8ey' Indian admini-
, 

strative questions affecting the interests of millions of H~r Majesty's 

subjects, I could·rely to a larger extent than at present upon the 
I 

e:xperience and counsels of Indian coadjutors. The fact of their 
I 

supporting the government would popularize many of its acts ~hich now 
l 

have the appearance of being driven through the legislature :by force, 

and if they in their turn had a na1:;ive party behind them th~ govern-
. . I 

ment of India would cease to stand up, as it does now, an isolated 
I 

rock in the middle of a teiipestuous sea, around whose base ~he breakers 
I 

I 
dash themselves sim.ll taneously from all the four quarters of! the 

heavens. • • • In spite of the serious array of arguments whicl{ I have 

adduced agai_nst the change, Iey instincts rather propel me iii the 

opposite direction, at all events so far as to try the exp~iment of 
i 

libralizing, if not the supreme, at least the subordinate Leigislati ve 

Councils. Now that we hav:e educated these people, their qesire to 

take a larger part in the management at their own domestic Sffairs 
I 

I 
s.e~ to be a legitimate and reasonable aspiration, and I t!P.nk there 

I 

should be enough statesmanship amongst us to contrive the ~ans at per-
. I 1 

.mi tting them to Q,o so without unduly compromising our Imperial supremacy." 

1. Lyal.l: Life of Duf'ferin, pp.l51-3. 
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I 

There are two important points which spring from the a~ove 

na.r.r.ative. Firstly, the help and encouragement given to the formation 
I 

. : 
and functioning of the Indian National Congress were not t~ outcome 

of pure altruism and love for the natives. The Congress w~s formed 
I 

so that id: could be used as a barometer to measure pUblic J.inion, and 
I 

a medium for enlisting popular support for the Government o~ India. 
I 

Secondly, Dufferin wished to strengthen the provincial legi~latures 

so that the jurisdiction in diverse provinces should proceed upon an 

intimate acquaintance with particular needs and a right knovtledge of 

public opinion. He firmly maintained ·the principle of maintaining 
I 

supreme control, embodied in the word '~ire•. 

~all apprOVed Of Dufferin I S policy J WhiCh he thought Was SOund 

and practicable. He believed that there must alwa;ys be some power 
I 

capable of holding a just and even balance among conflicting races and 
I 

creeds , and· the problem in India, he knew, was to superinte~ upon a 

principle of devolution and distribution of administrative responsibilities 

Lyall also thought it advantageous to provide more opportunities for 

public deba~e upon legislative projects. · ~all's acquiesce~e in 

Du:f'ferin 1 s policy regarding the Congress, and his willingness to give 
I 
I 

I 
political concessions to the natives, ·can be seen in the following words:-

' 
"Lord Duf'ferin· felt that the time was pass:ing when the British 

I 

Government could afford to disparage the claims and aspirations of a 

party that the British system of education had deliberately! created ••• 



No statesman.... knew better than he (Dufferin) did that if the 

English persist in continuing to pile up, after the high Roman fashion, 

the edifice of a great empire over a miscellaneous population, they 

carmot go on adding to the super-structure without distributing the 

pressure of administrative responsibilities."! 

The political scene in India was changing- fast. To some keen 

observers of the Indian politics, the signs of a great transformation 

were apparent. The unrest, in its pure~ political aspects, seemed to 

some as being largely artificial, but what chief·ly alarmed tpem were 

the more 'sinister aspects'. It was a movement af wholesal¢ revolt 

and reaction against the domination of the West, against itsi spiritual 
I 

I 2 
and ethical, as well as against its material and political ~endancy. 

' 

About thirty years earlier the superiority of Western literabe and 

Western ethics ·was as generally recognised as that of "l,feste~ science 

and Western political institutions. But in the 80's the pen~ulum began 

to swing back, and in the 90's the movement was seen to be developing 

into an extra~rd.inary Hindu revival - back to the Vedas, bac~ to Kali-
. ' 

worship, back to Shivaji Maharaj, and back to the golden age! when, 

'before the advent of the wicked Englishman, -prosperity reig1led and 

all the virtues flourished'. The freedom of press gave the movement 

1. !Qrall: Life of Dufferin, pp.lS0-1. 

2. See Ohirol, Valentine: Indian Unrest, London,. 1910. 



much publicity and. encouragement. Then there was widesprea4 Western 
I 

education. The future of India became a tremendous problem; the · 
! 

education initiated by the English themselves was bearing £:tfit. .And 

I 
as Morley put it, "The danger arose from a Imltiny, not of sepoys about 

I 
i 

greased cartridges, but of educated men armed With modern ideas supplied 
I 
! 

f'rom the noblest arsenals and proudest trophies of English ~i terature 
i 

and English oratory". 1 
There was also an economic aspect.' The 

educated classes regarded the economic policy of the Gove~nt of 
I 

India as radically unsound and grossly ·unf'air to India. They main-

tained that the 'drain' to England was the real cause of the; poverty 
I 

of the people. 

The year 1892 shows an important laz$nark in the Consti·tutional 
I 
! 

developmen~ of the Indo-Pak sub-continent. It was to the credit of 

Lord Lansdowne that one of the most important measures of constitutional 

reform that was enacted by the British Parliament, was vigor~sly sup

ported by his G'overnment and was passed during his Viceroyalty. It 

I 
was the Indian Councils' Act of 1892. The Act gave a·Legi~ative 

. ' 

Council to North-West Provinces. It increased the :m.unb~ o-r: the members 

at all the councils, provided for the selection of non-offic~al members 

on a representative principle, and materially enlarged the :f\mction of 

1. Marley: Recollections, Vol.2, p.154. 



these bodies. The privilege of recommending members for the Imperial 

Legislative Council was also bestowed on the provincial legislatures, 

and upon academic., commercial, nnmicipal associations and cOrporations. 

In the new councils the members were given the right of discussion on 

financial matters and of interpellation. In other words the members of 

the provincial councils had acquired certain powers of substantial value. 

As a st-udent of history and of the art of government, nothing could 

have· been more interesting f'or Lyall than to watch the course and 

conduct of the great experiment in the evolution of politiqal enfran-

chisement in India. He noted, with satisfaction, the evidence of 

moral and material progress during Lord Lansdowne's Viceroya1 ty, and 

commended the Viceroy for his policy of political reforms. ;Lord . . ' 

Lansdowne was considered a strong and successful Governor by Lyall, 
I 

and the Act of 1892 was indeed a welcome step which w~s tak~ at a 
I . . 1 

favourable time. During the last decade of the nineteentJ?. century 

the English and tl1.e natives saw much more of each other and ilmew each 

other IIlllch better than formerly. Education was bringing the upper 

classes nearer to a common lf!lvel, while capital, commerce, hd even 

literature were bringing about a stronger commUnity of idea~ and interests. 

It was not a surprise for ~all to observe that some native politicians, 

1. Lyall: 'Twelve Years of Indian Government!!, Edinburgh Review, 
January, 1895, No.371, p.32. 
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I 
however •·able and well intentioned', were usually found to be in their 

novitiate with regard to the complex problems raised by the application 

of political science to the government of dependencies. Although he 
I 

I 

approved of the 1892 Act as being a most commendable measure·, yet he 

cautioned against the sudden introduction of p~ar institutions in 

India, which had, for centuries, been governed autocratically through 
I 

powerful officials. He referred to the prominent instance of France. 
I 

That instance was Bfforded by the assemblage of the States-General, in 

1789, when the ignorance of the people, the utter ineJC;P~rienbe of the 

deputies, and the total absence among the ministers of a:ny ~ractice 
I 

or precedents in the management of representative institutidns, produced . I 
speeey confusion and disorder. If ·rash and revolutionary ~hanges could 

bring such rapid political ruin upon a compact and highly civilised 

nationality, what disaster could not be expected in the midst of the 
! 

vast incoherent miscellany of tribes and castes that composed the popu-

lation of India? This was a question which constant~ wo~ed ~. 

In order that constitutional reforms may be successful. I in India, 

Lyall advi.sed that the reforms must follow some intelligent: order, 
I 

and must not begin at the wrong end. In this connection IQall referred 

to, 8hd criticised the British policy in Ireland where the E:tlglish 

possessed political ascen~aJ?CY• They (the E~ish) set abet;lt enlarging 

the civil rights of the Irish Catholics in a defective mann~r. · The · 
I 
I 



privilege of voting for members of Parliament was conferred ;upon a 

people, the majority of whom were extremely ignorant and easily misled, 
I 

I 
but it was not until a long period of discontent and disaff~ction had . 

I 

I 

elapsed that the voters were allowed to elect representatives of their . I 
I 

own faith. These representatives were indeed their natural leaders. 
. ' 

When this had been done there was further delay before the general 

education in Ireland was seriously taken up. The result of ~this policy, 
i 
I 

according to Lyal.l, was confusion which could have been avoided if' the 
I 

order of these reforms had been reversed. Lyal.l therefore advocated 

that in India, it was wise to adjourn radical changes of the governing 

I 
institutionS until public instruction, which was slowly permeating all 

I 

ranks of the population, could raise the general. level of ib.telligence. 
I 

~1 wanted to defer the.placing of the mechanism of repre~entative 
' 
i 

government in the hands of a masterless mu1 titude until there was a 
I 

I 
fair certitude that they would not be utterly bewil~ered ~misdirected 

in endeavouring to . use it. 1 

I 

Here we may note an inconsistency in Lyal.l' s views. As we have 

already observed, I,yal.l was not in favour o_f e~atiDg the ~tives. 
. . I 

In the 90s he realised, however, that public instruction wa.S an india-

I 
pensable prerequisite for the introduction of representative institutions. 

. ' 

' 
It is for this reason that there was a change in his attitude regarding 

I 

the furtherance of education am:>ngst the natives. 

1. Lyall: 'Tyrelve Years of Imian Government', p.26. 



I 
Towards the close of the nineteenth century and in the ~ar~ 

I 

years of the present century, certain events ~nfluenced the ~ttitude 
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of the Asiatics towards European domination. The defeat of ~e Italians 
I 

by_ the Abyssinians in 1896 was the first decisive victory gained by 

Oriental tro-gps over a European army. The Japanese victory: over 

Russia in 1904-, not only at land but also at sea, warned that 'the 

era of facile victories in Asia had ended; since never before in' 8ll 

history had an Asiatic navy won a great sea fight against ~opean 

1 
fleets~ 

The Indian Natiol".al Congress at the opening of the Morley-:rf..into 
I 

Era gathered more strength and momentum and the Government df India I . 

had to recognise its importance. The eyes of the Nationalist:,·. 
I 
I 

leaders, extremists as well as moderates, were now fixed on 1a better 
. I 

political future for India. Self-Government was the goal o~ the Indian 

Nationalists. A vibrant spirit of 'New India' pervaded the ,whole 

Sub--Continent.
2 

In the first decade of the present countr.Y, the 

i 
at cross purposes because they 

I 
English and the natives were working 

did not have the same aim in view. The British were most t:eluctant 

to accept the Indian ideal of self-government. Even ~' so~ reflective 

civil servants like Sir Henry Cotton, began to wonder whether they were 
I 

in India for the good of the people or for their aw.n good. 

1. J.i1all: Introduction to Valentine Chirol' s Indian Unrest, p.ix. 

2. See Sir Henry Cotton's New India, or India in Transition, London, 
1907. : 
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i 

In this era of growing unrest and political consciousne~s among 
I 

the natives, Lyall was somewhat inclined towards giving them: more 

political concessions. Morley was introducing his Bill of Reforms 

and. Lyall seems to have had frequent discussions with him an~ others, 

who, like Lord Cromer, were interested in the subject. 

the measures introduced, were moulded, to some extent, 

advice, is borne out in a correspondence between Lyall 

The! fact that 

I 
on Ly~l's 

' 1 
and lvf.orley. 

In 1907, Lyall was consul ted by Morley with regard to the formation 
. i 

of advisory councils, which were to be composed of the countb• s notables. 

Lyall had no faith in advisory councils - believing that aavi.ce. without 

direct responsibility was of small value. He could not thihlf of aey 
I , 

case in which the 'r~gime consultatif' had been tried. with shccess. 
2 

i 
I 
I 

The proposal to consult notables, 'either individually or collectively' 
. I 

did not strike Iuall as being profitable. His doubt was whether it 

would be politically expedient·.to use both methods simultaneously, 

i.e. to deal with an officially-constituted Council on affairs of State, 

as a body; and also to take, separately and. confidentially, ~he advice 

of individual members without creating jealousies and incre~ing the 

general sense of irresponsibility, which was inherent in all: institutions 

of this sort. 3 

1. Morley Collection::;, MSS D-573/43/C 'Letters of Sir A.C. Lyall, to· 
Lord ·Morley'~ 

2. 'Lyall to MOrley' Easter Sund~, 1907, Marley Collection, 
MSS D.573/43/C. 

3· ibid. 
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A Council o~ Princes was contemplated by Lord Minto, which, 

when formed could act as a possible counterpoise to the aims o~ the 

Indian National Congress. This body could be a sort o~ PriVy' Council 

not only of Native Rulers, but o~ a ~ew other influential men. The 

Y.iceroy wanted ~o get dif~erent ideas ~rom those o~ Congress; ideas 

emanating ~rom native notables having interest in the good government 

of India.
1 

According to the Government o~ India proposal~, this 
I 

body was to have a '~ormal assooiation with the Government', ;but it was 

to have ·~no ~ormaJ. powers o~ a:ny sort'. Lyall doubted the: expediency 
I 
I 

of constituting such a Council and argued that a body consti~ted on 

· s.uch lines would mean that the members would profess no de~imte 
. I 

"bil"ty 2 responsJ. J. • It was likely that they would not give t~ir advice 

with conf'idence and would not pay close attention to possible consequences; 
I 

at the same time it was likely that i~ their advice was disr~garded they 
I 

would resent it. Since the Government attached 'the highest importance 
I 

to collective consultation' and also intended 'to consult thb counsellors 

individually' Lyall could not see haw these two methods could be 

reconciled.3 

There were some other reasons also which prompted Lyall . to oppose . 

the idea of' a Council o£ Princes. He did not believe that the proceed":' 

ings o~ the collective consultation would be k~t secret. H~s own 

1·. Mary, Countess o~ Minto: India, Minto and :Morley, 190S-1910, 
London 1934, p.29. 

2. 'Lyall to Morley', 11th April, 1907, Morley Collection, op.cit. 

3· .!lli· 



I 
experience showed that 'the natives of India very rarely hel~ 

I 

their tongues' • And among 4D or 50 members from different parts of 
I 
I 
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India, there were sure to be some who would not resist the t~tation 

of disclos;na the results of proceedings which would stimulate much 
~~ . I 

I 
curiosity outside the CO'lmCil. Nor did Jqall think that ~vidual 

I 
consultation 'by letter' was advisable, as most of the magistrates 

. I 

were not capable of stating their views effectively in writ~g. 

Almost invariably 1 they called in the assistance of some friend who 

could put their ideas into form, and they very seldom wrote even 
I 

their ordinary letters' • 1 Also, Iqall was apprehensive abbut 

constituting such a large and. influential body as this Council. He 
i 

could not overlook the danger that the Council, if it were n~t very 

judiciously handled, might eventually unite in some kind of political 
! 

opposition to the British Government. 

~1 advised the Government of India to consider beforehand hew 
I 
I 

far they were prepared to accept the advice of the Council on legislative 
. ! 

I 

and executive questions, for once the Co'lmcil of Princes was ;constituted, 

it would not be easy to reject their advice. If no consideration was 
I 
I 

shown to. their advice, it would lead to Imlch frustration and :heart

burning among the members of the Council. 
2 

1. 'Lyall to Morley', 11th April, op.cit. 

2. ibid. 



In 1907, Lyall was consul ted on the question of the appointment 
I 

of a native member to the Viceroy's Executive CoUncil. Lyail was 
I 

against such an appointment for various reasons. The Government of 

India had intended the selection of a man, who •stood aloof from 

politics', and Izy'all wondered if' such a selection would. provide a 
i 
I 
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sufficient guarantee for the member's competency to deal with important 

political affairs. Morley thought that the admission of nat~ves to 

the level of the :tfigh Courts could be an answerable argument, for 

admitting a native memb~r to the Viceroy's Executive Council~ Lyall 

thought that this analogy was not strong enough. A judge who had to 

apply the written law to specific cases could easily be kept: straight 

by the Bar and by his colleagues on t}'l..e Berl.ch, whereas a mem't;>er of' the 
I 

Executive Council who had to deal with· high cpestions of pol:J.cy and 
I 

the secret affairs of a Government was in a very different pbsition. 
, I 

'The sphPxe of politics' Izy'all observed, ~is 'so distinct f'r~ the 

sphere of judicial administration'.! 

I 
The demand for the appointment, of a native member to the Viceroy's 

Council, however, could not be set aside. As a matter of' rbt, it 
I 

grew more urgent with the emergence of' the All-India Muslim League 
I 

in 1906. This body was a Muslim counterpart of' the Indian National 

Congress. VIi th intellectual enlightenment among the Muslims:, the 

I 

1. 'Lyall to MOrley', 8th May, 1907, MOrley Collection, oP.cit. 
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I 

traditional socio-religious differences between the Hindu and the 

Muslim communities were extended to politics. There was a wide~read 

Muslim reaction against the aggressive Hindu revivalism. T~ Muslims 

brought forward their grievances and demanded political saf'e~ards 
I 

for their own comnrunity. By 1909, the Government of' India h8.a. come 
. I' 

to realise fully that 'There was something, called _a Muslim problem 
! 

in India'. 
I 

In view of the rising communal tension, the Government of' India 

were considering whether the appointment of' two native members (one 

representing the Muslims) to the Viceroy' s Council would be '¢-ser than 

that of' a single member. In 190,, Lyall was consulted on this subject. 

We have seen that in 1907 IQrall was opposed to the appointment of' a 

native member to the Viceroy's Council. In 1909, however, Lyall 
I 

approved of' such an appointment. The. change in Iqall' s view. regarding 

this subject was perhaps actuated by the rapidly changing political 

conditions of' the country. The previous question regarding the 

suitabili~ of' a native's appointment to the Viceroy's Council was 

no longer disputed. IQrall was now being consulted on a different 

questron·•whether the appointinent of' two native members to the Viceroy's 
I 

Council woUld not be better than the appointment of' a single: member. 

Lyall thought that the appointment of' two members was worse than one. 
I 
! 
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On 5th February, 1909, Lyall wrote to Lord Cromer:~ 

"I appreciate fully the objections· to appointing a singl.e.native 

member to the Viceroy's Council, nevertheless I am"still inc~ined ~o 

believe that it is now the best thing to do. To my mind, two Native 

Members would be worse than one. A Hindu and a Mohammedan would 

most probably be intensely jeal.ous of' each other; they woulQ. be often 
I 

thrown into opposition to each other on questions where the interests 

or prejudices of' the two communities which they .would repres~nt would 

be antagonistic, and this might import into the Council an element of' 
: 
I 

controversy and discussion. The Viceroy might find himself;obliged 
' 
I 

in such cases, to decide between them, to the dissatisf'actiort of the 
I 

Member and of' the Community whose opinion be overrruled. If no 

portfolio were ~iven to these two Members, I think it would be difficult 
I 

_to provide them with sufficient employment, whereas, accordi.ilg to my 

view, it will be mainly by imposing plenty of' work and direc"j:; responsi-

bility upon the Native Member the.t we can hope to keep him straight. 

Moreover, they would find themselves in a position inferior to that 

of' the Eng1ish Members, and the native public would infer that we did 

not trust their ability or their integrity. 

In short, I fear that the introduction of' two native Members would 

weaken the Executive ·council which would_ be the greatest of al.l dis

advantages;_- If, instead of opposing each other, they chose to act 
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together, I should apprehend that the Indian element in the Council 

would ..:De' too strong to be easily manageable. A single native 

Member, on the other hand, could be kept in order by his ~opean 

colleagues, and he himself would, as I think you agree, be 'likely 

to be very cautious about showing favour to his own people,~ and would 

be anxious to maintain his reputation for impartiality. Nor is it 

prudent, in my opinion, to introduce at once the practice ~f appointing 
i 

two native Members, from which we could hardly recede, later. 
I 
I 

But I agree with you that the appointment ·of a Hindu Imber will 

just no'V't intensify the discontent of the Mohammedans, whicH I take to 

be the most serious difficulty in front of Morley. Yesterday I· 

wrote to Morley, strenuously advising him to make some conc:essions 

to the Mohammedans in regard to their representation on th~ Legislative 
I 

I 
Councils. It is a problem that brings us at the outset fac;e to face 

i 
with the difficulties inherent in working any elective sys~em in India. 

I 

This method of giving power to majorities, which seems to. us so simple, 

is not understood by a people infinitely divided by groups lor tribes, 
I 

religion and caste, and I do not see how it can fail·:.to operate for 
I 

the predominance of the Hindus, while it suits admirably t~ designs 
! 

' of the advanced Hindu politicians. If the Mohammedan finds himself 
! 
I . I 

at a serious disadvantage, he will be alienated from our goveryment,_ 

and the important wing of the moderate party will be disloc~ted. ,.l 

1. 'Lyall to Cromer', 5th February, 1909, Cromer Papers,· MSS.F.O. 
633/18, pp.l65-7. 
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With regard to the proposals for enlarging the Legislati1re Councils, 
' . 

Lyall agreed that this measure was politic and necessary. I:t was only 

on some points of detail that Iqall offered some modification~, for 

instance, he thought that the number_ of members suggested for; the 

Viceroy's Legislative Council was too large, and that native commercial 

interests were not specifically represented. He advised that great 

care should be taken in adjusting the balance of representation among 

the different classes a~d interests in Indian society.i On, grounds 

of political expediency, Lyall wanted the Government of India: to make 

concessions to the views of Muslims. Since the ·Muslims embodied a 

strong conservative element, they could be a substantial support to 

' 
the Moderate party in India. And the best possible policy would be 

to enlist the moderates as allies and auxi.lliaries on the side of ·the 
I 

British government against the extremists. Lyall felt, 'It would be a 

. 2 
grave mischance if the Mohammedans were alienated' • 

Regarding the enlargement of Legislative Councils, and ~he 
I 

appointment of a native member to Viceroy's Council, Lyall gave his 
I 

. ! 
detailed views to Cromer, which read as follows:-

"1zy' view of the situation is that the present bureaucratic systen 
I 

of Government, though it is the best method of securing effidient 
i 

1. 'Lyall to Morley', 11th April, 1907, op.cit. 

2. 'LYall to Morley', 4th February, 1909, MOrley Collecti~n, op.cit. 
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administration, cannot long be maintained. It is, in"fiact, ~ 

benevolent despotism, very effective for the impartial dispen~ati~ 

of justice.... But at the moment we can perceive everywhere ~n Asia 

I 
the beginning of a movement toward giving the higher classes a larger 

share in the government of their respective countries, toward bringing 

men of capacity and competence into the upper ranks of a~I'.istration, 

and investing them with some power of exerting their influenc~ on the 

course of affairs. I believe that in India, which is one of the greatest 

and richest empires in Asia, and is under the sovereignty of a free 

self-governing nation, it is ~ossible certainly impolitic -to 

resist this movement. ~o other country in the world is ruled by non-

resident foreigners, nor is any other administration in the world almost 
. . 

entirely in the hands of a civil service of officials selected in a 

foreign country ••••• In my opinion it is necessary to modify this system, 

not only by widening the Legislative Councils, but also by introducing, 

gradually, men of independence and influence into the executive authority 

that iniates and determines all important legislation~ 

Now for the purpose of accomplishing successfully the introduction 

of reforms in the direction of self-government in India, the policy of 

the English rulers should evidently be to lean on the moderat¢ party 

among the natives, and to strengthen it against the extremists. If 

we can satisfy that party and acquire its support, I believe that the 
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other faction can be sufficiently restrained, for I hold that the 
I 

moderates represent the views and aspirations of a very great; majority 

of those among the Indian population whose opinions are worth! counting. 

We shall rely upon them to temper the violence and discredit the 
. I 

excesses of the extremists by the weight of their character a:hd the force 
I 

of their influence. In short, we must enlist them on our side, and 

i 
to gain this advantage I would venture upon material concessions. 

I 

I would make a bid for their confidence by proving that We have 
' I 

confidence in their attachment to the British rule, and I thiDk that 

the appointment of a native member to the Executive Council w6uld 

prove that we trust them. 
I 

I 

I do not undervalue the objections that 
' I 

have been raised against such an appointment, the embarrassment that 

it might cause in the conduct of business in the Viceroy's C~cil:, 

the undesirability of entrusting the native member with secrets'..- of 

I 
State, the. difficulty of selecting an Indi~ with adequate melit, ability 

and integrity, or of cho.osing one who will honestly represent :the 
I 

interests of both Hindus and Mohammedans. But these objectiorts are to 
' 

my mind of comparatively secondary importance and partly tec~cal, 

and I think that we have no right to assume their validity be:f'orehand, 
I 

while to admit arguments of this sort as conclusive against ~~ 

the appointment would be to shut the door indefinitely against1 an 

I 
Indian member, since they can always be revived to defeat a proposal 

to appoint him. 



I 

I am convinced that the introduction of Indians to place
1
s of 

that mu~t be 
I ' 

real and high importance in our Governmmt is a step 
I 

I 
taken sooner or later - however long we may postpone it - because 

their assistance and co-operation in the arduous task of governing 

modern India is essentially needed, and I should prefer to .take it 
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sooner rather than later. The proper decision would be, in iey' opinion, 

to accept some risk. of inconveniences and disadvantages, and fo treat 
I 

objections·founded upon them as necessarily·superseded by conSiderations 

of higher statesmanshi~."l 

The above extract raises soiie points for consideration. ·It shows 

that Iqall ultimately made up his mind to liberalize political institutions 
I 

in India. His views concerning the enlargement of Legislativ~ Councils 

are not inconsistent because he favoured this measure, right from the 

very beginning. Regarding .Ibis attitude towards the appointment of a 
I . 
' 

native member to the Viceroy's Council, we may note an incons~stency. 

On this question, Lyall did not adhere to his original stand.· As we 

have seen, Lyall did not favour the idea of appointing a natiye to 
I 

i 

the Viceroy• s Cou.TJCil in 1907, 'but only two years later, in 1909, he 

found sufficient reason to agree to such an appointment. On ~he whole, 

when we try and read Lyall' s views regarding Self-Government ~n 1909, 
I . 
I 

we find that he recommended ways and means to placate the nat~ves by 
.I 
. ' 

I 

1. 'Lyall to Cromer', 31st January, 1909, Cromer Papers, MSS.F.O. 
633/18, pp.l55-8. 
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giving them a share in the Government. He could not, hQwever, 

reconcile himself" to the idea of complete Self-Government, and. he 

was convined of the need for British superintendence. 

British policy in India, though liberal and progressive lacked· 

until 1917 a sense of direction. Concessions were made to the demands 

of the politic ally-minded classes in India, but no attempt wa~ made to 

work out a policy of continuous advance. The RefoiDJB of 18921 and 1909 
' 

did not attempt to shift the foundations of British rule in J::rdia. They 

merely adjusted the machinery of British government to the changed 

circumstances of the country. The reforms aimed at associating natives 

more closely with the administration and allmv.ing them better opportunities 

to influence it, while retaining intact its foreign and autoc~atic 

character. 

Lyall considered India only one aspect of the great Asiatic problem, 
I 
I 

which he thought· would probably be solved in the course of the 20th 

century. Reviewing the extraordinary changes going on in the1 Eastern 

world, Lyall remarked, 'It is not impossible that the twentieth century 
. I 

may see the complete withdrawal of Europe from Asia ••••• Ho,111ever comf'ort-

able it may be to ourselves to attempt to dismiss these speculations, 

we cannot get rid of them. The aspiration of all Asia is to~ard a 

Renais·sance·)· to be ·accomplis~ed by throwing off the burden o~ European 

dominion, and protectorate.' 

1. 'Lyall to Morley' , August 12th, 1909, Morley Collection op. cit. 
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As regards Self-Government f'or India, Lyall had. observed._, as early 

as in 1884-:-
I 

"It may be proper for the nation to entertain as a remote evehtuali ty 

the notion of' transferring India to the Indians whenever the~ become 
I 

competent f'or autonomy, and to regard it, :iiJ. the abstract, as a 

consummation devoutly to be wished for, but if this intention be 
I 

constantly proclaimed publicly and authoritatively, we are very likely 

to delay and defeat our own ends. For, in the first place, the question 
- I -

as to the precise stage and degree of moral and material proit'ess at 
I 
I 

which the Government may be safely handed. over to the natives of India 
. - I 

would soon become a matter of frequent discussion~ recurring :with 

increased animation, and causing chronic divisions and uncertainty. 
I 

Government upon such a provisional theory as this has never:-~et been 

intelligible to the greater part of mank:L."1d; and in India, w~re every-, 

thing has hitherto rested upon direct authority, to make the :right 
I 

to rule a matter of argument and demonstration would be like 'the building 

of the Tower of Babel; 

confusion of' tongues. 

I 

the whole enterprise would break d~ amid the 
I 
I 

In the second place, although no English Statesman 
I 

i 
would hesitate to grant India all the independence and autono~ that 

I 

she can fairly earn and exercise_ under the British Crown; yet we are 
I , 

bound to take heed lest we promise more than we are able to perform, 
I 

or raise premature expectations in regard to a political fu~e thau 

1 no one can yet foresee. " 
I 

1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit., pp.:~540. 
I 
I 
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The idea of complete self-government for India is quite conspicuous 

by its absence in the above lines. The maximum that Lyall could afford 

to entertain was 'a· notion of transferr~ India to the Indians' to 
I 

be regarded 'in the abstract'. It seems that with all his fOresight, 
I 

• I 

Lyall could not envisage anything beyond some sort of an 'ImpJrial 

trusteeship' for India. In the preceding pages, we have seen Lyall's 
' 

attitude regarding self-government from Dufferin' s time to th~ Morley-

Minto Reforms. It was only on grounds of political expediency that 

he hesitatingly agreed to grant the natives a minor degree of self-

government. 



CHAPTER VI 

INDIA AND ENGLAND 

Having examined some of Lyall's pol~tical ideas, we now 
I 

turn to perhaps the most important part of this study. WhS.t 
i 

were Lyall's ideas in regard to the relations of India and; 

England? In order to be able to answer this big question we 

have to attend ~o its various aspects, separate~. Firstl~, 

what was ~ll's idea about the British Empire, did he think it 
I 
I 
I was desirable and justified? Secondly, did Lyall draw a~ 

lessons from the history of the past empires, which cou+d, to 

some extent, guide the English in India? Thirdl.y, did the 
I 

contemporary political situation in Asia have some instructive 
' I 

bearing on the Indian political situation of Lyall's time? 

Fourthly, what were, for ~11, the chief difficulties and ' 

problems of the English in India? And·finally, what were 
I 

~ll's suggestions for promoting better relations between ~ndia 

and England? These are the various aspects of the questio~, 

which we shall try and answer in this chapter. 

I 

I 
The Indian empire was not fina~ rounded off and 

I 

consolidated until the middle of the nineteenth centur.y, wh~n the 

annexation of the Punjab brought its frontiers up to the 

mountains beyond the Indus river. During the preceding hundred 

years, the English had been expanding their supremacy according to 
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I 

the old Imperial fashion, overthrowing unstable rulerships,: 

annexing provinces, winning battles and reducing principali~ies 

to subordinate alliance. The people at large acquiesced, 

according to immemorial custom, in the substitution of stronger 

for weaker rule. The power passed naturally into the handS of 
I 

those who could take and use it, i.e. the English. The idea of 
I 

I 

afj.y further annexations had always been distasteful to Lyall. 

He thought that the English, like the Russians, had rna~ cogent 

motives for abstaining from territorial extension. The tw9 

empires, Russian and English, had both undertaken quite as much 

as they could manage in Asia. Their respective dominions 

required settlement and security, and relief from the heavy: 
I 

b rd th . . db 1 d f .I d u en on e1r revenues 1mpose ~ a arms .an rumours o 1mpen -

. 1 mg war. 

In his own time, Lyal+ saw the climax of power of the: 

English and their territorial dominion in the East. 
I 

Never~he-

less, the· English were, at the same time, beset by all the prob-

lems and difficulties that meet ~1 empires whe, after reac~ing 

the limits of territorial expansion, their rulers turn round, 
I 

survey the situation and set out on the path of improvementiand 
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civilization. In 1884., Lyall observed:- · "Through these t:J;-oubled 
I 

waters the Indian Government goes on ploughing its course like the 
i 

1. Lyall 'The Political Situation in Asia'. Edinburse Revie*, 
July, 1906 •. No.4l7, p.255. 



great Leviathan, to use the metaphor by which Hobbes figured~ his 

all-powerful sovereignty, 'that mortal gpd to 'whom we owe, Under 

the immortal God, our peace and 'defence•. Probably no 

government in the world has approached more nearly, by its attri-

butes or its authority, to Hobbes's ideal of the Leviathan, than 
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the English Government in India. It occupies the position, 1atbtined 
; . . 

only two or three times in the world's histor.y, of a government 

possessing enormous power of moulding and_ fashioning morally:and 

material~, a vast number of people belonging to races less 

advanced than the rulL'lg race. 111 

Lyall justified the Imperial title of England over India. He 

thought that in all settled governments, it was a great adva~tage, 

almost a necessity, that the supreme authority should be per~onified 

in some ultimate idea or institution, placed in the common es.t:imation 

beyond discussion. 
I 

From the English point of view, this fun.damental 

principle was the permanence and indisputable right of the Qu'een's 

dominion in India. For a long time after the establishment 'of' the 

English paramountcy, the native population remained satisfied. The 

English justified their position, by giving them a system of govern-
' 

ment incomparably better than a~ that they had previously known. 

1. Lyall 1 Government of the Indian Empire'., Edinburg.'11 Revi~w, 
Janua~, 18~, No.325, p.34. 



Foreign rule was to India no novelty, the subjection of 

miscellaneous races to one masterful sovereignty had been the 
I 

ordinary conception of empire in Asia, as in ancient and e~en 

..:~·.:.;:. ]. v 1 
me~eva ~urope. 

The title by which the English held India was essentially 
) 

' the same by which their pred_eces·sors in that countrJ previO:usly 
. ' 

held it, and was the same by which t~e territory was ruled . 

everywhere in Asia.. Gbnquest and direct iz'!.heritance from : 

actual possessors were the title deeds of Asiatic sovereigns, 

who did not exchange provinces by family compacts, or make the 

genealogic claims tq separate kingdoms which had.caused the! 

dynastic war~ of Europe. Hence conquest·, with the power t? 

retain and transmit gave the only title to be had in Asia. i 

Sometimes, a.very short period of complete and firm occupation 
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conferred on a government, a dynasty, or a family a good heritable 
I . 

right, and rapidly oblj.terated all preceding claims. 
I 

Everjwhere 

in Asia were found traces of the stratification of races caused by 
I 

frequent floods of invasion, or by internal eruptions. The 
\ 

earlier races gradually melted into something lllte a population, 
i 

the. later races retained some political pretensions. and priv,ileges, 

1. Lyall 'The Conrlict of Colour', Edinburgh Review, 
April 1911 1 No.l .. 36, pp.l+l9-420. 



and the uppermost race of all had the whole political power 

accompanied b,y the continual anxieties caused ~ subject t~bes 
I 

and dethroned ~sties. In India the changes of surface ·had 

been violent which had left recent and visible marks. 

were parts of British India where the descendents of the s~veral 

dynasties, each representing different races, were receiving 

pensions from the State. 

The pattern of the political world had been stamped o~t all 

over Asia in such a manner. Therefore, the English right iby 

conquest and prescription to hold. Indi.a was perfectly good ;by 
I 

virtue of being the only valid and recognised tit~e known to 
; 

. 1 
As1a. In regard to the legitimacy of the English gove~ent· 

I 

in India, Lyall's views, apparently, were quite similar tp :t~1ose 

of Strachey, Stephen .and Cromer. However, Lyall did not a;ttach 

as much importance as these others did to the moral force of the 
. . I 

Imperial name and the Pax Britannic a. He often thought these 

notions to be a bit exaggerated by Strachey and others. One 
I 

thing is certain, Lyall wanted the English Empire to be as far 

prolonged as· possible. 

1. Lyall, 
I 

'Government of the Indian Empire', op.cit., ~.58. 
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The English dominion in India was probably the fourth one 

of its kind in history, the past three being the Macedonian, the 
I 

Raman, and the Byzantine Greek dominations·in Asia.1 Som~ 
I 

lessons from history could, therefore, act as a guide and ~ warn-

ing for the English il;l. India. 

The political relations between Europe and Asia, since 
I 

I 

authentic history began, have undergone many striking and :import-
! 

ant vicissitudes. In the record of the wars, invasions, ~nd 
I 

territorial conquests up to, and for some centuries after the 
. I 

I 
Christian era, the balance of advantages was entirely on t~e side 

of Europe.· In the fourth century Europe invaded Asia, when 
I 
I 

Alexander led his Macedonians from the Bosphorus to the ~jab 
I 
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rivers, and founded a vast dominion that was held by his s~cessors 
I 

until the Romans took over charge of Westen1 Asia. In the fifth 

century B.C., when the Persian Kings invaded Europe, the f'ront:iers 
I 

. I 

of' the Western continent were gallantly defended by the Gr~ek 
I 

. I 

States, with the result that the Asiatic :forces were defeated by 
I 

sea and land. ~But in the seventh century of Christian e~a, the 
. I 

rise and rapid spread of' Islam turned·. the scale for the f'i~st time 
. . I 

in favour of' Asia, and during the centuries that followed, I . . ' 
I 

Christianity and European dominion were both swept out of ihe 

1. Lyall 'European Dominion in Asia', Edinburgh. Review 1 

January 1911, No.435, p.ll2. 
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Eastern Continent. The Arabs established a dominion in Spain, 

in Italy, and invaded France,and later the Osmanli empire fixed 

itself in South-Eastern Europe, where it clung to Constantinople 

and to some relics of its former territory. From the seven-

teenth century, however, the tide of conquest began again to flow 

Eastward. By the nineteenth century, England and Russi.a consoli-

dated great dominions in Asiatic lands. This swaying to ~ fro 
. ! 

of the long contest for .superiority between Europe and Asi~, the 

ebb and flow of the tide of territorial conquest,_present ~wide 

and attractive field af historical survey. ~all thought ;that 
I 
I 

the periods of early European dominion in Asia, Greek and Roman 

I 

could be studied with profit a~d to much practical.purpose by the 

English in India. His classical education provided him wi;th 

various points o_f comparison. There was the curious resemblance 

of administrative methods and political expedients adopted by 

I 
European rulers in di:f'f'erent ages and in similar circumstan!les 

which suggested remarkable analogies to Lyall, who was fami;Liar 

with the same prqblems as those that con:fr~mted the Greeks and the 

Romans in A~ia. 

Some historians regard the Macedonian empire in Western Asia, 

in some respects, as the prototype at the British empire inl India.1 
• I 

I 

1. Bevan, Histoz:y of the House of Seleucus. Quoted in Ly8.11: 
'European Dominion in Asia', p.l07. 



Lyall accepted this view and considered the English Empire as 

the revival ot: the civilisation imported into Asia. by. the Greeks. 
I 

The superiority ot: the Wes.tern races in war was a capital t:eature 

ot: ancient history. Herodotus mentioned that the Greeks thought 

very little ot: the soldiers ot: the Persian Kings, they were called 

'barbarians' who engaged 'in battles wearing loose trousers, with 

turbans on their heads', easy to overcome. 1 Alexander's victories 

proved that the Eastern troops were no match t:or the disciplined 
I 

t:orces ot: the West. The Greek and the Macedonian armies, and 

later the Roman legions dispersed the Oriental a+mies and as' 

easily beat down the old Asiatic monarchies, as Russia and E~gland 

did in Central Asia and in India during the eighteenth and nine-
I 

teenth centuries. However, the intervening period of nearly a 

thousand years, turned the t:ortunst!es ot: war in t:avo~ ot: Asta. 

Historians record that in the sixteenth century the Turkish ~rmies 

were too strong t:or the European. And in Lyall' s own time, 1 

Russia's. det:eat by Japan in 1904, made him doubt whether 

superiority in arms could always be t:ound on the side ot: the West. 
I 

' I 

Russia's det:eat gave him ample warning that t:or Europe 'the era ot: 

2 
t:acile victories' in Asia had, once a~in, ended. 

1. Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia', p.l07. 

2. ibid., p.l08. 
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For Lyall, the belie~ in an eternal distinction betwe~n 

East and West could not be discarded as an easy cominonp·lace.; 

On such a ~ar-reaching question, he could not pretend to give a 

' positive opinion, nor could he predict what might happen in :the 
I 

distant future. However, the evidence Qf past history gave, 

manifest support to his belief, that the distinction betwee~ 

East and West was real, inveterate and that it went very deep. 

He observed that no European civilization, Greek, Roman or 

English (till his time) had taken permanent root in Asiatic soil. 
I 
; 

The ingrained differences 0~ race and religion, the habits and the 

character of the -~iatics had remained unchanged, despite 

European domination. The civil polimy of Rome had stamped ~n 

indelible impress on the language, literature, and laws of Europe, 
, I 

but it had hardly left a trace beyond ruins and the shadow of a 
I 

mighty name (~) throughout all the Asiatic lands which it once 

overspread from the Euphrates river westward to the Mediterranean 
I 

shores. Similarly, the relics of Greek architecture and art, and 

a few grains of Greek learning and philosophy were found 

scattered about Western Asia, but the Hellenic culture and 

instfrtutions had vanished entirely. 

In recent histor,y, the cardinal question before the English 
I 

1. Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia' op.cit., p.l08. 



I 

I 
in India was whether the foundations of their civilization could 

I 
I 

be so firmly laid as to withstand the natural forces that br~ught 

reversion to the original type and whether its civilisation could 

' be effectively assimilated by. a great and infinitely devers~ied 

population. The lesson of history was grim. The result of 
! 

Alexander's conquest.'.was based on the political principle of 
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amalgamating his subjects L~to one people by permanent institutions, 

and thus infusing into them some elements of the Hellenic character. 

But the mixture of Macedonians, Greeks, and natives in the c9nquered 

countries was very incomplete. They ~nerally formed separ~te 

classes in society and the general result was rather to lowe~ the 

European than to elevate the Asiatic. 
I 

Some Historians are of the opinion that.the Greeks lost all 
. I 

their moral and intellectual qualities rapidly, so that when;the 

Romans took over Western Asia from the Greeks, they also con~racted 

a corrupting -infection which was fatal to them. Marriages between 

Europe and Asia not only damaged Greece and Rome intellectually and 

morally, but also impoverished the conquerors. The result of 

conferring peace and good government on the Asiatic province~ and 

of stimulatin~ their immense productive capacities were, that the 
~ . . I 

. I 
financial capital of Europe was gradually drawn into Asia, t~at 

I 
I 



great commercial cities arose on the eastern shores of the 

i 
Mediterranean, and that the vast profits of the trade between 

I 

the two continents passed into Asiatic hands. I 

The point worth notice is the prediction that the 
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reappearance of European dominion in Asia, that is, the English 

empire in India, would eventually produce similar results. 

With the revival of peace and industrial security, the drain of 

capital eastward would .again set in and the European w.ould j 

I 

discover that he had been enriching the Asiatic at a heavy 1loss 

to himself. It was observed that at Calcutta and Bombay, the 

native merchants were prospering at the expense of the foreigner, 
' 

whom they were likely to oust sooner or later. It was 

prophesied by some historians that the produce and manu:f'actures."] 

i 
of Asia would seriously affect European industries whenever the 

I 
methods and machinery of the West was imported into Easte~ 

countries. It was believed that the state of commercial , 

exchanges, whereby England had managed.to secure a balance :in her 

favour, was artificial and could no.t last long. 

Lyall's conclusion, from the writings and opinions of 

those who had studied the earlier periods of European domiriation 

.in the East were, firstly, that the rule of the Macedonian,· the 
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Roman and the Byzantine Greek whiie they lasted, was each in! a 

very high degree beneficial to Asia. Secondly, Asiatic conquests 

in Western countries had done far more harm .than good to Europe. 

On a comparison of benefits to the world's civilisation, the: 

balance of advantage was ent~rely on the side of the Eastern! 

continent. 
I 

I Thirdly, Roman Imperialism was thoroughly succe~sful 
I 

in Europe and it had las~ing effect·s. The assimilation of the 
I 

Western nations, by the Romans, was complete and their amalg~mation 

under the Empire was cemented by ~he triumph of Christianity. On 

the other hand, Roman dominion did not succeed in the East in 

terms of assimilation. Lyall agreed with Arnold who said, ~'the 

fundamental dualism of East and West ••• was never really overcome."1 

From the comparison of ancient with modern imperialism, . . 
~11 thus extracted the profitable lesson, that European civiliza-

tion in Asia had never survived the disappearance of European 

d 
. . 2 omml.on. And this was the lesson he w.anted to convey to the 

Western educated classes who were demanding self-government for 

India. A firm and well ordered government was the basis of:all 

nationa+ progress. Then followed the elevation of the general 

standard of intelligence, as a result of the spread of the highest 

1. Arnold, Studies of Roman Imperialism. Quoted in Iqall ••• 
op.cit. p·.115. 

2. ·Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia 1 op.cit., p.130. 
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learning, literature· and physical sciences, which are essential 

to the cement of the political fabric, and are also indispensable 

elements for the permanence of civilisation. The Romans were 

consummate administrators, they organised their Asiatic provinces 

on a system, and by methods, civil and militar,y, which resembled 

in many curious details those which were adopted by the Eng+ish 

in India. But it was the Hellenic civilization, protected~and 

prospering under the Ro~n empire,which gave durability to the 

era of European dominion in Asia. After several centuries, when 

the Byzantine power in the East was overthrown by the 'Mohammedan' 

conquests; it was succeeded by a government that despised and 
I 

rejected the sciences, philosophies, and.letters of the Wes~.' 
I 

It restored a period of intolerance, ignorance and misrule. I 
1 I 

According to Renan, the decadence of the 'Mohammedan' stat~s, the 

intellectual nullity and impoverishment of their people in ¢ountries 
. . 

once flourishing and progressive were due entirely to the c~ntempt 

with which all scientific culture had fallen since the light of 

Western civilization was extinguished. This was the lesson of 

histor,y which Lyall wanted the 'half-educated classes' in I~dia, to 

take to heart. The half-educated Indians believed that so~e 

1. Quoted in Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia', p.l30. 



acquaintance with the English language and literature and so~ 

aptitude as writers, authorised them to disparage, decry and
1 
to 

even aim at supplanting a gover.nment on whose will and power~ 
the nascent civilization of their country entire~ depended.: 

I 

Lyall believed that the withdrawal of England's guidance and; 
! 

control would re-open the floodgates of war-like invasion an~ 
I 

internal confusion, which had hitherto retarded the developm~nt 

·of culture and civilization d.n India.1 

After the rapid expansion of European dominion in Asi~ 

and Africa during the nineteenth century, the twentieth cent~y 

opened with a policy of non-aggression and the preservation o~f 

the status guo. One of the strongest military powers in the! 
I 

West, Russia, met its match in the farthest East, not only oni 

land, but on the sea. The sudden appearance o£ Japan as a 

formidable sea-power was a strange and portentious phenomenon
1 

for a watcher of the political horizon like Lyall. Referrin~ to 

the Russo-Japanese war of 1903, Lyall said:- "In the first year ., 
of the present century a competent observer of the tendency of 

I 
affairs in Asia might have been justified in believing that 

-I 
Russia and England held the future destinies of the continent, 

almost entirely in their own hands. He might have predicted 
I 

1. Quoted in Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia', p.130. 
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I 
I 

that these two might,y nations would sooner or later come into 
I 
I 

violent conflict, which would determine the desti~ of 

surrounding kingdoms, and that from West to the Far East th~ 
I 
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spread of European dominion would be thenceforward irresistible. 

!1 
No· one can now venture on any such presumptuous. forecast ••• '~ 

' I. 
Only in the Far East, where Japan and China had held out 

. I 

. i 
against l!.'uropean domination and had preserved their national 

. I 
independence, had indigenous talent fo~d free sc6pe. _The jworld 

I 
saw what Japan had achieved and what she continues to achieV,e. 

I 
Likewise, we have still to see what China may accomplish wh~never 

I . 

her forces are organised and her administration shall have ~een 

reformed. .There are numerous disadvantages which arise ou~ of 
I 
I 
I 

foreign domination. Political tutelage suppresses natio~ vigour 
. I 

or the subject populations ~ exempting them from the rough ~g 
of necessity. It forces them into grooves not always adapted to 

I 
I 

their distinctive types. It has a tendency towards the imppverish-
1 

ment of national character. The history of Asia shows ·that! in the 
I 

past times, she has produced men of commanding genius, able ~lers, 
. : 

I 

leaders of great armies, and above all, the founders of the 1 

i 
. I 

religions that have conquered the world spiritually. In la~er 

days, these great men had no successors. The predominationiof 

1. Lyall, 'The Political Situation in Asia', The Edinburgh Review, 
July, 1906, No.417, p.24&. 



European ascendancy seemed to have stifled the growth of em~ent 

ability. The atmosphere was uncongenial to the development of 

extraordinar,y personalities. 

In the sixteenth century the empires of India, .Persia; and 

1.79 

i 
Turkey were equal in ,.,ealth and military power to the contemporary 

I 

ldngdoms af the first class in Europe.
1 But in Lyall 1 s time, 

I 
there was no ruler in Western Asia who could venture to disregard 

the dictates of the European cabinets - Japan and China being the 

only two nations in the Far East to have maintained their s~parate 

entities. 

. I 

i 
It was recorded by some historians that during the 

I . 

I 

nineteenth century, the political and economic decline of the 
I 

Muslims had assumed alarming dimensions, that there was no sign of 

their pulling themselves together as a nation and that.near+y two-

thirds had lost their individuality under foreign supremacy~ It 

does ·not seem to have occurred to them that this decadence was 

mostly due to the effect af foreign supremacy. 

Lyall's forecast was tthat 1 the twentieth century was to wit-
1 

ness the organised effort of Asia to shake off the European;incubus 1 •
2 

I 

The. first decade o£ the present century, which Lyall observJd in his 

lifetime was a period o£ pe roeptible unrest throughout Asia. The 
. . ! 

1. Lyall, 'The Political Situation in Asia', op.cit., p.259. 

2. Lyall, 'The c·ontlict of: Colour', Edinburgh Review, Apztil 1911, 
No.436, p.224. 



ideas and aspirations of Nationalism had begun to percolate into 
I 

Asia:, where they started undermining the traditional despot~sms. 

These ideas were particularly saturating the countries in Sputh 
. I 

Asia, which were under European dominion. The consequences 
I 

were rapid because the South Asian regions happened to be i~ 

possession of those European nations whose government at h~e 

was in form and spirit pop~l.a.r, if not democratic -.England, 
I 

France and Holland, while their dependencies were still under a 
. I 

system of modified autocracy.1 The general tendency of all·the 

modern influences had been to stir·up and sharpen latent differ-
; 

ences of race and religion throughout Asia, and among the peoples 

under European rulership to give an increasing political sitnifi

cance to the primordial distinction of natural colour.2 
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One remarkable feature of Lyall's time was that the ir!fluence 

of Asiatic complications upon European politics was increasing •. 

The general unrest in Eastern countries was connected with ti. 
. I 

' 
growing impatien.Qe of Western ascendancy and cbminion over them. Not 

long ago it was generally anticipated that the Kingdoms of A:sia were 

too weak to resist the forces, moral and material, of the we:st., and 
. I 

that it only remained with the powerful governments of Europ~ to 

1. Lyall, 'The Conflict of Colour', Edinburg}! Review, April 1911, 
No.436, p •. 420. 

2. ibid. 



agree among themselves upon questions of control or territo~ial 

partition. But ~all observed that Western civilization, 

authoritatively imposed upon Asia, had defeated its own end~, so 

far as it was expected to _secure European predamjnance.1 

While European Cabiriets were disputing and arguing, the 
i 

Asiatic~ ~ere taking lessons in the arts of war and peace. They 
i 
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had been arming and educating themselves; they had been im~orting 

industrial.and military machinery from European workshops. : In 

short they had learnt the value of organised administration,and 

they desired, rather prematurely, to be rid of their maste~l 

2 I 
teachers. At one extremity of Asia the Russians had realised, to 

I 

their cost, the ~onsequence of these movements, at the other end were 

to be seen, a revolution in Turkey which was discarding a ~spotism 

whose misrule provoked foreign interference and was endangering the 

integrity of the empire; Eastward of Turkey the Persians w~re 

making a boid attempt to introduce representative institutions, and 

in India the English were c on:fronted by the difficulties which 

encompassed a government which undertook radical reforms. In short 

the Asiatic people, who had been copying and importing the ipventions, 

ideas, and methods of the West, were departing from their ancient ways. 

I 

1. Lyall, 'The Political Situation in Europe', Edinburgh ~view, 
Januar.y.l909, No.427, p.250. , 

2. ibid. 



They were setting out upon new paths under inexperienced leaders. 

However, it was yet to be seen whether the conceptions of 

citizenship in a state, of nationalities united by patrioti~m, 

which lay at the toundat~on of firm political architecture ~ 
' 

t.\lrope, were sufficiently advanced in Asia"< to overcome the : 
I 

obstacles presented by infinite divisions af race and religton. 

At aey rate, Lyall expected a vast transformation of ..flsia 
I 

during the twentieth century, which was to multiply and coml>licate 
i 

political problems in Europe. The ease and rapidity af communica-

tiona by sea and land across the world, effected by t.\lrope~ energy 

and capital, had thrown down the barriers that had kept the tour 

continents apart for centuries, and had let loose upon Amerl.ca and . ! 
the British Colonies a flood af Asiatic migration. Hitherto the 

' 
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broad waters af the Pacific had separ~ted the·half-peopled lands of 

the Far West from the overcrowded countries of the Far East~ . Since 

on one side there was a necessary demand for labour, and on the 

other an inexhaustible supply, the natural antipathy af di:ff'erent 

races was sharpened by a conflict of interests. On this shbject 

Lyall said:- "And it the time is near when the policy of Asiatic 
! 

states will be supported by organised armies, when Chinese kd 

Japanese navies will ride in Eastern waters, all international,·_:relations 

' 
will need readjustment to a much more intricate calculation of the 



1 I 
bal.ance of the worl.d's power." By 1.909, Japan had concluqed 

! 
two engagements, one with Great Britaint: the other with the 

United States of America. The former treaty had indirectly 

aided the Japanese in their resistence to the advance of Ru~sia 
I 
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toward their frontier. The latter agreement included a re~iprocal 
' 

guarantee of China's territorial. integrity, providing for th,e free 

and peaceful. development of both nations in the Pacific •. it 
I 

I 
marked an·important departure of America from the traditio~l 

policy of· that government, and it signa.lised the entry of Am
1
erica 
I 

on the stage of Asiatic diplomacy and connected tl;le Western , 

I 

continent with the ravelled politics of the Eastern world, a:s Lyall 
I 

remarked:- "The electric chain which transmits all round t:)le 

earth any vibration of jarring interests or disquieting inci~ents 

2 is now complete.••. 

According to Lyall., English Imperialism encountered unprecedente~. 

difficulties in India. Previously, in the Western continent
1 
the 

assimilation of r~ces broug..ht under the Roman sovereignty wa~ easy 
I 

and natural. Roman Imperialism was favoured by certain con~itions 
. ! 

and circumstances, by the .absence of religio~s antagonism, and by 

1.. Lyall, 'The Political Situation in Europe', op.cit., p.251. 

2. ~-



a certain general affinity of the EUropean population. On ~.e 

other hand, conditions and circumstances in India were very different . I 
' 

and extremely complicated. Lyall mentioned James Bryce's '1tudies 

in History and Jurispendence' , where reference was ~e to t~ 

'centripetal and centrifugal forces' which could advance or retard 
! 

the acco...Tilplishment of national unity, partiClllarly the tendencies to 

disruption that may oppose or even defeat amalgamation under ~ne State. 
I 

Bryce emphasized the importa.?J.ce of the obstacles presented by: differences 
I 
! 

of race, religion, and language, but he believed that these d.;i.sruptive 

forces could be overcome gradually by a skilful adaptation to1 cir~ 

stances of cansititutional methods. 
I 

Where religion:'aiid langu~e had 

ceased to divide a population, social intercourse and inter-marriage 

could operate effectively towards promoting a fusion. "But"_, Bryce 

added, "in one set of cases no fusion is possible, and this s~t farms 

the despair of the Statesmen; it presents a problem which no~ constitution 

has yet solved. It is the juxtaposition on the same soil of,races of 

different colour". 

Bryce regards this ' juxtaposition' as a recent phenomenon in 
i 

history. In the past, ·prejudices of colour were strong eno~ to 
I 

prevent social intercourse and intermarriages. Under the Roman Empire, 
I 

for instance, access to high offices of State BJOOng the Italians and 
I 

Hellenised Asiatics was quite common. Iqall thought it was II19st 
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unfortunate that this single problem, which no consititution1had 

hitherto solved, was the one conf'ronted by the English in India. 

The English empire, was a case of modern Imperialism, which was to 
- I 

be tested in circumstances particularly unfavourable. 1 
: 
I 

Some economic factors also created d.if'ficul t problems for the 
. I 

English in Indi_a. The introduction of swift and sure means· of communi-

cation between Europe and Asia caused general economic unrest in India. 

The capitalist adventures of the West brought a flood of che~p manu-

facture:s::: in the country. This was inevitably ruinous to the weaker, 
I 

more backward, and less concentrated, arts and crafts of the natives. 

' 
The countr,y was inundated by goods of third rate quality wrdqh easily 

displaced commodities produced by slow handiwork •.. It was easy to 
I 

I prove t:b.at railways, factories and public works found emplo~nt for 

I 
a very great number of labourers and artisans. But the decay of 

I 

I· ancient callings and the shifting.of population were painful:processes. 
I 

The higher forms of Indian art, with their delicate organismS, were 
I 
I 

nin..1'ling a great risk of being crushed by the rough competitiqn of the 
• . I 

I 

markets. For the pure economist, these changes were natural1and 

necessary. 
I 

For ~all who was interested in politics and state-craft, 
I 

this period of _transition was a period of perceptible unrest.· He could 
I 
I 

1. Lyall, 'European Dominion in Asia', op.cit., p.ll7. 



see ver,y clearly that these economic changes were modifying 

I 
I 
I 

the 
i 

whole structure of _native society. They were leading to a 4~sin-

tegration of the old, traditional groups which marked off trades, 
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professions, and industries, into separate communities, and qer~ditary 

castes embedded in the religious and family life of India. 

Lyall thought that the tremendous problem before the En$lish was 

to superintend these inevitable processes of transition. 

could not possibly evade the duty of protecting the. weak, 

The Government I . 
: 

and of 
I 
r 

arbitrating between ill-matched powers and interests. He knew that 

in the contentment and confidence of the land-ovming classes:- which 

included a vast number of very small proprietors, the British Government 

found its essential elements of stabilit,y. And serious consecpences 

could follow by mishandling the problem, ·and by disturbing these 

1 
elements. I 

Another difficulty, for the English in India, lay in th~ maria.gement 
r 

of such a vast Empire by a Civil Service. Lyall thought that the-

Civil Service alone could not tackle the complicated political situation 
I 

The government of a great empire. by an official hierarchy 
I 

in India. 

provided little outlet for the reasonable ambitions of the educated 

natives for prominence in the sphere of national politics. r Bureaucracy 

was inadequate,for it was not in the nature or within the prbvince of 

1. Lyall: 'Government of t.P.e Indian Empire', op.cit., p.32. 
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even the most. skilful and experienced officials to command popularity 

and to lead public opinion. 1 The Government of India was based on 

a system which was essentially administrative, and in no way political. 

The officers were out of touch with the people, employed all day in 

their offices, working mechanically. The result was centr~lization 

which Lyall had always considered a great danger of Imperial: rule 

over wide areas and vast populations. The transfers of the officers 
I 

from place to place was much too frequent. The age of retirement 
I 
I 

was 55, and under this rule, an officer of established merit; and abil'i ty, 
I 

was often taken away just when his ripened experience, his l~ong inter-

course with the natives, and the moderation and judgement trUly acquired, 

were of great value to the State. 2 

According to Lyall, another problem for England was the presence 

of Muslims in India. The Muslim formed a considerable mind,rity of 

the whole population and 'Islam had always been a sti:ff and ~ielding 
I 

obstacle to alien innovations, it stood firm as a rock again,st the 

assaults of new ideas and antagonistic beliefs~ 3 ~11 came·to the 

disheartening conclusion that the task 'imposed upon Europe ·Of civilis-
I 

ing Asia was formidable' • The problem of reconciling the:U; own Muslim 

I 
1. ]Qall: 'The Conflict of Colour', Edinburgh Review, AP,ril 1911, 

No.436, p.432. i 
2. 'Lyall to MOrley', 28th May, 1907, MOrley Collection, D-573/43/C. 

. I 

3. Lyall: 'The Political Situation ~Asia', Edinburgh Re:view, 
July, 1906, No.417, p. 253. · 
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subjects to European ascendancy was already found sufficient~y arduous 
,. 

by the three governments, England, Russia and France, which were· chiefly 
I 

concerned in solving it.1 Lyall never took to the MUslimS
1
and thought 

that their presence in India created another problem for England. 

Lyall's first ~d foremost suggestion to improve relations be~een 

India and England came as early as 1884.. He advised that the question 

of the English Empire in India should not be debated upon op~y. The 
I 
I 

fact that the English possessed a great and distant empire, ~fected 

'some minds with a sense of timidity, and with a kind of fa~t-hearted 

contrition' while it affected stronger minds with 'a weighty sense of 
! 

grave responsibility, and even with sincere doubts as to the :morality 

of their domination to keep what they held'. Lyall thought :it was 

difficult to give a proof of the legitimacy of the English gfernment 
I 

in India to those who questioned it on moral grounds. And it1 was most 

inexpedient, to argue this question upon the basis of reason ~ 

utility. On this point, he said:-

" •••• to ericourage the disposition. • • • in England and .... in :f;>arts 
I 

of I:ndia, of'treating the morality of our rule in India as an pPen 

question of ethics, will only lead the discussion away 'into a
1 
region 

of fallacies, illusions and disappointments. The plain fact of conquest 

not only silences but satisfies the warlike races of India, vv~ 

1. Lyall: 'The Political Situation in Asia', op.cit., p.257. 
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submi. t willingly. • • • to a strong a.I".d just government, and who i are 

no mean judges of pol:itical realities •••• ••• However essential it 

ma;y be to keep constantly before our eyes the mor~ purpose r!fnning 

through the existence and conservation o~ our dominion in rncp.a, yet 
I 

to stake our title to this great possession upon grounds of mbrality 
. I 

or temporary expediency, is to risk it upon an unstable, becau~ always 

questionable, foundation. n
1 

I 
In order to achieve better relations ~etween India and ~land, 

Lyall wanted tbe government to attend to the economic unrest ~n the 

country. Bearing in mind. that finance v.ras the mainspring of :admini-
I 

strative .mechanism, Lyall advocated great caution in the formUlation 
I 

of the financiai policy. Some Englishmen had been prone, like Sir 
I 

John Strachay, to excessive ~liance on the material benefits ~hich 

English rule had conferred upon India. Material advantages ,ere treated 

as a reasonable justification for English supremacy, and it was considered, 
I 
I 

that they secured to foreign rule a fair working popularity. , Lyall, 

on the other hand, point~d out that the English in India shoulfi take 

full account of the effervesce!l..ce of new ideas, which were gaihing 
! 

ground day by day. He thought that the natives accepted BritiSh 

rule either with 'reluctance or indifference'. 'If they con~nted 

to be hustled onward along the road ofo mor~ and material progress, 

it was chiefly on condition that they were not required 'to pay much 

1. Lyall: 'Government a£ the Indian Errpire', pP.38-39· 
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I ' 

for the blessings that were showered on them' • He cautioned the 
I 

Government of India to deal very cautiously with all measures, of fiscal 
I 

enhancement. 1 . In exchange far protect~on from fareign invJion,· and 

intern~ peace - the two main benefits of British rule ~ich *ere really 
I 

appreciated - the natives were willing to allow the British a:free 
I 

hand in governing them. But Lyall lmew that ' the price whicf the 

natives cared to pay must not be exorbitant, and its weight mJst be 

adroitly distributed. 2 

Lyall was struck. by the fact that in India the public inqome 

from 18na. had always been the chief mainstay of . the State' s finances. 

Since a great majority of the population subsisted by agriculture, tle 
! 

just and skilful management of Land-Revenue was of great impor,tance 

to the welfare of' every government and of' people.3 In view \of the 

Russian advance which was mch discussed in the sOs·, Iurali th~ht it 

was all the more essential for the British to make satisfacto~ settle-
' 

ments of Land-Revenue. This was the most effective neans of ~eeping 
I 

India attached to England. On grounds of political expediency, the 

Government must forego certain demands of fiscal enhancement. A 

policy of light taxation was favoured by Lyall. 

1. Lyall: 'Government of the Indian Empire', p-32. 

2. Lyall: 'Twelve Years of Indian Government', p.16. 

3· Lyall: The Rise and Expansion of British Dominion ·in India, 
London, 1910, p.38lr. · · 



In order to avoid the evils af Bureaucracy which had re~u~ted 

in over-centralization, I.Qall suggested that the Provincial g:overn-
' I 
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ments and the native states should be left to their own devices. Some 
I 

reforms should be introduced into the Civil Service. Transfbrs of 
I 
I 

the civil servants should be made less frequent. The rule regarding 
. I . 

the retirement of the officers at the age of 55 shOuld not be rigidly 

enf:orced. · Lyall's experience showed him that the natives invariably 
I 

preferred the older officers to the younger men; they had mo~e 
I 

confidence in the. former. 1 Apart from Ci·vil Serv:i.ce refo~, Lyall 

pointed out that the best insurance against the uncertainties :or the 
I 
i . 

::·:ruture would be found in taking the highest native talent and ,capacity 

into partnership, in enlarging the Indian share of Imperial duties 

and responsibilities. 
I . 

This was, however, to be a gz:_adual process. 

Lyall warned the native politicians to be patient and moderate! in 
i 

their demands, for nothing could be WD!t'se than 1 precipitation in 

politics'. To t..'lle Indian patriot, Lyall gave the e~le of 
1 
a Frer..ch-

I 

man who had witnessed the consequences, in his oWn. country, of 1 drastic 

political changes that 'En r~volution les honnetes gens sont t¢ujours 

/ 

balayes'. Here Lyall made a shrewd observation. He said:- : 

. I 
"It is morally certain that, whatever changes may be made in t.qe 

form of Asiatic governments, the strongest men in a coun~ - those 
I 

1. 'Lyall to Morley', 28th May, 1907. Morley Collection, op.:cit. 



who act roughly and resolutely - will still be uppermost"'!-
I 

It was 

I 

therefore essential for the native politicians to learn the act of 

representative government gradually, and not pres~ the demands for 

representative institutions too hard. 
I 

A premature transfer pf power, 

from the English to the natives, might lead the country to revert tO 

its ancient, autocratic, and totalitarian tradition. 

Despite the fact that the English dominion in India was being 
I 

tested tmder circumstances particularly unfavourable, Iqall tf:!ought 

there was still hope for a successful outcome. He had no.intention 
I 

of abandoning the enterprise in despair. He pointed out that,: Ina.l"JiY 

of the 'attractive forces' (which according to Bryce, drew to~ether 

diverse races under one state," and counteracted the centrifugal and 

disruptive tendencies) were already operating towards cementing the 

relations between India and England. .Among these binding forces "llvere 
I 
I 
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the material interests- the spread of industry, the security pf propert,y, 
I 

the national wealth increased on both sides by a prosperous co~rce, 
I 

light custom:.; duties, safe, easy and swift intercommunication, 1 the 
I 

introduction of good laws and administration of justic~ and the devolution 
. I 

I 
of representative self-government by the establishment of local 

i 

legislatures. All these were solid benefits accruing to Indi~ from 
I 

the English connection, and on this connection they all depended for 
I 

1. Lyall: 'The ·Conflict of Colour', Edinburgh Review, April, 1911, 
No.436, p.438. 



their permanency. The legal and constitutional reforms were slowly 
! 

moulding the intelligence of the people to a habitual conc~~ion of 

government by impartial and ~stematic procedure. Lyall tholJ,ght 
I 

that the visible changes JIB.de in all classes of the populatipn by 

the firm and regular· enforcement of law was a fact of great ~alue to 
I 

political philosophy. It was an evidence of the power wnich good 
I 

legislation could exert over morals. The national prosperitY and 

welfare of India were due to its association with England. 

Lyall expressed the hope of a permanent relation betwee~ India. 

and England. The history of England showed him that his na~on, had, 

from time to time, made original· discoveries in the domain of science, 
I 
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and had also led the way in the field of practical politics. I Represen-
. . I 

tative iJlstitutions, parliamentary control, limit~d monarcey, may be 

said to have been invented and developed within the British +sles. 

They had served as the patterns on which Europe and America had reformed . i 

their.own machinery of government. In the case of the Indian Empire, 

the English were once aga·in found at the head of a great pol~tical 

adventure. They had to act as pioneers in a reg:i,on hitherto ·unexplored. 

The English were endeavouring to consolidate their Oriental tknpire 

upon a foundation of liberal institutions. 1 I 

The task was of unpreceden-

ted difficulty, and it was to test the inventive genius of the most 

1. Lyall: 'European Dominion in Asia', p.ll6. 



skilful and experienced political architect, nevertheless, it could 

be accomplished with success. The English could set another- example 

in the art of government, by retaining India in close contact with 

England. 

The final gift of history for Lyall was clear-sightedness, for 

which he admired Warren Hastings more than for anything else, He 

commented, "his faculty of looking through and beyond tre pa!;si.r.g 

clouds of adverse circumstances and accidental failure by which men 

are so easily blinded and dispirited, and of fixing his eyes steadily 

on the main chances and essential conditions of success. He saw not 

only the sea of troubles which encompassed the English in India, but 
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the calm and open waters that were to be reached by resolute. and. skil

ful navigation. So long as he could keep the vessels head straight 

on the point to which he had set her, neither waves nor wind:,· nor 

a mutiny o~ board could wrench the helm from his straining hands. 111 
- I 

i 
It was with the help of this gift of clear-sightedness and 

'skilful navigation' that Lyall hoped to secure the English?osition 

I 

in India. He felt he could say with confidence, "We are qui~e safe 
I 

in India if we make no blunders". 
2 

---------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Lyall: Warren Hastings, London, 1920, p.l83. 

2. Durand: Lyall, p.l65. 



CONCLUSION 

I have found the study of Lyall. a fascinating pursuit
1

• 

·He was an individual - a class by himself, and by no means easy 
. I 

to understand. Just·as white gradually merging into black! 
I 

yields a grey colour which is neither pronounced nor distinct, 

so is Lyall a man who was continuously vacillating between two 

extremes, no~ 

with either. 

I 

' 
touch~g one, now the other, but never id.enti~al 

I 
His other colleagues, for instance Sir John 
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Strachey and Sir Henry Cotton, could be said to have belong~d to 
I 

a well-defined political group, but this is not the case with 

~11 whose name is not linked with any one' political groupior 

event of historical importance. Why this is so is easily 

understood .• Sir John Strachey and Sir Henry Cotton were 

administrators first and foremost, and men of action. 
I 

Sir Alfred Lyall, on the other hand, was fundamentally a thinker 
I 

and a man of ideas. His greatest contribution was to the I. 

theoretical aspect of Anglo-Indian administration rather than to 
I 

its practical side. If we have gained insight into the ch~racter 

of this reflective man this fact would hardly surprise us. 
I 
I 

Lyall was not a man who took things for granted. He·had 

an analytic mind which probed into the secret recesses. of t:b,.e 

spirit of the East. 
I 

He made an effort to understand thing~ 
I 

alien to his race and culture. Like Maine he wished to 



I 
penetrate through superficial layers o~ rash prejudices and~ 

perceive the human reality beneath. The comment that he got 
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to the back o~ the Oriental mind is,no doubt, based on a great 

deal o~ truth and observation. I would, however, challengf it 

on one ground. A very large area o~ the Orient meant the 

Muslim world, and with due respect to his erudition and 

experience, I would like to point out that Lyall did not really 

deal ~airly with the. Muslims. He was enthralled by the 

mysticism of' Hinduism and could justify its institutions. 

sang lyric praises of' the Chinese culture and civilization. 

I 
! 
:He 

I 

All 

he could think of as a suitable comment upon the Muslims was: that 

they were good warriors. I have my doubts wheth~r h~ meant even 

this to be a compliment. His criticism of Muslims is 
' 

pedestrian and hardly in conformity with his critical habit: of' 

mind. It surprises me how he could have overlooked, while i 

! 
expressing his distaste f'or the Muslims, the invaluable contribu-

tions made by them to the quest f'or knowledge in various spheres. 

P. K. Hitti, a notable historian, observes that Muslim! 
I 

Spain wrote one of the brightest chapters in the intellectua~ 

history of mediaeval Europe. Between the middle of the 

eighteenth and the beginning of the thirteenth centuries the· 

Arabic-spe~ing'peoples were the main bearers of' the torch of 



culture and civilization throughout the world. They were the 
I 
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medium through which ancient science and philosophy were recovered, 
I 

supplemented and transmitted. in such a way as to make possible the 

renaissance of Western Europe. The crowning achievement of the 
I 

intellectual class of Arabs in Spa~ was in the realm of philo-
1 

sophie thought. Here they 'formed the strongest link in the 
I 
' I 

chainwhich transmitted Greek philosophy, as transmuted.by ~hem 

and their Eastern co-religionists, to the Latin West, adding 
I 

their own· contribution, especially in reconciling faith and· 

reason, religion and science. Philosophy as developed by ~he 
I 

Greeks and monotheistic religion as evolved by the Hebrew pr.ophets 
I 

were the richest legacies of the ancient West and the ancie~t East. 
I 

It is to the eternal glory of mediaeval Muslim thinkers of ; 
I 

Baghdad and Andalusia that· they reconciled these two current's of 

thought and passed them on harmonised into Europe. This influx 

into Western Europe of a body of new ideas, marks the ·beginn~g of 

the end of the 'Dark Ages' in Europe and the dawn of scholas~ic 

period kindled by contact wit~ Arab thought and quickened by!fresh 
' 

1 . acquaintance with ancient Greek lore. 

Lord Duff.erin too freely admitted the fact that it was'to 
I 

Mussalman Science, Mussalman Art and to Mussalmen literatureithat 

1. Hitti, Philip Khuri: Historr of the Arabs, fifth edi~ion, 
London, 1953, see Chapter XL, 'Intellectual Contributions.' 

! 
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Europe has been in a great measure indebted for its extricat~on from 
i 

the darkness of the Middle Ages. 1 

In view of historical evidence it can only be said regretfully 

that Lyall, despite his reputation for having a keen perception of the . ! 

"Oriental Mind" did not in fact give the MUslims due credit. He saw 

them only as blood thirsty warriors not as a people with a heritage 

of knowledge and noble tradition. 

Lyall was a protagonist of the Imperial creed of ·"his t::ime and 
i 

age. Even so he was too calm a man to be 'swept too .far by the stream 
I 

of rash energetic activity' which was commonly termed Imperi~ism. 
. . 

He believed in Imperialism, not in proclaiming it upon houset~s but 
! 

in practising it quietly. He did not favour the obt:rusive arid 
I 

aggrandizing tactics of Imperialism. His attitude was defen~ive. He 

believed in conserving and consolidating the Empire but was ~ainst the 

idea of further annexations. Throughout his life he believeq. in the 
I 

prevention of the dissolution of the English supremacy. In 'this way 

he was no less than any other "die-hard" imperialist. But ~o far as 
I 

acquisition of further territories was concerned he was oppoJed 1D such 

an idea. He cited the example of Aurangzeb whose cqnquest of: South 
I 

India was a grave miscalculation and the expansion of whose ~ire 
I 

1. Dufferin: Speeches delivered in India, 1884.-8, London,; 1890, 
p.24. 
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proved fatal to its stability. He had seized more than he could hold 

1 
and wisdom,thought Lyall,. lay in learning from his exa.rnple. , 

I would like to mention in passing one of the recent judge.mehts 

made about Lyall. It has been said in cannexion with him that ·empires 

are not built qy men who see both sides of a question. 2 If the 

'buildi.ng of the empire' merely means conquest and anneY..ation, then 
I 

the remark has some legitimate ba.sis. But if we take the 'building c£ 
I 
I 

the empire' in its wider connotation, we can say with certitude that 
! 
I 

Lyall's share in the consolidation of the English empire·of India is 

as much, or even more, than any other earnest and entlnl.siastic Imperialist. 
I 

He was a quiet man who worked quietly. Nevertheless he made, a reaJL 

contribution to tP.e cause of his country. Men like him act as an 
i 

invaluable factor in sobering the over-eager, and tempering the over
i 

rash, schemes of Empire-building. To build an Empire is not 1 easy but 
. I 

having built it' to retain it is more dif'ficul t. Lyall was men tally 

equipped to give expert guidance on the principles of succesSful 
I 

domination. He constantly advised caution and moderation in:applying 
I 

Western methods to an Oriental society for he feared this -woUld lead 
.I 

to a disintegration of the Empire. 

Kipling ·~ote "Ea.St is East and West is West, And never the 
I 
I 

twain shall meet". Lyall too believed in the funda,mental dUalism 

1. Lyall: 'The Moghul Empire', The Cambridge M~dern Histbr;y, Vol. VI, 
London, 1934, p.p52. 1 

2. Woodr:uf'f: The Men Who Ruled India, The Guardiall§ P• 74~ 
I 
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! 
of the East and the West. He knew how incomprehensible the:ways of the 

' , I 
West seemed to the people of the East and the ways of the Ea~t to the 

people of the West. One of the conclusions he arrived at after his 

study of the Orient was that accuracy was abhorrent to the Oriental 

mind, while the West delighted beyond all things in symmetry and 

i 
accuracy. Being and Imperialist, he recognised the part pl~d by 

political power in the advance of civilization. But while determining 
I 

progress, he found 

could be measured. 

it necessary to fix some standards by whibhprogress 

He believed that Westem Standards couldl not act 
I 

' I 
as an accurate measure for Eastern ~inds. To him it was, therefore, 

essential to ascertain, with care and caution, the consequences which 

could ensue by the enforcement of any such arbitrary measures and 

standards. If fatalism, natural conservatism and ignorance bould lead 

the uneducated natives to reject Western ideas, the highly educated 

natives often re:t'uf!ed to accept Western standards because they seemed 

too materialistic to satisfy their spiritualistic outlook. Surendranath 

Banerjea once remarked 'the English ere stupid and. ignorant,l and 
I 
I 

therefore wholly unfit to govern India'~ Keeping in mind the 
I 
I 

differel"'.ces between the East and West, Izy'all was never tired of 
•, 

reiterating the need for caution and foresight. He felt that the 
I 
I 

best way of retaining India under English Supremacy was never to lose 

I 
sight of the fundamental disparities between East and West. In this 
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he exhibits an insight possessed by few imperialists and goes to 
I 

show his wisdom and understanding. 

He was a man who had read history to some purpo.se. He ~ew that 

I • 'not even the wisest and the most lm.mane of princes, if' he b~:·t an all.en 

in race, in customs and religion can ever win the hearts of the people'. 
I 
I . 

He studied the history of_Imperial Rome and applied the rele~ant know-
' 
I 

ledge gained from it to the conditions prevalent in India_. He was 
I 

sensitive to political movew~nts and drew several analogies ~egarding . I 
I . 

I 

the situation in India and in the countries of the West. History 

helped him to understand things better • In the light of the past 

.. he found it easy to corrprehend the present and make forecast~ about the 
I 

future. He did so with remarkable accuracy, for Lyall, wi th 1 his 

penetrating mind, missed very little. 

I:r we gather the various threads of his political ide~~ we can 

construct his political theory with regard to the governance· of India. 

Briefly speald.ng Lyall's end was the retention of the Empire I of India. 

I 
The means suggested by him were limited education of a small1and 

I 

carefully selected number of natives, indianization of services on a 

limited scale, decentralization and a limited degree of selflgovernment. 

By employing these means he hoped to secure the British position in 

India. He wanted only a very small number from the influent~al classes 

to receive education. He was against a wholesale education for natives 



for he feared that a general awakening of the masses would mpst 
' 

certainly endanger the English hold over India.. A1 though on~ moral 

refused educ~tion to 
I 

grounds a man of Lyall' s calibre would not hB;ve 

i 
the uncouth natives of India, but being an Imperialist, he cpill.d not 

afford to be so altruistic. He opposed the idea of widespread 

education, for the Empire was dearer to hi.s heart~ than the r~: :· 

enlighte:ro.ment of an alien people. He favoured the idea of eatcating 

t~e ·few natives of social rank and prominence so that they could act 

as a medium for supplying information about the general mass.es. A 

few of these carefully selected educated natives were again to be 
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chosen even more carefully for the various services in the government 

of India. On grounds of political expediency, it was essen~ial to have 

some natives in the services to make the government look mo~e represen~ 
. ' 

tative and. to temper its alien character. Decentralizatio~ was the 

most effective means to manage the empire r::£ India. It was only by 

distributing and dividing tile weight of authority that a di~tant and 

unwieldy empire· could be managed. Lyall considered centralization 
i 

a deadly danger to British rule in India. Hence he com tantly pointed 

towards decentralization as being a safeguard. Another meB.ns r::£ 

retaining the empire was by giving the natives a limited share in 

government. Lyall thought that a limited degree of self-goyernment 
I 

could keep the natives quiet. But despite his efforts and l?.oPes Lyall 
I 

feared and foresaw tre complete withdrawal of Europe from A.Jia in the 
I 

i 

twentieth cen~. 
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Lyall. He was a man who had political ideas, who could see both sides 
' 
I 

of the picture, and who was capable of the most a_stonishing p~netrati~n 

into the unknown ~steries of the Orient. He was not decisiv~ by 
I 

temperament. 
I 

His clear reflective mind became an impediment in the 
I 

way of speedy action. He saw - and foresaw - clearly, per hap~ too 
' 

clearly' the actions and reactions of the subjected millions of India. 

He was a man true to the cause of his country but a man who aiso mani-, 
I 

fested a passionate sympat~ for the people of the East. He1was a 

man who knew much, who understood much and who questioned evebthing 
I 

he came across with the i.ilcision and precision of a critic but also 

.with the sensitivity and human sympathy of a poet. I would! like to 

end my s1udy of Sir Alfred Cox:qyn Lyall with a few lines of hi~ own -

characteristic both of his profundity and of the doubt which troubled 

him in all walks<· of: life: 

Is lif'e, then, a dream and delusion, and where shall the, dreamer 
I 

awake? I 
I 

Is the world seen like shadows on water, and what if' the 

mirror b::re8:k.? 

ShaJ.l it pass a camp that is struck, as a tent that is 

I 
gathered and gone? 

From the sands that were lamplit at eve, and at morning 

level and lone? 

are 
I 
I 
i 



Baboo 

Chowkeedar 

Jaganna.th 

Kali 
lfansab 

Maul. vi 

Jlmsalman 

Pacha 

Pundit 

Rupee 

Raj 

Room 

Shivaji Ma.baraj 

Tehsil 

Vedas 

GLOSSARY 

- ' 
Commonly,· an Indian English writing; clerk; 

(contemptuous) half' anglicised ~ian. 
Properly, an Indian gentleman. 

A night guard. 

A Hindu idol anm1all y dragged in prOcession 
on ~ huge car. , 

A Hindu goddess. 
High rank With a title. 

A Muslim pre~her, also a Muslim le~ed 
in ISlamic theology. ! 

. I 

Muslim 

Turkish officer of. high rank, e. g. ~i tQ.y 
commander, governor of province. i · 

A Village or caste council (originally of 
five members) acting as a court of; arbitration. 

Hindu learned in Sanskrit, philo sop~, 
religion and juri~ence. 

Indian monetary unit, par ls.6d. 

Abstracted to mean 'rule'. 

Rome 
. I 

The :Marha tta lel!der. 

' 
The sub-division of a district for revenue 

purposes. 

Ancient Hindu scriptures. 
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Ad, Add Additional. 

Depart- Department. 

Eur European 

Govt Government 

I.e. s. Indian Civil Service 

Lt. -Governor Lieutenant-Governor 

MS, MSS Manuscript,. Manuscripts 

Memo :rvr..emorandum 

No Number 

N.W.P. North-Western Provinces 

Part.P Parliamentary Papers 

-.-p page 

pp pages 

Vol. Volume 



BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

. ! 
' 



AITCHISON 

Sir Charles Uupherston Aitchison ( 1832-1896) joined the 
I 

I.c.s. in ~857, as an assistant in Hissar, a di~;Stri.ct of Noryh-

Wester.n Provinces. Under-Secretary in the political department, 

Secretariat of the Government of India, 1859-1865. AppoinJd 
I 

Deputy-conmissioner, and subsequently .officiated as CoiiiDi.ss~ner of 

Lahore, 1865-1868. Foreign Secretary to _the Government of rtna 

1868-1878. Cbi.ef Commissions- of Burma, 1878-1881. Lt.-Gdvernor . i 

of the PUnjab 1882-1887. A-~very sc.ccessful Governor, popular w1 th 

all classes of the people. Invited by Lord Duf:ferin to jofli the 
' 

Council of the Governor-General in 1887. Also discharged· the 

additional duty of presiding over the Publ~c Service Commiss~on. 
I 

Retired and left India in November, 1888. In 1892, he contrlbuted 
I 

a memoir of Lord Lawrence to Sir William Hunter's 'Rulers of [ndia' 
! 

Series. 
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COTTON 

Sir Henry John Stedman Cotton (1~5-1917). Joined se~ce 

in 1867. Held various civil appointments, mstly in Bengal. 

Under-Secretary to the Government of India 1873. Chief SecrEitary 
I 

1891-9>. ·Chief" Commissioner of Assam 1896-1902. After ret:il:-enent 

became Liberal M.P. 1906-1910. An extremly popular civil s~ant. 

Known as a 'friend of India', ~e who was genuinely sympathetjic 
I 

towards the aspirations of the educated classes. Cotton, Hu:¢e 
I 
I 

and Wedderburn formed an 'Indian group' in England. They eXercised 

a considerable inf~uence on Indian questions. Cotton said "It 
I 

I 

was natural perhaps, that I should assume the foremost place ::i.n the 
! 
I 

Indian group. Around me there were ot~ sun-dried bureaucrats. 
I 

These men supp::l.ied suf'f'icient weight of authority. 11 
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FRERE 

Sir Henry Bartle Edward Frere (1815-1884.). 
I 

I 
In 1834, Fr~e 

received his appointment to a writership in the Bombay Civil Service. 
I 

I 

Appointed Commissioner of Sind in 1850. Frere did much to improve 
I 

the conditions in the backward province of Sind. Went to En~and 

on :furlough in 1856. Returned to his post and was met on his landing 
I 

at Karachi in~ 1857 with the news of the mutiny. ThroughOut the 
I 

anxieties of the time he never for an instant relaxed his effQrts 

for the development of the province. Fre:re appointed Govern¢" at 
I 

Bombay in 1862. Appointed Member of the India Council in 1867. A 

very able and industrious· administrator. In religious op~ns 

Frere was a strong clnlrchman. But he was no bigot, ai1d on several 

' 
occasions he checked missionaries in their zealous efforts to :assert 

Christianity in defiance of the beliefs and prejudices of the ~natives 

of India. 
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Sir Joseph Bampfylde Fuller ( 185ll--1935). Secured first plaoe 
I 
I 
I 

in the competitive examination for the I.c.s. in 1873. He we~t out 

at the end of 1875 to the .N. W.P. am his briJ.li8llCe led to eJly 
I 

' 
promotion. Chief C~ssioner ~Assam 1900. Secretary Rev~e and 

.. . I 
Agriculture Department of the Government of India. Went baok .to Assam 

I . 
. I 

in 1902, as Chief-comnissioner. In October 1905, on the shortllived 
, I 

partition of Bengal, he waa appointed Lt. -Governor of the newly 
I . 

constituted province of E~stern Bengal and Assam. The storm or protest 

and demmciation raised by the Hindus of Bengal and by Co:ngres~ 
I 

politicians centered largely upon him. Measures which he deem4 . 
I 

necessary to overcome lawlessness were magnified by -an unsoru~ous 

press. On the other hand, the Muslims, who formed two-thirds ;or the 
I 

population under his charge, rallied to his support. His se~ces 

in India were terminated in 1906. 



I 

HUME .I -
. I 

Allan Octavian Hume ( 1829-1912). Indian civil servant and 

I 
ornithologist. First appointed in the North-Western Provinces in 

I 

. . . I 

184.9. Awarded the c. B. in 1860, '£or services rendered dur~ the 

~tiny. · Remaibed in the N. W.P. '£or eighteen years. Appoint~ 

Secretary in t~e Revenue and Agriculture Department o'£ the Cetttral 
I 

Government. In 1879, he was sent back to his own provinces 'Under a 
I 

cloud'. His friend and biographer Wedderburn declares that. *s . 

offence was 'over-boldness ~ e2pressing opinions unpalatable ;to the 
! . . 

ruling powers' • Became a Member of l:iis Provincial Board of Revenue. . I 
Retired from the CiVil. Service in 1882. Hume advised Lord ~erin 

to organise a representative body of educated men who would ex_Plajn 
, I 

popular needs. He is considered 'the father of the Indian National 
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I 
Congress' and one who was always in close sympathy with the aspirations 

of the educatew" classes of India. 



HUNTER 

Sir William Wilson Hunter (1840-1900). 
I 

Topped the list lof' 
I 

the I.c.s. examination in 1861. Joined service in 1862. First 
I 

appointment in the lower provinces o-r Bengal, as assistant mag·istrate 
I 
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and collector in Birbhwn. Published '.Annals of Rural Bengal' !in 1868. 

Selected by Lord Mayo 1 to organise perhaps the most gigantic 11 terary 
~ . 

enterprise that has ever been undertaken by any government' , which 
I 

came to be knoWn as the 'Imperial Gazetteer of India•·. In 187.!., a new 

post o-r Director-General of Statistics was created for Hunter. i 

Appointed an Additional. Member of the. Governor~eneral's Council in 1881. 
. I 

This appointment was twice renewed, making a term of six years• Presided 
I . 

over the Commission on Education. Also a member of the Commiskon on 

Finance. Vice Chancellor o-r the University of Calcutta. (1886):. 

Retired 1887. Wrote and edited several books on India. A ver~ 
I 

distinguished member o-r the I.c.s., lmown as an 'Indian Civilian, 
I 

historian and publicist 1 • 



O'DWlER 

Sir Michael Francis O'Dwyer (1864.-1940).. Joined service in 
I 

. I 
India in 1885 and was first posted to Shahpur in the Punjab. His 

rise was rapid and was achieved by sheer character and ability.· He 

' 
greatly distinguished himself in land revenue settlement work,· and 

. I 

was made Director of Land Records and Agricul. ture in the Punjab in 

1896. Reveme Commissioner from 1908-1909. Agent to the Governor-

General in Central India from 1910 to 1912. Lt.-Governor of the 

Punjab 1912-1919. tt was generally acknowledged that his ti~, 

fearless, but at the same time sympathetic' administration had been 

the directing factor which turned the pUnjab in very critical Diantha 
I 

from a theatre ot danger into a great example ot loyal recruiti;ng tor 
. ' 

the cause ot the British raj. The unrest in the Punjab in 19i:9, 

is however, attributed to O'Dwyer's harsh administration. But this 

mq be considered· the native point of view. 

an Indian assassin named Udhsri Singh. 

I 
O'Dwyer was shot by 
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I 
Sir John Strachey {1823-1907). Educated Haileybury, l840. 

Appointed Bengal Civil Service, 1842. Had various administrative 
I 

posts in North-Western Provinces. Judicial., Commissioner, Central 
' ; 
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v I 

Provinces, 1862. Chief Commissioner of Oudh, 1866, Member of. ViCeroy's 

Council, 1868. Lt. -Governor, North-Western Provinces, 1874.: 
' 

Finance Member, Government of India, 1876. Left India, 18~. · 

Cotton said of Strachey and his bro~er, Sir Richard: "By inheritance 

and ed.uca tion they belonged to the school of philosophic radicalism 
I 

represented in John Stuart Mill." 
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